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Referencia: 1

CBF-02

Address:

--Location:

La ChèzeName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/07/2016Final Date:04/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project : The castle of La Chèze is a Middle Ages castle with a rich history. 
Abandoned for few centuries the site was almost completely covered by 
vegetation.

10 years ago two organisations have chosen to revive this important site of 
Medieval heritage. They organize workshops to renovate it and a music festival 
called ¿Blues au château¿ which takes place every year at the end of August. 

Local people are very much involved in the work done by this organizations. They 
are waiting for you and ready to give you a warm welcome!

 

Works  : You will have the chance to participate in the renovation and the 
enhancement of this Medieval castle according to traditional masonry. 



Location : The village of La Chèze is located in the heart of the Bretagne region 
which is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean and the English Channel. This region is 
known for its wonderful natural richness and its great cultural heritage!



Accommodation : in tents

Nearest big town : Saint-Brieuc                                For seekers of nice 
landscapes ! 

Nearest airport : Paris ou Rennes

Nearest Train station Terminal : Saint-Brieuc
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Referencia: 2

CBF-03

Address:

--Location:

MontautourName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:11/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project : The town of Montautour has a very rich and remarkable construction 
heritage. The city center is protected as Historical Monument. Restoration works 
started a few years ago. Today, there is still one major part of this heritage which 
needs to be renovated to finalize the project. In order to help the town, 
Compagnons Bâtisseurs is supporting this project. The local authority called Vitré 
Communauté decided to support it by organising an international workcamp. 
There is large amount of work to be done.

Workcamp will take place for the third consecutive year! The local partners want to 
use the workcamp to encourage local youth to move and commit themselves to 
the project. It will be the opportunity for you to meet the young people of 
Montautour : they will happily show you their region and their culture.



Works : 'Parish enclosure' is a translation of the French term 'enclos paroissial'. It 
refers to a wall that was build all around a parish church that we found especially 
in Brittany and date back to the 16th and 17th centuries. You will renovate a stone 
wall with lime mortar according to traditional masonry in order to rebuild the 
parish enclosure in Montautour city center.



Location : Montautour is a lovely town located at around 60km of Rennes, in a 
green landscape of Brittany region. It is situated only 1 hour from the see and its 
famous Mont Saint Michel: Wonder of the Western world ! 



Accommodation : in tents   



Special Requirements : Physical work. :-)



Nearest big town : MONTAUTOUR

Nearest airport : Paris or Rennes

Nearest Train station Terminal : Vitré
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Referencia: 3

CONCF-002

Address:

PARISLocation:

ARPEJE - Wooden boat on the Garonne RiverName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CONS-ENVI  - Construction-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:28/07/2016Final Date:07/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

Unforgettable days await you on this work camp between the Jardins 
d¿aujourd¿hui shared gardens and the ARPEJE shipyards, at few minutes from the 
docks of Bordeaux! 

ARPEJE is an association that works on social and educational reintegration of 
young minds. For 3 years, they have built and renovated wooden sailboats. In 
collaboration with Concordia for a fourth year, ARPEJE wants to reinforce its 
partnership with Les Jardins d¿aujourd¿hui, an association promoting alternative 
agriculture in link with social development. As an added bonus, you get to visit 
Bordeaux, an exceptional city to discover!

Work: 

You will participate in the layout of a site hosting a pedagogical vegetable garden 
with the construction of a wooden structure sheltering an ancient bus used as 
office. You¿ll also help repairing the roof of the shared kitchen. Work involve: 
carpentry/woodworking, painting and some interior fittings.

Accommodation and meals: 

Camp on the grounds belonging to the association Les Jardins d¿Aujourd¿hui. 
Tents for 2 will be provided. Please bring your floor mat and your sleeping bag. 
There will also be a collective tent for cooking and diverse activities and an old bus 
transformed to host you! You will share collective tasks and prepare meals as a 
group. You will also have to manage a budget provided by the group facilitators 
and participate in grocery shopping, favoring healthy and local foods.

Location and activities: 

L¿ARPEJE and Les Jardins d¿Aujourd¿hui are located in the middle of the wet 
docks in Bacalan district, Bordeaux. This city is rich in history and known 
throughout the world for its wine. Among the planned activities, you will visit the 
city, castles, vineyards and will have the possibility of sailing the Atlantic ocean! 

Special remarks: 

Bring clothes, gloves and work shoes, warm and rain clothes, a flashlight, sun-
screen and -glasses and a swimsuit. The nights can be cool; so take warm clothes 
and a good sleeping bag and mat. You can also take recipes from your country, 
musical instruments and games. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must 
bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and 
everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues 
happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed 
once back in their home country.

Meeting point: 

Bordeaux train station SNCF (33)

Closest airport :

Bordeaux
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Referencia: 4

CONCF-005

Address:

PARISLocation:

LANGOIRAN - Wash house restorationName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Bordeaux train station



Closest airport: 

Bordeaux The Langoiran municipality, embedded between cliffs and water, is part 
of the Gironde department. By participating to this workcamp you’ll contribute to 
the preservation of its heritage by renovating a wash- house in order to open it 
again to the public. Supervised by a technical leader and a group life leader of 
Concordia, you’ll participate to a traditional masonry work in order to restore the 
wash house and the path leading to it. You will be accommodated in tents, you 
should expect basic collective life conditions. Langoiran is a municipality located on 
the Garonne shores at around 20 km from Bordeaux Bring clothes, gloves and 
work shoes, a raincoat, hiking shoes and a swimsuit. The nights can be cool; so 
take warm clothes and a good sleeping bag. You can also take recipes from your 
country, musical instruments and games.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 5

CONCF-007

Address:

PARISLocation:

MEILHAN - Gabares boat celebrationsName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:28/07/2016Final Date:07/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Marmande train station.



Closest airport: 

Bordeaux or Toulouse Meilhan is a small village located on the edge of the 
Garonne River which annually organizes the festival of the Gabares, which are 
traditional flat-bottomed boats originally intended to transport goods. This festival 
brings together the whole village, enthusiasts and others, to see the boats leave 
the Meilhan dock and go down the Garonne River. This project will allow the 
maintenance and development of the hold and the route of the boats along the 
river, on the occasion of the village festival. You will maintain the hold and the 
route manually by cleaning and weeding the venue of the festival, as it is the only 
possible way to make it nice and attractive. Helping the town and its people to 
organize the festival will be an opportunity to meet with the locals and share 
unforgettable moments with the community. Accommodation will be available. You 
will share the various collective tasks and prepare meals as a group. A budget will 
be allocated by the animators and you will participate in grocery shopping and 
meal preparation, emphasizing on healthy and local products. Meilhan (1300 
inhabitants ) is located in the Lot-et-Garonne county on the left bank of the river , 
70 km from Agen city and 15 km from Marmande city. Bring clothes, gloves and 
work shoes, a raincoat, hiking shoes and a swimsuit. The nights can be cool; so 
take warm clothes and a good sleeping bag. You can also take recipes from your 
country, musical instruments and games.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 6

CONCF-013

Address:

PARISLocation:

MENDIONDE - Discover the Basque culture!Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/08/2016Final Date:04/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Cambo Les Bains train station.



Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Bordeaux Come to discover Mendionde, a small village between the 
Atlantic Ocean, Spain and the Pyrenees mountains. For lovers of the Basque 
culture! Mendionde is a town rich in history in the deep Basque countryside. The 
town undertook the renovation of the Garro Castle, built in the 13th century and 
symbol of independence of the Navarre region. Concordia has worked on the walls 
and stairs of the castle in the past. Work resumes this year and you can explore 
this beautiful village in the heart of Basque country, meet the people and 
experience local traditions through dances, games and nature hiking. You will 
continue the restoration started last summer on the exterior walls of the castle 
esplanade. You will consolidate stone walls via traditional masonry techniques 
(tapping, stitching, grouting). You may also intervene in the interiors of the castle 
(cleaning, painting and various repairs). You will stay in a typical Basque house in 
the heart of the village. Sleeping on mattresses on the floor in shared rooms 
(bring your sleeping bag). You will share the various collective tasks and prepare 
meals as a group. A budget will be allocated by the animators and you will 
participate in grocery shopping and meal preparation, emphasizing on healthy and 
local products. Mendionde is a town of about 800 people at the foot of the 
mountains of the Pyrenees, not far from the Spanish border. During weekends you 
may be able to visit the village of Saint Pee sur Nivelle, the cities of Bayonne and 
Biarritz and swim in the Atlantic Ocean. Bring clothes, gloves and work shoes, a 
raincoat, hiking shoes and a swimsuit. The nights can be cool; so take warm 
clothes and a good sleeping bag. You can also take recipes from your country, 
musical instruments and games.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 7

CONCF-015

Address:

PARISLocation:

ESCASSEFORT - A medieval fortressName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Marmande train station.



Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Bordeaux Escassefort is a traditional, rural town, in the beautiful Lot-
et-Garonne region, rich in culture and gastronomy. The pretty village of 
Escassefort overlooks the town center with the parish church Sainte Martianne and 
a small square bordered by high walls, typical of an ancient fortress. Today, to 
preserve the history of the village, it’s important to maintain and restore this 
heritage through traditional techniques. Local celebrations and visits of the region 
will take place during your stay. You will start the restoration of the ancient walls 
surrounding the town. You will consolidate the damaged parts and rebuild the 
destroyed ones using traditional masonry techniques to preserve the heritage and 
to perpetuate the history of the village. A basic accommodation will be at your 
disposal, equipped with toilets, a kitchen and a space for collective life. You will 
share the various collective tasks and prepare meals together. A budget will be 
allocated by the group animators and you will participate to grocery shopping and 
meal preparation, emphasizing on healthy, local products. Escassefort village (600 
inhabitants) is located in the Lot-et-Garonne County, 10 km from Marmande city. 
Bring clothes, gloves and work shoes, a raincoat, hiking shoes, a flashlight and a 
swimsuit. The nights can be cool; so take warm clothes and a good sleeping bag. 
You can also take recipes from your country, musical instruments and games.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 8

CONCF-016

Address:

--Location:

ST CAPRAISE DE LALINDEName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project:

Saint Capraise de Lalinde, small village is typical of the Perigord County. This 
village is on Dordogne River and cross by the Lalinde canal that give an amazing 
charm to the place. You will work on cleaning the Dordogne riverfront and valorize 
this local natural heritage. The welcoming and friendly local population will also 
help you discover the traditions of this picturesque village.

Work:

You will contribute to the manual cleaning of the riverfront and its banks, feet into 
the water!

Accommodation and food: 

You will be accommodated under tents with a dorm room and kitchen area and 
group life under marquees. You will share collective tasks and prepare meals as a 
group. You will also have to manage a budget provided by the group facilitators 
and participate in grocery shopping, favoring healthy and local foods.

Location and activities: 

St Capraise de la Lalinde (500 inhabitants) is a village in the south of Dordogne 
county, in a beautiful area 13 km far from Bergerac city.

Special requirements and remarks: 

Bring a warm sleeping bag and mat, work clothes and work shoes, sport shoes, 
warm and rain clothes and a flashlight. The work will be physical and usually into 
the water so bring boots or shoes made for water activities. 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point: 

Lalinde train station 

Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Bordeaux
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Referencia: 9

CONCF-032

Address:

PARISLocation:

PONT-DU-CHATEAU - Terraced gardensName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2016Final Date:06/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Pont-du-Château train station.



Closest airport: 

Clermont-Ferrand, Lyon or Paris For six years now, international volunteers have 
been restoring Pont-du-Chateau&apos;s terraced gardens. The site has already 
changed a great deal. You too can participate in this big project! 

Situated near the natural river Allier, Pont du Château is a town that wishes to 
bring nature into the city through sustainable management of natural areas. 
Former terraced gardens are gradually being redeveloped and managed as 
ecological gardens by international volunteers. Your task on this project will be to 
reconstruct the walls that border the terraces. This seventh international 
workcamp in Pont du Château will let you discover its medieval Centre and share 
friendly moments with its inhabitants. During your stay, you will meet volunteers 
from other international work camps staying in Pont-du-Château. This summer we 
are giving you the chance to restore the outer stone wall. The render is falling off 
and there are large cracks in the wall. Your work will consist of reinforcing the wall 
and thus making it look more appealing! Working alongside a technical instructor, 
you will learn traditional building techniques using lime mortar, how to rebuild a 
stone wall and apply a natural render. You will also participate in making a stone 
buttress. All the work will take place in an area rich in natural resources, not far 
from a stream. You will sleep at the local site in two-person tents (please bring 
your sleeping bag). You will have your meals and showers in the stadium, which 
offers a large living space in a calm place near the river. The group will be sharing 
the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to 
the group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes using good 
products from the market and local producers. The entire stadium will be available 
to you and closed to the public. Pont-du-Château is a lively town which looks over 
the river Allier. The town is proud of its natural surroundings and the area is great 
for walking. The castle is in the heart of the town and offers a remarkable view 
over the agglomeration of Clermont-Ferrand city and the Auvergne volcanoes. This 
charming market town, full of tiny alleyways, timber-framed houses and 
remarkable buildings is full of wonderful surprises for visitors. Clermont-Ferrand, 
the capital of the region, is located 15km away and can be reached by train. You 
will be welcomed by local organizations who will offer you a whole load of activities 
to do during your leisure time: kayaking, hiking, swimming, dancing, learning how 
to play boules, accordion classes, badminton, basketball, football etc. For more 
information have a look at: http://www.pontduchateau.net and http://www.
planetepuydedome.com Please bring good shoes, working clothes and your 
swimsuit. As the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes 
and a sleeping bag. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical 
instruments and games. You will get around Pont-du-Château on foot and by 
minibus. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a 
personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any 
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personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any 
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, 
volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home 
country.
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Referencia: 10

CONCF-033

Address:

--Location:

SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS 1Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2016Final Date:06/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

Imagine yourself restoring a little chapel from the 11th century, nestled at the top 
of a hill in a wild valley, far away from any roads or civilisation...Saint-Pal-de-Mons 
is a charming little town and the gateway to the Velay, a region of extinct 
volcanoes interspersed with valleys. For several years, the town council has been 
running a project to maintain and showcase local heritage for visitors. You will 
follow in the footsteps of previous international volunteers who have come from all 
around the world for four consecutive summers to participate to this project. This 
year, you will work on the site of a small, isolated Roman chapel in a very 
beautiful valley that can only be accessed by foot. The local population and young 
people will be a great help to the workcamp and time will be spent getting to know 
each other during local celebrations, leisure activities and when exploring this 
region that is rich in natural heritage.

Work: 

Your mission will be to reconstruct the roof of the chapel. You will work alongside a 
technician specialised in traditional building methods in order to mend cracks on 
the roof's exterior and strengthen the building work level with the gable. You will 
be accompanied by a specialised company in order to transport materials on foot 
up to the work site, put up the framework and cover the chapel roof. It may be 
possible to develop the chapel in other ways. In this way, you will learn traditional 
building techniques, how to construct a roof and how to enhance heritage sites.

Accommodation and food:  

You will sleep in two-person tents in two possible places: on a field located in the 
grounds of the village primary school with use of a building lent by the council for 
social purposes (fully-equipped kitchen, dishwasher, large dining room) or at the 
site of the chapel, camping independently. When the weather is good you will eat 
your meals outside. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing 
meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will 
participate in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market and 
local producers.

Location and leisure: 

Saint-Pal-de-Mons (2,000 inhabitants) is located in the Haute-Loire district of 
Auvergne, 60km North of Puy-en-Velay and 30km from Saint-Etienne. It is a very 
beautiful region of medium-sized mountains (800 metres above sea level) with a 
very natural landscape made up of beautiful valleys. You will have the opportunity 
to take part in outdoor leisure activities (Hiking, picnics and swimming in the river 
and Lavalette lake, rail-biking or even a high ropes course), sharing football 
matches and a barbecue with the local team, and visiting towns such as Puy-en-
Velay and Saint-Etienne. You will be able to attend different shows throughout 
your stay. For more information have a look at: http://www.ot-lepuyenvelay.fr/

Special requirements and remarks: 

Work will take place high up on scaffolding. The work site is relatively isolated. It 
will better suit people who like the great outdoors and walking. Bring work clothes, 
walking boots and a swimsuit. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a 
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walking boots and a swimsuit. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a 
good sleeping bag. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical 
instruments and games. You will get around Saint-Pal-de-Mons on foot and by car.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point:

Bas-Monistrol train station, in the Le Puy en Velay to Saint-Etienne railway line.

Closest airport: 

Saint-Etienne, Lyon or Paris airport.
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CONCF-040

Address:

PARISLocation:

DAVAYAT - The preservation of lime kilnsName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Email: international@concordia.fr

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

HIGH UP WORK SOMETIMES

Project: 

For five summers now, international volunteers have been coming to the Davayat 
village to learn how to build with stones and lime mortar, to discover the region 
and share meals with the community.

Concordia has been participating in the renovation of Davayat's former lime kilns 
since 2011, working alongside a local organization called Cynorhodon 135, set up 
by friendly volunteers. You will see how much the work has progressed! This year 
again, the organization¿s volunteers are looking forward to showing you their 
region. You will share friendly moments and good meals with the inhabitants.



Work: 

This is a very important year, because you will finish building the outer walls of the 
kilns! You will also help the building works blend in with the countryside. Your goal 
will be to rebuild the north-facing outer wall and the kiln's decorative top. On the 
western side, you will construct a slanting stone roof. Finally, on the eastern side, 
you will finish building the descending wall and clear the land ready for planting 
trees and plants. The work will be varied and there will be plenty to do! Supervised 
by a technical instructor, you will learn traditional building techniques using local 
stones and lime mortars.

Accommodation and food:  

In tents built for 2 (bring your sleeping bag) in the village near the leisure center. 
Access to toilets, shower facilities, a kitchen and two rooms of activities in the 
leisure center nearby. When the weather is good you will eat your meals outside. 
The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The 
budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the 
preparation of dishes with good products from the market and local producers. On 
the first evening, you will be welcomed by the locals who will have prepared local 
culinary specialties for you!



Location and leisure: 

Davayat is a big village in the Auvergne region situated on the plain of Limagne, at 
the foot of the volcanic mountains. Situated at around 20 km north of the city of 
Clermont-Ferrand, it is a wine-producing region which offers many hiking 
opportunities, canoe/kayak trips and swimming in the lakes. Your stay will also 
include seeing concerts and shows in the town of Riom. For more information have 
a look at: http://www.ville-davayat.com and http://www.tourisme-riomlimagne.fr.

Special requirements and remarks: 

You might work high-up on a builder's trestle. Bring work clothes, walking boots 
and a backpack. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a good sleeping 
bag. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical instruments and 
games. You will get around Davayat on foot and by car.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
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Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point:

Riom train station.

Closest airport: 

Clermont-Ferrand, Lyon or Paris
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Referencia: 12

CONCF-041

Address:

--Location:

SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS 2Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

Imagine yourself restoring a little chapel from the 11th century, nestled at the top 
of a hill in a wild valley, far away from any roads or civilisation...Saint-Pal-de-Mons 
is a charming little town and the gateway to the Velay, a region of extinct 
volcanoes interspersed with valleys. For several years, the town council has been 
running a project to maintain and showcase local heritage for visitors. You will 
follow in the footsteps of previous international volunteers who have come from all 
around the world for four consecutive summers to participate to this project. This 
year, you will work on the site of a small, isolated Roman chapel in a very 
beautiful valley that can only be accessed by foot. The local population and young 
people will be a great help to the workcamp and time will be spent getting to know 
each other during local celebrations, leisure activities and when exploring this 
region that is rich in natural heritage.

Work: 

Your mission will be to reconstruct the roof of the chapel. You will work alongside a 
technician specialised in traditional building methods in order to mend cracks on 
the roof's exterior and strengthen the building work level with the gable. You will 
be accompanied by a specialised company in order to transport materials on foot 
up to the work site, put up the framework and cover the chapel roof. It may be 
possible to develop the chapel in other ways. In this way, you will learn traditional 
building techniques, how to construct a roof and how to enhance heritage sites.

Accommodation and food:  

You will sleep in two-person tents in two possible places: on a field located in the 
grounds of the village primary school with use of a building lent by the council for 
social purposes (fully-equipped kitchen, dishwasher, large dining room) or at the 
site of the chapel, camping independently. When the weather is good you will eat 
your meals outside. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing 
meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will 
participate in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market and 
local producers.

Location and leisure: 

Saint-Pal-de-Mons (2,000 inhabitants) is located in the Haute-Loire district of 
Auvergne, 60km North of Puy-en-Velay and 30km from Saint-Etienne. It is a very 
beautiful region of medium-sized mountains (800 metres above sea level) with a 
very natural landscape made up of beautiful valleys. You will have the opportunity 
to take part in outdoor leisure activities (Hiking, picnics and swimming in the river 
and Lavalette lake, rail-biking or even a high ropes course), sharing football 
matches and a barbecue with the local team, and visiting towns such as Puy-en-
Velay and Saint-Etienne. You will be able to attend different shows throughout 
your stay. For more information have a look at: http://www.ot-lepuyenvelay.fr/

Special requirements and remarks: 

Work will take place high up on scaffolding. The work site is relatively isolated. It 
will better suit people who like the great outdoors and walking. Bring work clothes, 
walking boots and a swimsuit. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a 
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walking boots and a swimsuit. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a 
good sleeping bag. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical 
instruments and games. You will get around Saint-Pal-de-Mons on foot and by car.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point:

Bas-Monistrol train station, in the Le Puy en Velay to Saint-Etienne railway line.

Closest airport: 

Saint-Etienne, Lyon or Paris
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Referencia: 13

CONCF-042

Address:

PARISLocation:

BLESLE - A unique festival experience!Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

FEST-ART  - Festival-Art CampProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:18/08/2016Final Date:04/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Arvant train station.



Closest airport: 

Clermont-Ferrand, Lyon or Paris Blesle&apos;s annual music festival is celebrating 
its 15th birthday! Participate to the festival&apos;s most exciting moments, from 
setting up the venue to celebrating the festival&apos;s closing evening with 
fireworks and a brass band!

With a backdrop of old stone buildings, the association which organizes the festival 
wishes to treat the audience with a special musical experience. In a welcoming 
and family-friendly atmosphere, around 30 groups and more than 100 artists will 
be invited to perform in several locations during 3 days (from August 12th to 
14th). The program is eclectic and open to the wider public: concert, jam-
sessions, “musical walking tours” and workshops. The volunteers will arrive in 
advance in order to help with the organization of the festival and to reinforce the 
international dimension of this event. The festival will take place in a particularly 
charming environment (Blesle is one of the most beautiful villages in France). You 
will participate in different activities together with a group of other festival 
volunteers. You will help with the logistics before and after the event: setting up 
and dismantling the stages. You will be helping with the decoration of the festival 
as well. You will raise awareness of sustainable development (construction of dry 
toilets). You will also welcome the artists as well as the visitors during the festival 
and be in charge of two stands of Refreshments and Catering! You will be sleeping 
on mattresses, on the mezzanine level of the municipal gymnasium in Blesle, 
which is located in the center of the town. The group activities will take place in 
the gymnasium, which is entirely reserved for the group. You will have access to 
the gymnasium&apos;s changing rooms, showers and toilets.

The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. 
Midday meals will be shared with the other festival volunteers. The budget will be 
allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes 
with good products from the market and local producers. Blesle is a village with 
600 inhabitants and is located in the Haute-Loire Department (Auvergne region). 
It is located 70 km away from Clermont-Ferrand city, in a very beautiful valley 
called Allagnon. The town is full of charms, with remarkable historical and 
architectural features, and it has been voted as one of the most beautiful villages 
in France. It is especially popular with tourists and is a friendly and calm place 
where you can experience life close to nature without being too far from local 
amenities. For more information, you can take a look at: http://aperos-musique-
blesle.com and http://www.tourismeblesle.fr. Bring work clothes, walking boots 
and a backpack. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a good sleeping 
bag. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical instruments and 
games. You will get around Blesle village on foot and by car. 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
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(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.



Language:

Some basic French is necessary.
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Referencia: 14

CONCF-043

Address:

PARISLocation:

ARTONNE Help the village to become one of the niceName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Email: international@concordia.fr

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CONCF-043

ARTONNE ¿ Help the village to become one of the nicest in France !

ARTONNE

03/08 - 24/08

RENO

12 vols

18+

Project:

The village of Artonne is rich of a very important built heritage, including listed 
monuments witnessing the importance of the borough during the Middle Age. 
There is also a remarkable collection of mansions and private castles, many 
dovecotes, vineyard huts, a network of fountains and crosses. As one of 16 
villages in the Auvergne region listed as remarkable, Artonne competes for the 
"Most beautiful villages in France" and "Small town of character" labellings. 

The municipality is in a heritage restoration process, in order to safeguarding the 
vestiges of its past, the showcase for its residents and visitors and improve the 
aesthetic appearance of the town. To do so, the people open the doors of their 
village for the first time to international volunteers. They are waiting for you 
impatiently!

Work:

You will begin the restoration of a typical lime kiln. This one is abandoned for 
many years, vegetation has invaded the building and the furnace collapsed. You 
will clean the surroundings of the site, un-weed the wall around the ovens, then 
you will consolidate the beautiful stone entry arch. Depending on the time 
remaining, you will also undertake the restoration of the furnace chimney. 
Accompanied by a technical instructor, you will learn traditional building 
techniques using local stone and lime mortar.

Accommodation and food: 

Sleeping in two-places tents around the stadium of the village. Access to 
sanitation

(shower and toilet), the locker room and cooking space will be provided for the

group of volunteers. Meals can be taken outside when the weather is nice and 
under a marquee installed on site. In case of rain, you can use the multipurpose 
room located in the town. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and 
preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group leader and 
you will participate in the preparation of dishes using good products from the 
market and local producers.

Location and leisure: 

Artonne is a town of about 800 people located in the wine-producing Limagne 
region, between the cities of Limagne and Combrailles. The village has kept its 
original identity of "Balcony Village" coiled mid-slopes. A green surroundings of the 
village includes protected natural areas. At about 30 km north of Clermont-Ferrand 
is a wine producing region that offers many opportunities for hiking, canoeing and 
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is a wine producing region that offers many opportunities for hiking, canoeing and 
kayaking and swimming in lakes. 

Concerts and shows in Riom will also punctuate your stay. For more information 
have a look at:http://www.tourisme-riomlimagne.fr/.

Special requirements and remarks:

Working on heights possible, on mason trestles . Bring work clothes, hiking boots 
and a backpack. The nights can be cool; so take warm clothes and a good sleeping 
bag. You can also take recipes from your country, musical instruments and games. 
You will get around Artonne on foot and by car. Foreigners belonging to the 
European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health 
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point

Riom train station.

Closest airport: 

Clermont-Ferrand, Lyon or Paris
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Referencia: 15

CONCF-061

Address:

PARISLocation:

BAINS SUR OUST - Breton hospitality!Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Redon train station.



Closest airport:

Rennes or Paris Join us to live a warm welcoming from the people of Bains sur 
Oust! 

For the 4th time, the village of Bains Sur Oust is willing to host an international 
workcamp. A project will take place nearby the borough on the Souriais domain, 
an old farm recently acquired by the city-hall to transform it into a cultural center. 
A very nice place during summer, surrounded by nature. The locals will be pleased 
to help you discover the local culture, during a real Breton evening for instance 
and you will undoubtedly make fantastic encounters with the very welcoming 
population of the village. You will go on with the site development initiated last 
year. We talk here about weeding out several buildings such as some walls, a 
bread hoven and others of the kind then rebuild and strengthen them using 
traditional masonry techniques. You will be accommodated in tents for 2, close to 
the local soccer field (bring a warm sleeping bag and a comfortable camping mat). 
Collective life will take place in the club house entirely dedicated to the group. You 
will share the different tasks (cooking, cleaning…) in group. A budget for shopping 
will be managed by the group with the support of the team leader, favoring 
healthy local products. Bains sur Oust (3361 inhabitants) is a vivid village in 
southern Ille et Vilaine county, close to the city of Redon. The town hall, as the 
locals, is very involved to welcome the workcamp volunteers. Around the borough, 
you will be able to discover the local heritage through the surrounding trekking 
paths. You’ll also find out the Pies island, little green jewel surrounded by the Oust 
river, also called the “pearl of the canal from Nantes to Brest”. You will be part of 
the festival of Pies Island, the yearly celebration in Bain Sur Oust! The greatest 
open-air photo festival takes place each summer in the neighboring village of La 
Gacilly. Whatever the season in Brittany, you have to foresee at least a warm 
clothing set (trousers, sweater; socks, closed shoes, rain clothes) and a light one 
(skirt or shorts, t-shirt, open shoes). We say here that all four seasons can take 
place during a day! Please also take with you work clothes, gloves and shoes in 
addition to your best swimsuit. Nights can be cold, take a warm sleeping bag and 
an insulating camping mat. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must 
bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and 
everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues 
happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed 
once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 16

CONCF-063

Address:

--Location:

CARENTOIRName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

Come to animate the hamlet of the Temple, historic location which hosted the 
Templar Knights in the 12th century.

For his third international workcamp, Carentoir wishes to animate this charming 
hamlet. The Temple is a small village in the municipality. All consultations are 
organized with residents in the only trade area, the restaurant-bar. An opportunity 
to experience the local culture and make unforgettable inter-generational 
meetings.

Work: 

The work is about traditional masonry. Some parts of the wall got damaged and 
have to be entirely unbuilt then rebuilt to the top, respecting the surrounding 
walls.

Accommodation and food: 

Volunteers will be accommodated in the local camping, in a wooded park, in tents 
for 2 (bring a warm sleeping bag and comfortable camping mat). Collective life will 
take place in a room made available to the group. The different collective tasks 
(cleaning, cooking) will be managed by the group itself. Shopping will be done 
together with the camp leader and meals should be prepared favoring local 
healthy products.

Situation:

Carentoir (2 756 inhabitants) is in the Morbihan county. This is a charming little 
town that has a rich history including a Templar church built in the 12th century. 
The town¿s territory is much extended and the site will take place precisely in the 
hamlet of Temple, where stands the former Templar Commandery. Several hiking 
trails are built in the town. You can also visit the Farm World, a park with animals 
in semi-freedom and a village of old Breton trades. Every summer is held the 
largest open-air photography festival in France in the neighboring town of La 
Gacilly.

Special requirements and remarks: 

The workcamp site is about 3 Kilometers far from the accommodation. We will 
walk or use bicycles to reach it. Whatever the season in Brittany, you have to 
foresee at least a warm clothing set (trousers, sweater; socks, closed shoes, rain 
clothes) and a light one (skirt or shorts, tshirt, open shoes). We say here that all 
four seasons can take place during a day! Please also take with you work clothes, 
gloves and shoes in addition to your best swimsuit. Bring a warm sleeping bag and 
an insulated camping mat as nights are sometimes fresh and wet. 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point: 

Redon train station. 

Closest airport:

Rennes or Paris
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Rennes or Paris
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Referencia: 17

CONCF-064

Address:

--Location:

SAINT PIERRE DE PLESGUENName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

The municipality of Saint Pierre de Plesguen is a typical small town very committed 
to the preservation of its heritage. The project takes place at the center of the 
borough, behind the town hall on a square in full reorganization. This large square 
already hosts municipal housings and a health care center. You will contribute to 
the improvement of the living conditions of the community. 

Work: 

The work is about traditional masonry. The upper part of the square walls will be 
adjusted to match with the surrounding ones. The joints of the wall will then be 
scraped and repointed with lime mortar.

Accommodation and food: 

At the municipal stadium in tents for 2. (Bring a warm sleeping bag and 
comfortable camping mat). Collective life will take place in the community center, 
dedicated to the group. The different collective tasks (cleaning, cooking) will be 
managed by the group itself. Shopping will done together with the camp leader 
and meals should be prepared favoring local healthy products.

Location and activities: 

Saint Pierre de Plesguen (2800 inhabitants) is big village ideally placed at the 
crossroad between the cities of Saint Malo, Rennes, Dinan and Combourg in the 
Ille et Vilaine county. The borough center is surrounded by vegetation thanks to 
two neighboring forests. The historical and natural heritage offer to the visitor a 
large number of tours. A library, a multi-sport center, rivers: loads of nice things 
to do locally out of getting to discover the city of Combourg, the Emerald coast, 
Dinan¿s ramparts festival and admire the sea nearby.

Special requirements and remarks: 

Whatever the season in Brittany, you have to foresee at least a warm clothing set 
(trousers, sweater, socks, closed shoes, rain clothes) and a light one (skirt or 
shorts, tshirt, open shoes). We say here that all four seasons can take place 
during a day! Please also take with you work clothes, gloves and shoes in addition 
to your best swimsuit. 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point: 

Combourg train station

Closest airport:

Rennes or Paris
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Referencia: 18

CONCF-065

Address:

PARISLocation:

SAINT SULIAC - Between land and seaName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Saint Malo train station.



Closest airport:

Rennes, Nantes or Paris Discover this enchanting village, between land and sea, 
among the nicest of the country, nestled on the banks of the famous Rance 
estuary. This second workcamp in a row aims at going on with the renovation of 
the wall surrounding the Chabossière domain. The Chabossière is an old mansion 
from the 16th and 17th century. While the domain is now filled with buildings, the 
former enclosure wall is a testimony of the size of the property at the time. We 
talk here about traditional masonry work. Some weakened parts of the wall have 
to be dismantled then rebuilt to the top, respecting the surrounding walls. Once 
strengthened, finishing joints will be applied. At the municipal camping, in tents 
for 2 (bring a warm sleeping bag and comfortable camping mat). Collective life will 
take place in the local school, dedicated to the group. The different collective tasks 
(cleaning, cooking) will be managed by the group itself. Shopping will done 
together with the camp leader and meals should be prepared favoring local 
healthy products. Saint-Suliac village (901 inhabitants) is part of the nicest French 
village association for good reasons. A typical Breton village, Saint-Suliac stands in 
northern Ille-et-Vilaine County, 10 km far from Saint-Malo city. It is a harbor 
village with a prosperous seafaring past. Nestled in the folds of Mount Garrot, it is 
covered with woods and meadows filled with cows and sheep. Thanks to its unique 
features, Saint Suliac benefits from cultural heritage and Breton traditions. You will 
discover it by joining the « Saint Suliac Autrefois » festival during the first week-
end of the workcamp.

The borough is organized around its church and harbor. A number of pathways 
and small streets, winding and picturesque, greets the visitors with lovely 
moments spent to discover all the corners of this charming village. A large number 
of coastal trekking paths leads you to wonderful natural sites, offering wonderful 
viewpoints on the Rance estuary, on the Saint Malo, Dol and Dinan cities 
surroundings and on the exceptional Mount Saint Michel. Whatever the season in 
Brittany, you have to foresee at least a warm clothing set (trousers, sweater; 
socks, closed shoes, rain clothes) and a light one (skirt or shorts, tshirt, open 
shoes). We say here that all four seasons can take place during a day! Please also 
take with you work clothes, gloves and shoes in addition to your best swimsuit. 
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 19

CONCF-093

Address:

PARISLocation:

ESSONNE - A unique geological reserveName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Étréchy RER (sub-urban train, line C) train station



Closest airport: 

Paris Travel through the ages thanks to the geological sites of the Essonne County! 
Get involved in the protection of the geological sites of a national nature reserve in 
the heart of the Ile-de-France region.

Listed and protected since 1989, the nature reserve of the geological sites extends 
to more than 27 hectares, reaching to 10 communes. The reserve is one of the 
two national nature reserves in Ile-de-France region and the only geological 
reserve. A 20 m² greenhouse was built in 2002 in order to preserve the site and to 
showcase the 30 million year-old geological layers shaped as steps. At least 180 
mollusk and vertebrate fossils were identified there! This workcamp gives you a 
way to contribute to the preservation the biodiversity and to save the geological 
heritage of this nature reserve. Furthermore, you will participate to the creation of 
tourist pathways for the nature reserve and in animations focusing on eco-friendly 
tips. Along with a technical leader, you will participate to the restoration of an 
authentic Roman times mine from located in Villeneuve-sur-Auvers. You will lead 
workshops with the locals about the memory of the place and its history. You will 
also take part in the valorization and maintenance of the glass-casing protecting 
the fossils in Auvers-Saint-Georges. Alongside this action, you will initiate an 
educational pathway through a part of the nature reserve, while proposing games 
and animations focusing on eco-friendly tips and the protection of biodiversity. You 
will be hosted in shared room 5 minutes of walk away from the first site at 
Villeuneuve-sur-Auvers, and 40 minutes of walk away from the second site at 
Auvers-Saint-Georges. Both walks follow a pleasant forest path. The group will be 
sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The budget will be 
allocated to the group leader and you will participate to the preparation of dishes 
with healthy produce from the market and local producers. Located 1h30 from the 
center of Paris, you will be immersed in the heart of the nature reserve of 
ESSONNE. The reserve is surrounded by 10 charming communes, and especially 
Auvers-Saint-Georges and Villeneuve-sur-Auvers where you will work with the 
inhabitants.

You will be 15 minutes away from the ancient fortified city of Etampes, renowned 
for its historical heritage, and a few minutes away from the stud farms operating 
in the region.

Your accommodation will also be located 1h15 away from Disneyland Paris Park. 
Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. As the nights can 
be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes and a good sleeping bag. 
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 20

CONCF-122

Address:

PARISLocation:

BASSOUES - A legendary villageName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Vic-Fezensac train station.



Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Bordeaux airport. Let the incomparable charm of Bassoues, a small 
medieval country-house surrounded by its ramparts, operate on you!

The first thing that knocks you out while entering the village for the first time is its 
splendidly preserved 43 meters high donjon, finished in AD 1371. A village with 
the typical medieval features with its fortifications and Saint Fris&amp;apos;s 
legend, between myth and reality, which rocks his inhabitants for centuries. All the 
village is listed by the departments of Historical Monuments: a village to discover 
for nature and heritage lovers!

The village wishes to boost the actions of voluntary work along with the 
inhabitants; this first edition of international workcamp is an ideal opportunity for 
it!  Together with a group of young locals that are committed every summer to 
small renovation works for a week, you will intervene in the heart of the village, 
on the reconstruction of a collapsed outer wall. Rebuilding an outer wall in the 
village. You will unbuilt the last meter of the existing wall, then rebuild it entirely 
and joining it with the existing one. You will use traditional construction 
techniques. You will be accommodated in tents, around a soccer stadium, with 
access to cloakrooms, toilets / shower and the kitchen of the clubhouse. You will 
participate in the preparation of the meals and shall favor the use of local 
products. Bassoues is a charming small village on the road of Ancient country-
houses and Castelnaux city, It is also close to the city of Marciac, famous for its 
international Jazz festival and about 30 kilometers from the city of Auch.

Multiple cultural and sports activities await you there: Bal-musette or disco, 
outdoor cinema, fishing, rugby, local meals, hiking, theater evening, tennis and so 
on. Consider taking work clothes and shoes (waterproof if possible, in case of 
rain). 

Bring a warm sleeping bag and a good camping mat (sleeping in tent), nights are 
sometimes fresh and wet.  Tents will be provided but you can also bring your own. 
Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, games, music instruments, 
etc.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring their personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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CONCF-123

Address:

PARISLocation:

SARRANT - An international colors- summer!Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Aubiet train station.



Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Paris For this workcamp, let’s mix pencil and mason&apos;s trough, 
renovation and illustration! For this first workcamp, we shall intervene on the 
reconstruction an outer wall at the entrance of the village. Over a week, we shall 
also participate to the organization of a festival around illustration and around 
meeting with authors, organized by the “Librairie-Tartinerie”, a bookstore-snack in 
Sarrant. This year, the festival also hosts a group of young Czechs over a week 
through a European exchange program.

Seen from the sky, Sarrant looks like a snail shell firmly rolled up around its 15th 
century church. A fortified main entrance controls the access to the alleys of this 
village enlisted as one of the "most beautiful villages of France". A well-known 
stopover for merchants traveling between Toulouse and Lectoure in the Roman 
times, Sarrant bears a major historical legacy. Charm guaranteed! Volunteers will 
consolidate what remains of the wall because of tree roots push it back and 
destabilize it. We will rebuild the wall on its weakest parts with traditional masonry 
techniques. You will be accommodated in tents, around a soccer stadium, with 
access to cloakrooms, toilets / shower and the kitchen of the clubhouse.

You will participate to the preparation of the meals. We shall favor the use of local 
products. Sarrant is an ancient country-house of 400 inhabitants situated in the 
northeast of the Gers region. The fortified village is circling around the Saint 
Vincent church, 10 Km away from the borough of Mauvezin and 40 minutes far 
from the city of Auch. Gastronomic specialties, itinerant night-market, vegetable 
farmers nearby, numbers of  shows in Larréol, close to the leisure centers of 
Solomiac and St Cric and so on. Let yourself be tempted by the sweetness of the 
Gers region! Consider taking work clothes and shoes (waterproof if possible, in 
case of rain). 

Bring a warm sleeping bag and a good camping mat (sleeping in tent), nights are 
sometimes fresh and wet. Don’t forget your nicest swimsuit. Tents will be provided 
but you can also bring your own. 

Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, games, music instruments, 
etc.

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring their personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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CONCF-124

Address:

PARISLocation:

EMMAUS - Fighting against exclusion! (CARTA MOT.)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI  - Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Escalquens train station.



Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Paris You will work with the Emmaüs community in Escalquens, in the 
Midi-Pyrénées region. The secular solidarity movement of Emmaüs was born in 
1949 from a will to help people in need. Under the leadership and example of the 
Abbé Pierre, the “compagnons” have been working all around the world in order to 
help deprived people to find security, dignity, autonomy through work and mutual 
support.

They retrieve all kind of objects (furniture, clothes, household appliances etc.) in 
order to fix them up and resell or recycle them. The benefits of the sales are used 
to help people in need and to encourage people to get involved in this solidarity 
approach.

You will organize yourself in order to maintain the facilities that you will be using, 
to clean it and to prepare meals. You will decide together on what to do during 
your free time and to organize with the locals in order to encourage 
communication with the young local You will work with the Companions of 
Emmaüs and the volunteers to make the “Bric a Brac” live (recycling of objects, 
sorting, renovation, sales, preparation of the meals for around thirty people...). 
You will stay in tents on the site of Emmaüs Escalquens. You will have access to 
the bathroom and showers. You will share meals with the Companions. Escalquens 
(6000 inhabitants) is located at the gates of the Laurageais area, between 
sunflower covered hills and houses. 

It is in this beautiful setting that you will find a bridge from AD 1772, a green brick 
castle from AD 1568 in the city center and a 14th century church. At the 
Cousquille crossroads, you will find local shops, many celebrations and the Sunday 
market.

During your days off, you can reach Toulouse in less than one hour by bus. 
Toulouse is a beautiful, innovative, cultural and dynamic student city famous for 
its rich heritage.

In the area, you will get to discover villages, castles and wine estates, together 
with the UNESCO World Heritage “Canal des Deux Mers”. You will need to write a 
motivation letter in order to apply to this workcamp.

You will live with the “Compagnons” which may come from difficult background; 
they are spending a year in the Emmaüs facilities as part of their integration 
process. They usually had previous professional or social difficulties, related to 
their age, health or highly unstable setting. 

You will share the same place and therefore the same rules will apply to you in 
order to live all together. You will work mornings and afternoons (about 6/7h a 
day), help prepare meals and clean the place. Your days off will be Sunday and 
Monday. During the day, you will share the companions’ life and will be with the 
other volunteers in the evenings or time off. Outsiders are not allowed outside 
working hours, alcohol is forbidden on the facilities with no exception. Consider 
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working hours, alcohol is forbidden on the facilities with no exception. Consider 
taking work clothes and shoes (waterproof if possible, in case of rain). Bring a 
warm sleeping bag and a good camping mat (sleeping in tent), nights are 
sometimes fresh and wet. Tents will be provided but you can also bring your own. 
Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, games, music instruments, 
etc. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring their personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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CONCF-125

Address:

PARISLocation:

CAPDENAC - Castles and good mood!Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CONS  - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Capdenac train station.



Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Paris Heritage and natural marvels, rich and varied gastronomy, we 
come from afar to discover or appreciate the specialities of the Aveyron region! 
Capdenac-le-Haut is a magnificent village with a very important historic past, 
perched on a peninsula-shaped rock overlooking the valley of the Lot River. 
Discover impressive ramparts, the Gallic and Caesar&amp;apos;s fountains and 
the so-called “English” troglodyte fountain. The XIVth century donjon welcomes 
you in the entrance of the village, with terraces offering an exceptional point of 
view on the region.

It is the fourteenth year that the municipality of Capdenac-Le-Haut calls on to the 
volunteers of Concordia to restore elements of its heritage.The municipality is 
recognized and certified by the association of the Most Beautiful Villages of France. 
Come to discover a remarkable environment by participating in this workcamp! 
Continuing last year’s workcamp, you will intervene on the construction of a stone 
wall bounding a footpath right in the heart of the village. You will use traditional 
construction techniques. You will be accommodated under tents around the soccer 
stadium, with access to the kitchen, to toilets and to collective showers. A 
cloakroom will be available to store your luggage. A big collective tent will be 
installed to take meals and for collective life.

You will participate to the preparation of the meals by favoring the use of local 
products. Close to the cities of Figeac, between Cahors and Rodez, Capdenac is 
surrounded with many charming villages with remarkable monuments: the 
medieval city of Rocamadour hung on its cliff, Najac wich is outlined on a 
headland, the caves of Foissac, the banks of the Dordogne river valley from 
Sousceyrac to Souillac, the wild canyons of Aveyron river, the paths to Santiago 
de Compostela and so on. Canoe, hikes, traditional dances: a local heritage to be 
discovered! Consider taking work clothes and shoes (waterproof if possible, in case 
of rain). Bring a warm sleeping bag and a good camping mat (sleeping in tent), 
nights are sometimes fresh and wet. Tents will be provided but you can also bring 
your own. Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, games, music 
instruments, etc. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring their 
personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any 
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, 
volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home 
country.
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CONCF-126

Address:

PARISLocation:

GAZAX ET BACCARISSE - One for all, all for Gazax!Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Auch train station.



Closest airport: 

Toulouse, Bordeaux or Paris Come to discover the small village of Gazax-et-
Barccarisse, in the deep countryside of Gascogne region, cradle of the famous 
musketeer D’Artagnan. Such an ideal workcamp for nature lovers!

Delighted by the organization of their first international workcamp last year, the 
90 hyper- dynamic and involved inhabitants signed up again for a new 
international workcamp adventure. This year we shall intervene on a memorial 
monument and on the basement of the church. The interaction between locals and 
volunteers is guaranteed: be sure you will be thrilled by the cheerful atmosphere 
of this typical small village of south-west France!

Culinary specialties, hiking on the circuits of castles and ancient country-houses, 
the lake of Lupiac nearby, the medieval villages, the popular balls, the city of Auch 
and so on. From Gazax the Gers region offers itself to you! At first you will have to 
defuse the steps of the monument of remembrance, to redo the foundations, then 
you will reinstall the steps of the building.

Secondly you will intervene on renovation work on one of the low walls of the 
church with techniques of traditional masonry. You will be accommodated in tents 
on a ground of the municipality. A few meters away from there, you will have at 
disposal a kitchen, toilets, showers and a large room for collective life. You will 
have a kitchen garden at disposal and we shall favor purchases with local 
producers. Gazax-et-Bacarisse is a small village of 90 inhabitants situated 40 
minutes away from the city of Auch in the Gers region. You will discover the great 
historic center of Auch and the numerous typical villages often listed for their 
exceptional flowering. To be noted the city of Lupiac, place of birth of the famous 
d’Artagnan of the 3 musketeers, and its lake at 20 km from the workcamp. And of 
course the most beautiful gastronomic surprises of the Southwest! Situated not far 
from Marciac city, you will have the opportunity to go to its famous jazz festival! 
Consider taking work clothes and shoes (waterproof if possible, in case of rain). 
Bring a warm sleeping bag and a good camping mat (sleeping in tent), nights are 
sometimes fresh and wet. Tents will be provided but you can also bring your own. 
Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, games, music instruments, 
etc. As the lake is close, take also your swimsuit. Tents will be provided but you 
can also bring your own. Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, 
games, music instruments, etc. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must 
bring their personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, 
in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the 
project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in 
their home country.
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CONCF-127

Address:

--Location:

LUZ-SAINT-SAUVEURName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

From Luz-Saint-Sauveur, the Pyrenees Mountains are all yours; all the nicest sites 
of the region are easily reachable. You will find there the pleasure to inhale, to 
move, to keep cool, to transcend yourself, to enjoy Life!

The great writer Victor HUGO was describing it like a ¿Charming old city deliciously 
standing in a deep triangular valley. Three large rays of day reach there through 
the three recesses of the three mountains. When the ¿miquelets¿ (Catalan militia 
men) and the Spanish smugglers were arriving from Aragon through Roland¿s 
Breach, they were suddenly glimpsing at the end of the dark gorge a great clarity, 
like what the door of a cellar is to whom is inside it. They hastened and found out 
this large borough, sunlit and alive. This borough, they called it Light, Luz.¿ 

The municipality started up a big rehabilitation project of its local heritage, and 
wishes to propose to its visitors a stroll marked out by its numerous wash houses. 
This year we will intervene on the renovation of one of these wash houses.

Work: 

You will restore a wash house placed in the heart of the village. The building was 
modified throughout the years so the goal of the workcamp is to put it back to its 
original shape. You will participate to demolition works and renovate the coatings 
with traditional construction techniques.

Accommodation and food: 

You will be accommodated nearby the workcamp site in 2 flats with a kitchen, 
dormitories, toilets, showers, a collective life room and so on.

Location and leisure: 

The municipality is in the Hautes-Pyrénées County, in the southwest of France 
near the pilgrimage city of Lourdes. It is close to the most beautiful natural 
marvels of the Pyrenees Mountains: the Midi Peak, the Gavarnie circus, the Bridge 
of Spain, the Néouvielle natural park, the Pyrenees national park with its 
numerous lakes.... A territory which, by its beauty and its diversity, presents a 
real historical, architectural and environmental interest.

Special requirements and remarks: 

Think about taking clothes, gloves and shoes for working (if possible waterproof in 
case of rain). Take both light and hot clothes (Luz is at 750 meters of altitude). 
Bring a warm sleeping bag and trekking shoes. Do not hesitate to bring specialties 
from home, photos, games, music instruments....

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and be reimbursed once back home.

Meeting point:

Reach Lourdes Train Station then take a bus until Luz Saint Sauveur.

Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Paris
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CONCF-14

Address:

--Location:

COUZE ET SAINT FRONT - Dordogne River from the insName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project:

Couze-et-Saint-Front, famous for its numerous mills dedicated to paper production 
is a typical village of the Perigord County. This village is at the outfall of the Couze 
River into the larger Dordogne River. You will work on cleaning the algae that 
blocks river sediments and on maintaining the river banks to fight against floods 
and valorize this local natural heritage. The welcoming and friendly local 
population will also help you discover the traditions of this picturesque village.

Work:

You will contribute to the manual cleaning of algae from the river and its banks, 
feet into the water!

Accommodation and food: 

You will be accommodated under tents with a dorm room and kitchen area and 
group life under marquees. You will share collective tasks and prepare meals as a 
group. You will also have to manage a budget provided by the group facilitators 
and participate in grocery shopping, favoring healthy and local foods.

Location and activities: 

Couze et Saint Front (800 inhabitants) is a village in the south of Dordogne 
county, in a beautiful area 20 km far from Bergerac city.

Special requirements and remarks: 

Bring a warm sleeping bag and mat, work clothes and work shoes, sport shoes, 
warm and rain clothes and a flashlight. The work will be physical and usually into 
the water so bring boots or shoes made for water activities. 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point: 

Lalinde train station 

Closest airport: 

Toulouse or Bordeaux
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CONCF-152

Address:

PARISLocation:

AUBIGNE-RACAN - Restoration of archaeological areaName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ARCH  - Restorarion-ArchaeologyProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Aubigné-Racan train station.



Closest airport: 

Paris If you are interested by archaeological area, this workcamp is for you! It is 
the 4th year of partnership between Concordia, the Sarthe department and the 
city of Aubigné-Racan. 

Aubigné-Racan is a lovely city near the Loir’s river and it spreads over 3203 
hectares with 2112 inhabitants. A very important part of Aubigné’s heritage is the 
Gallo-Roman complex composed of a theater, a temple, thermal facilities and 
markets built in the second half of the 1st century. This archeological site, 
property of the Sarthe department, is one of the most beautiful sites of the Pays 
de la Loire region. This area is very rich in built heritage and natural discoveries.

You will discover archeology through the explanations of an Archeologist from the 
CAPRA (Center of Archeological Prospection and Research of Allonnes) about the 
Gallo-Roman history of Aubigné and about the wild life. You will take part in the 
local festivities: July 14th parade and fireworks, lightening of the old city called 
“Nuit des Chimères”, discovery of the local heritage, hiking. Like the tree previous 
workcamps, you will be restoring a part of the archeological site: weeding, 
restoring the low walls using traditional masonry. You will be staying in a collective 
accommodation under tents in a field with toilets and bathroom in a local football 
club building. Meals will be taken there. The group will be sharing the cleaning 
chores and preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group 
leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes with good products 
from the market and local producers. Aubigné-Racan is located 40km south from 
Le Mans, 15 km west from the Château du Loir. Meeting with inhabitants will be 
organize by exchanges of services. For more information, have a look at: http:
//www.association-capra.com/content/view/20/64/ and http://www.aubigne-
racan.com/ You will be cycling on a daily basis to go from the city to the 
workcamp (4km). Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. 
As the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes. Don’t forget 
to bring a sleeping-mat, a warm sleeping bag (and a tent if you have your own!). 
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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CONCF-153

Address:

--Location:

PNR DES MARAISName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

For nature lovers, you will discover a very beautiful environment: hedgerows, 
marshes, seaside, heaths¿It is the third time that Concordia organizes an 
international workcamp with the Cotentin and the Bessin Marshland Regional 
Nature Park. Located in the south of the Cotentin¿s peninsula, this wide surface of 
marshland polders contains unique fauna and flora. The park¿s house proposes 
touristic information, exhibitions and animation in the aim of discovering natural 
and architectural heritage. Around this place, you will have the opportunity to 
hike, sail boats, discover the local and environmental heritage and enjoy 
animations. This workcamp is a part of a long-term project. This is an old farm 
built with homemade mud bricks owned by the Manche region. This place is now 
used for the trainings organized by the Regional Nature Park about homemade 
mud bricks building.

Work: 

You will be supervised by two leaders. Continuing on from last year's restoration, 
you will take part in the restoration of the farm frontage, and will learn old 
masonry techniques: clear it off undergrowth, masonry work, repair the joints of 
the bricks by using traditional techniques (e.g. lime mortar)

Accommodation and food: 

You will be staying in a collective accommodation under tents in a field with the 
toilets and bathroom in a building. The meals will be taken in the building. The 
group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The 
budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the 
preparation of dishes with good products from the market and local producers. 

Location and activities: 

60km south of Cherbourg and 20 Km north of Saint-Lo. For more information 
about the park:  www.parc-cotentin-bessin.fr

Special requirements and remarks:

You may work in a scaffolding, be sure to not have vertigo in order to participate 
to the camp. 

You will work on small scaffolding; you should therefore be to be able to work at 
height.

Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. As the nights can 
be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes. Don¿t forget to bring a 
sleeping-mat, a warm sleeping bag (and a tent if you own one!). 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point: 

Carentan train station.

Closest airport: 

Paris
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CONCF-155

Address:

PARISLocation:

NUAILLE - Rediscover architectural heritageName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Chôlet train station



Closest airport: 

Nantes or Paris For historic architecture lovers, stand up for the restoration of old 
heritage in the small but lovely town of Nuaillé. In the middle of countryside, the 
village is surrounded by a forest with a lot of hiking path to discover. In the middle 
of the town, some old buildings have been renovated and opened to the public for 
visiting (library, cultural room). To go on with the valorization of this heritage, the 
city council decided to organize an international workcamp. You’ll be involved in 
the improvement of a site with a chapel. During your collective leisure times, 
thanks to visits, hiking and local animation you will enjoy the beauty and charm of 
this natural and rural area of France. You’ll also be in touch with the inhabitant, 
who can’t wait to see you all coming for the first edition of this workcamp in their 
town! You will be supervised by two leaders. In this first year, you will take part in 
the renovation of local heritage: an area with a chapel and a garage. Dismantling 
of the brick garage, sorting out bricks, cleaning, removing cement coating and 
some minor works on the chapel. You will be staying in a collective 
accommodation in tents in a field with the toilets and a bathroom in a local 
football. The meals will be taken in the building. The group will be sharing the 
cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to the 
group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes with good 
products from the market and local producers. Nuaillé is located 10 km North-East 
of Chôlet, and 60 km South-West of Angers. Please bring gardening gloves, good 
shoes and working clothes. As the nights can be quite 

cold, remember also to bring warm clothes. Don’t forget to bring a sleeping-mat, a 
warm sleeping bag (and a tent if you own one!). You will be using bicycles during 
the project. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a 
personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any 
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, 
volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home 
country.
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CONCF-156

Address:

PARISLocation:

ECHAUFFOUR - St Andre´s frontageName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Sainte Gauburge train station.



Closest airport: 

Paris For historic architecture lovers, stand up for the restoration of the Saint 
Andre church frontage in the small town of Echauffour.

This will be the third year of partnership between Concordia and the municipality 
of Echauffour, a small and charming village of 700 inhabitants, rich of its natural 
and built heritage. The town is really into the organization of projects for youth 
and for the renovation of its local heritage. During your free time, you will be able 
to go on hikes, discover the built and natural heritage and take part in the city life 
through event with the locals. You will be supervised by two leaders. Continuing 
on from last year&amp;apos;s restoration, you will take part in the restoration of 
the Saint Andre church frontage, and will learn traditional techniques of masonry: 
clear it off undergrowth, masonry work, repair the joints of the bricks by using 
traditional techniques (e.g. lime mortar). You will be staying in a collective 
accommodation under tents with the toilets and bathroom in a rustic local. The 
meals will be taken in a room in the mill with the volunteers of the organization. 
The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The 
budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the 
preparation of dishes with good products from the market and local producers. 
Echauffour is located 50 km North-East of Alençon. You will work on small 
scaffoldings; you should therefore be able to work in height.

Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. As the nights can 
be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes. Don’t forget to bring a 
sleeping-mat, a warm sleeping bag (and a tent if you own one!). You will be using 
bicycles during the project. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must 
bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and 
everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues 
happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed 
once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 31

CONCF-157

Address:

PARISLocation:

L´AIGLE - The secret of the towerName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Email: international@concordia.fr

Url: www.concordia.fr

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CONCF-157 HIGH UP WORK

L¿AIGLE ¿ The secret of the tower



05/08 ¿ 26/08

RENO

15 vols 

18+

Project: 

For historic architecture lovers, stand up for the restoration of the old tower in the 
town of L¿Aigle.

L¿Aigle is a lovely town very rich in history, known for its local gastronomy, its 
meteorite and of course its architectural heritage. Among all the listed 
monuments, the city suggests you to discover a new one! You will help to clear, 
renovate and study an old building looking like a simple tower but which could 
finally be a former wind-mill. During your collective leisure times, thanks to 
different visits, hiking and local animation you will enjoy the beauty and charm of 
this natural and rural area of France. You¿ll also be in touch with the inhabitant, 
who can¿t wait to see you all coming for the first workcamp in their town!

Work:  

HIGH UP WORK

You will be supervised by two leaders. In this first year, you will take part in the 
restoration of an old tower, and will learn old masonry techniques: weeding, 
masonry work, repair the joints of the bricks by using traditional techniques (e.g. 
lime mortar).



Accommodation and food: 

You will be staying in a collective accommodation under tents in a field with toilets 
and a bathroom in a building. The meals will also be taken in the building. The 
group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The 
budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the 
preparation of dishes with good products from the market and local producers. 



Location and activities: 

L¿Aigle is located 70 km North-East of the city of Alençon. For more information 
about the town: www.ville-laigle.fr/



Special requirements and remarks:

You will work on small scaffolding; you should therefore be to be able to work at 
height. Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. As the 
nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes. Don¿t forget to 
bring a sleeping-mat, a warm sleeping bag (and a tent if you own one!). You will 
be using bicycles during the project. 
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be using bicycles during the project. 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.



Meeting point: 

L¿Aigle train station.

Closest airport:

Paris
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Referencia: 32

CONCF-159

Address:

PARISLocation:

VAAS - With the friends of the Rotrou Water millName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:12/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Vaas train station.



Closest airport: 

Paris Le Moulin de Rotrou is a water mill from the 16th century, located in the city 
of Vaas, on the Loire River. 

Thanks to the local association “Friends of the Mill”, visitors can discover the 
various steps of making bread, a pedagogical process that started in 2011. Quickly 
after its inauguration in June 2013, the site became a key element in the touristic 
development of the city. Many renewable energies-related events are organized 
there, such as the “Fête des Céréales” and the organic market, therefore 
developing a new attractive side related to the heritage of the Loir valley area. The 
association is more than 25 years old and the mill project brought a new vitality to 
it, mainly thanks to the intergenerational exchanges, the involvement of the 
volunteer and the great dynamism of the current facilitator. The Friends of the Mill 
association has been linked to the Jinov network for more than a year. Jinov aims 
at promoting youth initiatives and intergenerational cooperation with the purpose 
of the implementation of a youth center in the Mill. Concordia has been organizing 
international workcamps in the Sarthe department for many years, and it is thanks 
to this involvement that the second international workcamp will take place in 
August. Therefore, international volunteers and local youth will get to 
communicate and work together, animating the local community and 
strengthening the attractiveness of the territory. The workcamp will allow the area 
to be more outward looking, through the valorization of the local heritage and the 
preservation of the Mill. You will take part in the renovation of the walls inside the 
Mill: clear off undergrowth, masonry work, repair the bricks joints by using 
traditional techniques (e.g. lime mortar). You will be staying in a collective 
accommodation in tents in a field. Toilets and bathroom in a building indoor, 
nearby. The meals will be taken in a room in the mill with the volunteers of the 
organization. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals 
together. The budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate 
in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market and local 
producers. 40km south of Le Mans and 15km the west of Château du Loir.

You will be part of the local animations: discovering the local patrimony, hiking, 
“Nuit des Chimères” event in the old city of Le Mans, meeting with an AMAP 
(association that preserves local farming), and various other events. For more 
information about the mill: http://lemoulinderotrou.over-blog.com/ Please bring 
gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. As the nights can be quite 
cold, remember also to bring warm clothes. Don’t forget to bring a sleeping-mat, a 
warm sleeping bag (and a tent if you own one!). Foreigners belonging to the 
European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health 
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 33

CONCF-181

Address:

PARISLocation:

PELISSANNE - A mill in the heart of ProvenceName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/08/2016Final Date:20/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Salon de Provence train station.



Closest airport: 

Marseille or Paris Bring back to life an age-old mill in Pelissanne, a typical town in 
Provence nestled in herbs-smelling hills and enchanted by the sounds of cicadas.

The Costes mill, an 18th Century stone building, hosts an olive oil mill in its 
western end that was rehabilitated in 2001 by a local non-profit organization (Its 
olive oil production has won several awards).

The eastern end of the building hosts a flour mill fueled by the Craponne canal’s 
water flow.

The city council purchased recently the mill in order to finalize its renovation.

A previous international workcamp led by Concordia was organized there in 2015.

By participating to this Workcamp, you will contribute to preserve the cultural 
heritage of Provence and its traditional handicraft. You will carry on the 
rehabilitation of the walls and apply coating on the eastern and northern sides of 
the building. The mortar will be made of lime, sand and pigments to obtain the 
most suitable color according to the stones and original mortar.

Renovation work in the rooms inside and on the woodwork will also be done if time 
allows it. Your accommodation is still to be determined, depending on the dates.

You will be sleeping in a tent or in a building in town, dedicated to the group 
during the project.

Bring your sleeping bag and mat in any case.

Daily life (shopping, cleaning, preparation of meals made of local products…) will 
be managed collectively, along with your camp leaders. Pelissanne is a little town 
of Provence. It hosts 10 000 inhabitants during the year but attracts a lot of 
tourists in summer. You’ll enjoy visiting its historical center, its 16th century 
belfry, the Pelican’s Fountain, and of course tasting the Costes’ mill olive oil!

Located less than 50 Km from Aix-en-Provence, Arles, Avignon and Marseille, you 
will have a huge choice of discoveries in your free time. You will also enjoy the 
summer activities of the little town (like bullfighting) and its well-known Sunday 
market. For more information about the village and its surroundings, please visit: 
http://www.ot-massifdescostes.com/fr/ Please bring: work gloves and shoes, 
casual clothing, hat/cap, sunglasses (and swimming suit!) Foreigners belonging to 
the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health 
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 34

CONCF-242

Address:

PARISLocation:

LA MOTTE-SERVOLEX - Live Savoy differentlyName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2016Final Date:06/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Chambéry-Challes-les-Eaux train station



Closest airport: 

Lyon or Paris In the heart of Savoy region, come discover La Motte-Servolex, city 
open to the world, and celebrate the 15th birthday of our international workcamp!

Over the years, La Motte-Servolex&apos;s workcamp became a landmark into the 
culture of this small town, which will welcome you with a lot of conviviality and 
generosity. With the support of the communal services, you will participate to a 
collective action for the heritage enhancement, together with locals willing to 
share with you their knowledge and traditions. You&apos;ll participate to the 
renovation of a dry-stone low wall in the surroundings of the Saint-Jean-Baptiste 
church and to small restoration works on the Place de la Lecture, in the heart of 
the city. For 15 years, the communal agents have accompanied the realization of 
the workcamps, and transmitted their skills. You&apos;ll be sleeping in tents in 
front of the Sports Hall Didier Parpillon, at the Raoul Villot stadium, right by the 
city center. Bring your sleeping bag and mat. The kitchen, toilets, showers, and 
the collective living space will be inside the Sports Hall, which will also allow the 
group to shelter in case of bad weather.

You will participate to the preparation of the meals in turns. We&apos;ll favor the 
local products and the short supply circuits. Tastings of local specialties may also 
be organized with local producers. La Motte-Servolex (11 500 inhabitants) is a 
municipality situated in the Savoy county, in the new Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes 
region. It&apos;s bound to the Chambéry urban agglomeration, less than 10 km 
away. Thanks to the motorway network, Lyon and Genève are situated 
respectively 1h20 and 1h away from La Motte-Servolex.

You&apos;ll have access to many leisure activities (open-air cinema, swimming to 
the Bourget lake, cycling…) in an environment both mountainous and urban. The 
municipality will provide gloves, reflective jackets and safety glasses for the work. 
Don&apos;t forget to bring working clothes and closed shoes with you. As the 
nights can be cool, take a warm sleeping bag with you. Some convivial times will 
be organized! If you want to share a bit of your culture with the others, bring a 
piece of your country in your backpack (cooking recipes, traditional tales, unusual 
objects…). Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a 
personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any 
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, 
volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home 
country.
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Referencia: 35

CONCF-243

Address:

PARISLocation:

CROTTET - Wild nature within reachName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Mâcon-Ville Train station



Closest airport: 

Lyon or Paris Between the Bourgogne, Beaujolais and Jura regions, come to 
discover a natural wooded area hosting an outstanding wildlife!

The municipality of Crottet, concerned with maintaining its environmental heritage 
while enhancing its value, wishes to create a discovery trail within a preserved 
wetland where the observation of nature will allow the hikers to appreciate the 
diversified richness of the site. Thanks to your collective work during this 
international workcamp, you&apos;ll help making this space accessible while 
clearing the dense vegetation that expands there for many years. For this first 
workcamp organized in this locality, you&apos;ll participate to clear a plot of one 
hectare.

With the help of the locals, you&apos;ll skid dead wood, clear the trees blocking 
the accesses and suppress the brambles. The local flora will have to be preserved 
as much as possible. You will sleep in tents on a municipal land, close to the 
center of the village. Don&apos;t forget to bring your sleeping bag and mat. The 
kitchen, toilets, showers and the collective living space will be installed near the 
campsite. A communal room will be at your disposal to shelter in case of bad 
weather.

You will participate in the preparation of the meals by turns. We&apos;ll favor the 
local products and the short supply circuits. Tastings of local specialties may also 
be organized with local producers. The municipality of Crottet (1700 inhabitants) is 
located in the south of Bresse area, in the Ain County, at the border between the 
Rhône-Alpes and Bourgogne regions, two regions famous for their gastronomy and 
their wine-making. It is situated close to road and motorway networks, allowing to 
reach the cities of Macon in 20 minutes, and Lyon in one hour.

Bordered by the Saône River, the municipality offers various natural areas from 
which depart several trails allowing to discover a peaceful and unspoiled region.

You will participate to the Intervillage Games and to the Cormoranche Lake 
celebrations, punctuated by several animations and fireworks. At the leisure base, 
you&amp;apos;ll have access to swimming, laser-game, bike riding, hiking, 
fishing, canoe... Bring along a pair of working gloves, sturdy shoes and clothes 
that can get dirty. As the nights can be cool, take a warm sleeping bag and mat 
with you. Some convivial times will be organized! If you want to share a bit of 
your culture with the others, bring a piece of your country in your backpack 
(cooking recipes, traditional tales, unusual objects…). Foreigners belonging to the 
European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health 
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 36

CONCF-244

Address:

--Location:

NEULISEName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project:

In the Loire countryside, an old forgotten wash-house awaits you to get back to 
life!

Only the elders still remember this old wash-house. It was a living and meeting 
place, the last relic from a period when we were taking the time to meet and do 
things manually. Come and take the time to rebuild this heritage with us, giving its 
authenticity back. Allow it to regain its place in the history of Neulise, and in the 
heart of its inhabitants.

Work:

You'll participate to renovate a laundry house built in early twentieth century, 
completely rehabilitating the roof damaged by the time. Some small masonry 
works will have to be done to strengthen the construction. You will also work on 
weeding out the outskirts of the building and on cleaning the pond to facilitate its 
access by the hikers.

Accommodation and food:

You will sleep in tents on the municipal football stadium, next to the wash-house. 
Bring your sleeping bag and mat. The kitchen, toilets, showers, and the collective 
living space will be indoor, reachable from the stadium's changing rooms, which 
will also allow the group to shelter in case of bad weather.

You will participate in preparing the meals in turns. We'll favor the local products 
and the short supply circuits. Tastings of local specialties may also be organized 
with local producers or garden owners.

Location and leisure:

Neulise (1 300 inhabitants) is a municipality of the Loire county, located in the 
north of the new region Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes. The cities of Lyon and Saint-
Etienne (French capital city for Design) are both 1 hour drive away. The Auvergne 
region and its volcanoes are also very close.

Located near Roanne, the ¿Pays entre Loire et Rhône » gathers 16 municipalities. 
It's bordered by the Col du Pin Bouchain (760 m. high) on the east and the Gorges 
de la Loire on the west. It's a land of small mountains with, alternately, ridges and 
valleys where many rivers flow. This land rich in heritage has everything to please 
fresh air lovers, vast horizons and beautiful landscapes.

Special requirements and remarks: 

Don't forget to bring work gloves, clothes and closed shoes with you. As the nights 
can be cool, take a warm sleeping bag with you. Some convivial times will be 
organized! If you want to share a bit of your culture with the others, bring a piece 
of your country in your backpack (cooking recipes, traditional tales, unusual 
objects¿). 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point:

Saint-Jodard train station
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Saint-Jodard train station

Closest airport: 

Lyon or Paris
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Referencia: 37

CONCF-246

Address:

--Location:

GRENOBLEName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI  - Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/08/2016Final Date:29/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project:

During the summer, numerous associations are looking for volunteers to pursue 
their all-over-the-year actions in order to help disadvantaged people¿ Solidarity is 
never on holiday! During the summer months the associations search for 
reinforcing their actions. In Grenoble, even though the associative network is very 
important, many organisations are closing their doors because of a lack of human 
resources. A collective of associations that acts in favour of the most vulnerable 
people has decided to take action by welcoming a group of volunteers, in order to 
support the local initiatives and continue with the field work. Come and help us to 
reinforce the challenge of solidarity by meeting and joining engaged people!

Work:

Within these 6 associations of Grenoble, you will participate in different activities 
by organising collections of food products, distributions to families with low 
incomes and animations in favour of social meeting and awareness... all your 
actions will be in fact the solution to the need noticed and expressed by the local 
associations, in order to enable the amelioration of the daily life of the 
disadvantaged people. You will be closely accompanied by volunteers of the 
organisations, who will present the context of their interventions and the local 
problematics. If you are interested in the local social actions, this workcamp is 
made just for you!

Accommodation and food:

You will be accommodated in one of the partner associations. All facilities (toilets, 
showers, kitchen) will be at your disposal there, as well as the space for the 
conviviality time. Your transports for your missions with the associations in the 
town of Grenoble will take place via public transports (bus, tram and bike in free 
service).

You will participate to prepare the meals alternately, with products that will be 
bought in the area. 

We will favour the local products.

Geographical location and free time activities:

Grenoble is the largest metropolis of the Alps. It is also the third most populated 
community of the region Auvergne¬Rhône¬Alpes (680 000 inhabitants in 
Grenoble and its agglomeration). It is surrounded by mountains with different 
massifs (Vercors, Chartreuse, Belledonne...) and benefits of the proximity with 
many other agglomerations (Lyon, Valence, Chambéry...).

The city has many touristic assets and leisure infrastructures. A few kilometers 
away from the city center, you'll have the chance to reach natural spaces.

Informations to know:

You are about to realise actions in direct contact with the public of the 
associations. You will have to follow the recommendations of the volunteers that 
will enable you to establish a trustful relationship with the people you will be 
helping. During the summer, it is often very hot in Grenoble. However, if you 
make a trip in the mountains the different temperature ranges may be important. 
Consider bringing some warm clothes and hiking shoes with you. The common life 
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Consider bringing some warm clothes and hiking shoes with you. The common life 
activities will be programmed together with our animators and according to your 
suggestions! If you would like to share a bit of your culture (cooking recipes, 
traditional stories, special objects) do not hesitate to bring a piece of your country 
in your backpack! 

Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their 
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

Meeting point:

Grenoble train station

Closest airport: 

Lyon or Paris
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Referencia: 38

CONCF-247

Address:

PARISLocation:

ALBERTVILLE - Fortress renovationName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Albertville train station



Closest airport: 

Lyon or Paris Built in order to protect Albertville from attackers a long time ago, 
the “Fort du Mont” is today a remarkable building, which renovation requires a 
long of work...

The “Fort du Mont” is an old military fortress built in 1881. It is located at 1100 
metres of altitude in the mountains overlooking Albertville, a city known for having 
hosted the Olympic Games in 1992. Today, it has lost its military vocation but 
remains an important part of the local heritage and is being visited loads of 
tourists, history amateurs and hikers. In order to give a second life to the building, 
certain parts have to be renovated. This is why the community counts on a 
dynamic local association and, since a couple of years, on the participation of 
volunteers during the  international workcamps organised by Concordia. Come and 
join us in the adventure of continuing the renovation of this remarkable building ! 
Continuing the job that started in 2014, this third intervention will allow us to work 
in the walkway and especially on the walls made of dry stones, some of which we 
will have to reset in order to ensure the stability of certain shelters. In some 
sections, we will also have to clean up the vegetation that has grown around. You 
will be accommodated in tents, very close to the fort. Bring your sleeping bag. 
Kitchen, toilets, showers and the common living space are included in the space of 
the fort (many available rooms, also serving as shelter in case of bad weather). 
You will participate in the preparation of meals in turns, using products that will be 
bought nearby. We&amp;apos;ll favour the local products and the short supply 
circuits. Tastings of local specialities may also be organised with local producers. 
The Fort is located in the heights above the town of Albertville, which is just 
twenty minutes away by car. Despite the isolation, going down to the town and its 
surroundings is very frequent and the locals regularly come up to the fort, allowing 
numerous exchanges with the volunteers. Moreover, the fortress is visited by lots 
of tourists in the summer period, so meetings and interaction with locals gets even 
easier. The fort is located 150Km away from Lyon and 130km away from Geneva. 
The city of Annecy and its famous lake are accessible in less than 45 minutes, 
offering the possibility of visits, swimming and hiking. Thanks to the support of the 
community, many other activities will be proposed (swimming pool, cinema, 
evenings of storytelling in the mountain, hiking...). For working in the camp, 
remember to bring suitable gloves as well as clothes and shoes that you do not 
mind dirtying. In the mountains, nights may be cool. Remember to bring a warm 
sleeping bag and warm polar-type clothes. Do not forget sun protection as well 
(hat, sunglasses, sunscreen). The common living activities will be programmed 
together with our animators and according to your suggestions! If you would like 
to share a bit of your culture, (cooking recipes, traditional stories, special objects) 
do not hesitate to bring a piece of your country in your backpack! Foreigners 
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European 
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belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European 
Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 39

CONCF-248

Address:

PARISLocation:

OULLES EN OISANS - On the mountain roadName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point:

Bourg d’Oisans tourist office. From Grenoble train station, take a bus to Bourg. 



Closest airport: 

Lyon or Paris In the heart of a small hamlet, perched on the mountains, discover 
the nature in an exceptional way and participate in an originally human adventure!

On the flanks of the mountain, a road in laces leads to one of the smallest villages 
of the Alpes mountains: Oulles en Oisans. This road, built in the sixty&apos;s, is 
the only passable way to reach the valley. It took immense efforts to build. 
Previously, the only way to get to the village was a small pathway crisscrossing 
through rocks and woods. Today this path is almost inaccessible anymore: the 
roadwork damaged it and the vegetation took over its place.

Come and join us in this adventure to bring it back to life, for the pleasure of both 
hikers and the inhabitants of the village. You will participate to the rehabilitation of 
the path by cleaning up the vegetation that blocks its access (taking out the 
brambles and invasive plants, cutting up dead woods…). In order to facilitate its 
repairing, you will clear the path of the route and will create some useful facilities 
for the hikers. You will be accommodated in tents, on a land in the heart of the 
hamlet. Bring your sleeping bag. The kitchen, toilets, showers and the common 
living space are part of the city hall building. You will also be able to find shelter 
there in case of bad weather conditions.

You will participate to the preparation of meals in turn, using products that will be 
bought nearby. We will favor the local products as well as the short supply circuit. 
The tasting of local products are also possible with local producers. Oulles en 
Oisans (12 permanent inhabitants!) is the smallest village of Isère county. Perched 
1,400 meters above sea level, the community benefits of an amazing view of the 
vast mountain massifs around (L’Alpe d’Huez ski resort…). Bourg d’Oisans is the 
closest community with all needed facilities.

From Grenoble, one hour far from the village, you have access to the big cities of 
our region (Lyon, Valence, Chambéry…) and you can discover the vast natural 
territories of the Vercors, Belledonne, Chartreuse or Ecrins massifs. For nature and 
hiking lovers, the suitable space is unlimited! Mountain bike amateurs will be also 
pleased... For the work, remember to bring suitable gloves work clothes and 
closed shoes you won’t mind dirtying. Nights may be cool, bring a warm quilt and 
warm polar-type clothes. Do not forget the sun protection as well (hat, sunglasses, 
sunscreen…). The common leisure activities will be programmed together with our 
camp animators and according to your suggestions! If you would like to share a bit 
of your culture, (cooking recipes, traditional stories, unusual objects…) do not 
hesitate to bring a piece of your country in your backpack! Foreigners belonging to 
the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health 
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 40

CONCF-272

Address:

PARISLocation:

ADISSAN - Development and small masonryName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2016Final Date:06/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Pézenas bus station, reachable from the train station of Béziers.



Closest airport: 

Montpellier, Marseille, Toulouse or Paris Discover the local heritage and meet the 
population of the beautiful town of Adissan by participating in development and 
masonry work in the village!

Located in the middle of vineyards, Adissan is a typical and charming village. This 
place is famous about specific white wine called « Clairette ». This monoculture 
gave to the local population its prosperity in the course of time. 

You will take part in local animations such as the festival of Clairette wine or in 
July 14th national day celebrations… You will discover the rich local heritage by 
visiting Pézenas city, you will be able also to take a bath in the lake of Salagou 
while benefitting from the mild climate of the area. You will take part in various 
developments and masonry work in the village. You will be accommodated in the 
house of the local Concordia office. Sleeping bag needed. You will participate to 
the preparation of meals in turns. We&apos;ll favour the local products and the 
short supply circuits. Adissan is located in the Herault County (Languedoc-
Roussillon region) between the cities of Narbonne and Béziers, 20 minutes from 
the Mediterranean coastline. For more informations at: www.adissanmairie.
blogspot.fr Do not forget work clothes, closed shoes, warm clothes for evenings, 
protection against the sun (hat, glasses, sunscreen) and your nicest swim suit. 
You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical instruments and 
games. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a 
personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any 
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, 
volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home 
country.
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Referencia: 41

CONCF-276

Address:

PARISLocation:

ASPIRAN - Enhancement of an outdoor trailName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CONS-ENVI  - Construction-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Clermont l’Hérault Bus station. You can reach it from Montpellier train station.



Closest airport: 

Montpellier, Marseille or Toulouse Meet cultural heritage and local population by 
taking part in the development of a sports and health outdoor trail!

Located between the vineyards and the sea in the heart of the Languedoc region, 
Aspiran is a charming and unusual small stone village. This place is recognized for 
its vineyard culture and archaeological sites. Nearby one of its sites, the 
municipality wishes to embellish an outdoor trail. You will also participate in the 
local and cultural activities such as the local holiday celebration and the national 
holiday of August 15th.

You will have a chance to discover the rich natural and cultural heritage, visiting 
the cities of Pézenas and Clermont l’Hérault, to take a bath into the canyons of the 
Hérault River and the Salagou Lake while enjoying the warm weather in the 
region. You will take part in the enhancement of a sport and health outdoor trails 
as well as on the path leading to the archaeological site nearby. You will be 
accommodated in a house. You will participate to the preparation of meals in 
turns. We&amp;apos;ll favour the local products and the short supply circuits. 
Aspiran is located in the Hérault (Languedoc-Roussillon) between Clermont l’
Hérault and Pezenas, 30 minutes away from Montpellier and the Mediterranean 
Sea.  

For more information: www.clermontais-tourisme.
fr/IMG/pdf/livret_signaletique_aspiran_2013-2.pdf Take work clothes, closed 
shoes, warm clothes and a torch for evenings, protection against the sun (hat, 
glasses, sunscreen) and your nicest swim suit. You can also bring recipes from 
your home country, musical instruments and games. Foreigners belonging to the 
European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health 
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 42

CONCF-277

Address:

PARISLocation:

SALAGOU LAKE - Protecting biodiversityName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/08/2016Final Date:03/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Meeting point: 

Clermont l’Hérault bus station. You can reach it from Montpellier train station.



Closest airport: 

Montpellier, Marseille or Paris Protect fauna and flora on the shores of the 
wonderful Salagou Lake by setting up protection means to secure biodiversity and 
environmental conservation.

The lake is listed by the Natura 2000 network and protected for the beauty of its 
landscapes and its important biodiversity. This site offers a beautiful setting in the 
heart of the Hérault county: lying at the foot of volcanic and red rocks hills, this 
area is one of the most symbolic landscapes of France and recognized all over the 
world for its geological characteristics.

The Natura 2000 label considers a surface of 13 000 hectares in the southeast of 
the lake. It hosts a large number of animal and vegetal breeds including about 20 
species of birds which are endangered at the European level. These birds find their 
home environment in the diversity of the landscape, in the agricultural or grazed 
circles, on the cliffs or in the shores of the lake. To protect this rich biodiversity 
the Natura 2000 network set up measures to maintain the land characteristics and 
to reduce the use of phytosanitary products in vineyards. You will participate to 
the implementation of biodiversity protective measures nearby the lake. You will 
clear and uproot the shores of the lake. You will also take part in setting up other 
protection measures to secure biodiversity and environmental conservation in the 
frame of the NATURA 2000 network. In tents on the lake camping site. Tents will 
be provided but you can bring your own if you want. Bring a sleeping bag, 
camping mat and a pillow. You will participate to the preparation of meals in turns. 
We&apos;ll favour the local products and the short supply circuits. The Salagou 
Lake is located nearby Clermont l’Hérault in the Herault river valley, 40 km far 
from Montpellier city. For more information: www.lesalagou.fr Take work clothes, 
closed shoes, warm clothes and a torch for evenings, protection against the sun 
(hat, glasses, sunscreen) and your nicest swim suit. You can also bring recipes 
from your home country, musical instruments and games. Foreigners belonging to 
the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health 
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance 
certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for 
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.
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Referencia: 43

JR16/01

Address:

PARISLocation:

LEFFRINCKOUCKE FORT DES DUNESName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:08/08/2016Final Date:18/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais After ten 
successfull experiences with a group of international volunteers together with our 
association, from 2006 to 2015, the municipality of Leffrinckoucke wishes to host a 
new group of international volunteers to take part in the restoration of the  
Fortress of the Dunes , military fort built in the XIXth century. The objective of the 
municipality is at the same time to develop this site so that it can be visited and 
used for cultural purpose by local associations and groups of music, and at the 
same time to create an intercultural dynamics by favouring links between the 
inhabitants, visitors and volunteers. In the past years, many improvements were 
made to receive the public (guided visits are organised) : inside with the 
restoration of several room and in particular one room dedicated to the history of 
the fortification (interactive map of Dynamo operation) and outsite with a secured 
guided circuit. With a technical leader, you will work on various parts of the site of 
the fortress for the clearing of its outskirts, the restoration of the external 
staircases, the collecting of old paved stones and branches and finally, the clearing 
of undergrowth in the ditches. This work will be carried ou in small groups. NB: 
the workcamp will end on Monday August 8th in the morning, volunteers will help 
prepare and participate in a meeting with associations of the town (Beach Fest), 
during the weekend of 6th and 7th of August, and will present international 
workcamps. Under tents, at the municipal football grounds (stade municipal). 
Kitchen and showers nearby. We cannot be responsible for you if you arrive before 
the beginning of workcamp. The town of Leffrinckoucke is located at a few km 
from the The town of Dunkerque. The fortress is at 500 meters from the beach, 
and at 500 meters from the town of Dunkerque. Buses are available to reach 
neighbour towns. The nearest train station is in Dunkerque, and many connections 
are available by TGV to LILLE (35min) or PARIS (2h00). 1 /Our association does 
not provide a car during the work camp. 2/ Foreigners belonging to the European 
Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card, for 
the refunding of medical expenses in your country). Non EU volunteers must have 
their own travel insurance. In case of medical expenses, volunteers are 
responsible for these expenses and will ask for refund at their own insurance once 
at home. 3/ If you have a driving licence, please bring it along in case of 
necessity. Do not forget to bring: a sleeping bag, warm clothes (a sweater and 
rain-coat), a bathing suit. For male volunteers: short pants are generally 
prohibited in the public swimming pools in France, please bring a bathing suit. For 
work: worn out clothes and strong shoes (like boots i obligatory for your own 
safety). Your games, songbooks, cassettes, musical instruments and recipes, will 
be also welcome To make exchanges and encounters easier, please also bring 
photographs of your home, some postcards, and small gifts.
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Referencia: 44

JR16/04

Address:

PARISLocation:

EMMAUS 2 - FRENCH SPEAKINGName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI  - Social projectProject:

30Max Age:20Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:01/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

chantier francophone / French speaking camp Emmaus is a association that 
welcomes marginalised and homeless people, mostly men. They are called  
companions . The Neuilly Plaisance community (50 companions) with a place 
where they can live and work. It is a place where people live together in a spirit of 
solidarity. Some companions live there temporarily while going trough a tough 
phase in life and the community supports them towards social reinsertion; others 
see life in the community as an alternative way of life. There are 3 founding 
principles in all Emmaus Communities: welcoming people (everybody whatever 
their origin and their past); reinsertion by working (collecting, rehabilitation and 
sale of furniture, clothing, diverse objects...); sharing and solidarity in the 
community. The work will consist into helping the community in the everyday 
tasks such as: sorting out 2nd hand cloths, sorting out 2nd hand furniture or 
materials or books- helping into collecting the 2nd hand things in the people house 
(only strong volunteers can do that), selling the books/cloths/furniture to the 
public, tidying up the different little  shops  in the community- finally any mission 
useful for the well being of the community. Most of the companions have had hard 
times and harsh experiences. They are often tough people in appearance, who 
won t talk much at first. Volunteers should be mature, and aware of the difficulty 
of establishing communication with the companions and of gaining their confidence 
It is important to keep in mind that it is a social project, so that volunteers have to 
adapt their timetable to the one of the companions. Volunteers will have to be 
really motivated because it is a difficult work : they will work from Tuesday to 
Saturday from 7:30 am till 5:00 pm. Sunday and Mondays are free. Please note 
that although the project is close to Paris, you will have a limited time to visit the 
city, due to long working hours which cannot be bargained. If you do not agree 
with these conditions please do not apply. As extra activity, you will create an 
exhibition on the topic of tolerance, together withthe companions. Your creative 
talents will be needed To facilitate communication and integration, volunteers will 
take all their meals with the companions at the restaurant of the community. 
Volunteers will be hosted in basic conditions : they will sleep in a prefabricated 
building and share the shower and the toilets of the companions. The consumption 
of drugs and alcohol is strictly forbidden Town of Neuilly-Plaisance, departement 
de Seine-St-Denis (Ile de France). Possible activities : walk along the Seine, visit 
of Paris (at your exepense), of Vincennes, activities ti be organised with the 
companions. MINIMUM AGE 20 - MOTIVATION LETTER in french to be sure that 
the volunteers understand the project and explain why you want to participate 
There are 50 men living in the Emmaus Neuilly Plaisance community so girls are 
advised to be careful to do not wear too short clothes.1 /Our association does not 
provide a car during the work camp. 2/ Foreigners belonging to the European 
Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card, for 
the refunding of medical expenses in your country). 3/ If you have a driving 
licence, please bring it along in case of necessity. Do not forget to bring: a 
sleeping bag, warm clothes (a sweater and rain-coat), a bathing suit. For male 
volunteers: short pants are generally prohibited in the public swimming pools in 
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volunteers: short pants are generally prohibited in the public swimming pools in 
France, please bring a bathing suit. For work: worn out clothes and strong shoes 
(like boots i obligatory for your own safety). Your games, songbooks, cassettes, 
musical instruments and recipes, will be also welcome To make exchanges and 
encounters easier, please also bring photographs of your home, some postcards, 
and small gifts.
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Referencia: 45

JR16/101

Address:

PARISLocation:

CERILLY - HERITAGE CONSERVATIONName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS-MANU  - Renovation - Construction - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:06/08/2016Final Date:17/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais The diversity 
of the natural and built heritage of the city of Cerilly gives to the town a special 
attraction. Located in the heart of the Troncais Forest, people love to come during 
summer to spend a good time. The inhabitants and the local associations will 
receive volunteers for the first time with a great enthusiasm. The municipality of 
Cerilly and the association of local authorities  PAYS DE TRONCAIS  are the main 
partners of this workcamp. More info on this website : http://www.pays-de-
troncais.com/ The local population attaches an importance to the preservation of 
built heritage. This project therefore embodies a desire of residents and local 
elected to preserve it: for 3 weeks you will be helpful to the territory and its 
inhabitants The work will consists of the preservation of a fountain and an old 
wash house: cleaning, rebuilt certain part and embellishment the surrounding.You 
will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical 
supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The work takes place the morning for 
5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities. 
Accommodation on the communal campground at the edge of a pond. Mattresses 
and tents provided. Bring your sleeping bag and warm clothes for the night. 
Shower nearby. Equipped kitchen where meals will be prepared and shared 
together. Dining room under a large tent. The campground is located near the city 
center where you will have access to various shops and services. Jeunesse et 
Reconstruction does not support the volunteers arrived before the start date of the 
project. By applying on this project, you will have the opportunity to live in the 
heart of the Troncais forest. This forest offers different activities: hiking, 
swimming, historical visit. Regarding the city of Cerilly, nearly 1,500 people live in 
the town. Activities will be proposed during your stay in partnership with various 
organization of Cerilly. To learn more and view photos of the territory, visit this 
website: http://www.mairie-cerilly.eu/photos 1/ No special knowledge or 
competence is required for this camp, except being motivated and  loving work in 
group You will share friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and 
curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: 
short pants prohibited in the public swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit). 
3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some 
material from your culture (documents, pictures, postcards, little gift, musical 
instruments, games,...) to share with other volunteers and local population and 
make exchanges easier.5/ Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring 
with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody 
must, in any case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the 
camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in 
the home country. 6/ Transportation back to the train station at the end of the 
workcamp will be organized during your stay with the campleader.7/ More info 
about trains : http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a driving license, 
please bring it along in case of necessity
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Referencia: 46

JR16/102

Address:

PARISLocation:

VITRAY i SAVE WASH HOUSE HEART OF FORESTName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS-MANU  - Renovation - Construction - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:06/08/2016Final Date:17/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais The 
municipality of Vitray and the association of local authorities  PAYS DE TRONCAIS  
are the main partners of this workcamp. Vitray provides its residents and visitors a 
unique setting in the heart of a preserved and pleasant environment. Located in 
the heart of the Troncais Forest, people love to come during summer to spend a 
good time. The inhabitants and the local associations will receive volunteers for 
the first time with a great enthusiasm. More info on this website : http://www.
pays-de-troncais.com/ During 3 weeks you will actively participate in saving a 
wash house located in the heart of a preserved forest This wash house was once 
used by the inhabitants of a village located a few hundred meters: the river 
flowing at this place was the only reliable water source to build this wash house. 
The work consists of the rebuilding of the roof and the layout of its surroundings. 
Here is a detailed list of mission to do: change certain structural elements of the 
roof, replacement of tiled, renovate certain part of masonry, restoration of the 
pass for easy access.You will participate to the work with other international 
volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning 
this restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. 
Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities. Accommodation on a 
communal ground at the edge of the church and the town hall. Mattresses and 
tents provided. Bring your sleeping bag and warm clothes for the night. Shower 
nearby. Equipped kitchen where meals will be prepared and shared together. 
Dining room in the village room. The place where you will stay is a bit isolated: 
shops are 5 km from the village of Vitray (in the town of Meaulne). A punctual 
transportation will be arranged. Jeunesse et Reconstruction does not support the 
volunteers arrived before the start date of the project. By applying on this project, 
you will have the opportunity to live in the heart of the Troncais forest. This forest 
offers different activities: hiking, swimming, historical visit. The town of Vitray is 
an authentic municipality of the center of France. Some activities will be offered 
during your stay with the inhabitants of Vitray. To learn about this town, visit this 
site: http://www.vitray.notremairie.fr/ 1/ No special knowledge or competence is 
required for this camp, except being motivated and  loving work in group You will 
share friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: 
sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants 
prohibited in the public swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for 
work: worn out clothes, safety shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some material 
from your culture (documents, pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments, 
games,...) to share with other volunteers and local population and make 
exchanges easier.5/ Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with 
them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in 
any case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, 
the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the 
home country. 6/ Transportation back to the train station at the end of the 
workcamp will be organized during your stay with the campleader.7/ More info 
about trains : http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a driving license, 
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about trains : http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a driving license, 
please bring it along in case of necessity
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Referencia: 47

JR16/103

Address:

--Location:

RETOURNAC - EDGE OF LOIRE RIVERName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI-CONS  - Restoration - Environmental - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/08/2016Final Date:07/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Operations will be carried in relation with the two local associations. The 
first mission will focus on the development of the site of the castle of ARTIAS: 
restoration of stone walls. The second mission will be carried out JUSSAC: you will 
participate in the restoration of a bread oven. Both sites are located in the 
municipality of Retournac.

ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents in the campsite. Mattress 
and tents provided. Bring your sleeping bag and WARM CLOTHING. Showers and 
toilets nearby. Kitchen in the big tent where you will prepare your meals. Nearby 
shops. The campground is located along the LOIRE river : it¿s a picturesque spot.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Retournac is in the region of ¿Haute-Loire¿. The area offers many 
opportunities for walking and recreation: swimming in the river, heritage tour, 
festival, ...

TERMINAL: RETOURNAC
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Referencia: 48

JR16/105

Address:

PARISLocation:

HERMENT i DRY STONE CONSERVATIONName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS-MANU  - Renovation - Construction - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/08/2016Final Date:07/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais The village of 
Herment is hosting for the third time a workcamp during this 2016 summer. The 
project is part of a dynamic for attractiveness and opening toward the world by 
the municipality and intermunicipality community. The site to which you will 
participate is an ambitious project: the restoration of an historic dry stone 
retaining wall The dry stone wall that you will be involved is essential for 
maintaining a historical site called  the walk of the walls.  You will restore this dry 
stone wall using traditional dry stone techniques. The stone used is a typical local 
volcanic stone (Auvergne volcano region).You will participate to the work with 
other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific 
techniques concerning this restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 
hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities. You will be 
accommodated in the municipal camping in the center of the village. Mattress 
provided, bring your sleeping bag. You will go by walk to work: you have only 50 
meters to walk Herment is at 830 meters of altitude, bring WARM CLOTHES. You 
will cook all together in the equipped camping kitchen. There are some shops in 
the village. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive 
before the beginning of the project. Possible lodging in municipal camping of 
Herment, at your expenses (please check by calling the municipal camping). 
phone :33 4 73 22 10 58 Located at 830 m of altitude, the village of Herment has 
a remarkable rich heritage. The village offers visitors a unique view of the Monts 
Dore, those of Limousin and  Le Plomb du Cantal  from the  Promenade des Walls  
which is included in the inventory of Historical sites. In addition, this rural 
mountainous area benefits from the tourist attraction of winter resorts and 
hydrotherapy of Massif du Sancy. 1/ No special knowledge or competence is 
required for this camp, except being motivated and  loving work in group You will 
share friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: 
sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants 
prohibited in the public swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for 
work: worn out clothes, safety shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some material 
from your culture (documents, pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments, 
games,...) to share with other volunteers and local population and make 
exchanges easier.5/ Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with 
them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in 
any case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, 
the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the 
home country. 6/ At the end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized 
by our association. You will then have to arrange with the work camp leader your 
own means of transport to return to the train station.7/ More info about trains : 
http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ It is not possible for foreigners to change 
traveler-checks into cash money at the French bank agencies: please do it before 
the workcamp starts at money changers (in airports, main train stations, big 
cities).9/ A transportation will be organize during the workcamp for work and 
activities.10/ If you have a driving license, please bring it along in case of 
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activities.10/ If you have a driving license, please bring it along in case of 
necessity
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Referencia: 49

JR16/106

Address:

--Location:

ISSOIREName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

partner 

The town of Issoire hosts the regional office of Jeunesse et Reconstruction since 
1957. The international volunteers took part in many different projects during 
summer work camp in Issoire : rebuilding an old farm, restoration of walls and a 
nice renovation of child outside games, creation of a sculpture made of wood, 
cleaning and working on the river side which go across the town. The town of 
Issoire has developed a strong youth and cultural policy. With numerous facilities 
(youth center, concert hall, home associations, gyms, ..), the city is attractive and 
lively. More info and pictures : http://www.issoire.fr/



work 

During the workcamp you will actively participate in the creation of a park located 
in the city center. The space where you will intervene a storm water basin was 
built because It is essential at this place to collect water during storms and avoid 
flooding downtown. In order to integrate this basin, the municipality has 
developed an environmentally frame and landscape design. Indeed, this 
development should invite inhabitants to rest and allow the development of 
biodiversity. Here the work to be carried out during the project : -The objective is 
to build stone walls along the basin and develop a platform above. -To put two 
informative panels and secure for the general public about the function of this 
basin. -Install Benches and the outlines of a walking path around the pond. You 
will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical 
supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this construction. The 
work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are 
dedicated to activities.

accomodation and food 

Lodging in the Fernand Cournil Sport Hall. Camp beds provided. Bring your 
sleeping bad and/or blankets. Unlimited access to the sports fields! Cooking and 
living room will be in the Sport Hall. You will cook your meals by team (2 persons). 
Many shops are in Issoire. A budget will be allocated to the group leader and you 
will participate in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market 
and local producers (not only, but as much as possible!).

location & leisure 

The accommodation is 5 minutes walk from the city center. Issoire is a city of 
15,000 inhabitants located 35 km south of Clermont Ferrand, between two Natural 
Parks (the Auvergne Volcanoes and Livradois Forez). Issoire counts many shops 
and local artisans sell their creations in small boutique shops. Time is planned to 
explore the city, enjoying its magnificent Romanesque abbey, but also hiking in 
the area, activities with the Youth Center, visit the Volcanoes, go to Swimming 
pool and of course celebrate the national day (14th of July) : a unique french 
experience in Issoire ! In addition, during two weeks, you will attend an 
international festival Folklore dance in Issoire! You will be surprised anyway by the 
richness of Auvergne scenery has rightly been classified among the 10 regions in 
the world to visit in 2016 by Lonely Planet : http://www.lonelyplanet.com/best-in-
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the world to visit in 2016 by Lonely Planet : http://www.lonelyplanet.com/best-in-
travel/regions/6



requirements 

1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being 
motivated and loving work in group! You will share friendly moments with local 
people : be open-minded and curious. 2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and 
rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public swimming 
pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety 
shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some material from your culture (documents, 
pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments, games,...) to share with other 
volunteers and local population and make exchanges easier. 5/ Foreigners 
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European 
Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, BRING THEIR 
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/ At the 
end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You 
will then have to arrange with the work camp leader your own means of transport 
to return to the train station. 7/ More info about trains : http://www.voyages-sncf.
com/ 8/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money 
at the French bank agencies: please do it before the workcamp starts at money 
changers (in airports, main train stations, big cities). 9/ A transportation will be 
organize during the workcamp for work and activities. 10/ If you have a driving 
license, please bring it along in case of necessity
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Referencia: 50

JR16/107

Address:

--Location:

MUROL - CASTLE AND VOLCANOESName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:31/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: To define

ACCOMODATION: Accommodation under tents near the rugby playground. 
Mattresses provided. Bring your sleeping bag, extra blankets and warm clothes for 
the night (Murol is 860 metres high, nights could be cold). Sanitaries avalaible. 
Equipped kitchen where you will prepare you meals. Diner room under a big tent. 
Somes shops in the village. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for 
you if you arrive before the beginning of the project. Possible lodging in Murol, at 
your expenses (please check by calling): ¿le Repos du baladin¿ hotel (tel.: + 33 
(0)4 73 88 61 93and more. More information on the website www.murol.fr, link « 
tourisme », then «Hébergement».

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Murol is considered as one of the most beautiful sites of the Auvergne 
region. The village of 560 inhabitants is a part of the Natural Regional Park of the 
Volcanoes of Auvergne. It is located in the Massif du Sancy born 5 millions years 
ago. The village benefits of a preserved environment and great landscapes made 
up of volcanoes and lakes. The site attracted a lot of artists at the beginning of the 
20th century who created the Murol School. Murol is 38 km away from Clermont-
Ferrand. You will be proposed some activities during your stay: visits, excursions, 
hiking¿ Other activities, at your expenses, are possible: canoe, museums¿ More 
information on the website: www.murol.fr.

TERMINAL: ISSOIRE

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 1/ Bring: sleeping bag AND extra blankets, warm 
clothes and rain-coat,
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Referencia: 51

JR16/109

Address:

PARISLocation:

FERNOEL - HERITAGE CONSERVATIONName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI-CONS  - Restoration - Environmental - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:16/08/2016Final Date:17/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais The village of 
Fernoel is hosting for the first time a workcamp during this 2016 summer. The 
project is part of a dynamic for attractiveness and opening toward the world by 
the municipality and intermunicipality community. Also this structure called  
Hautes Combrailles  is partner of this workcamp. Therefore it s a project of 
valorisation of water-related heritage. The work site has a special interest: he tells 
some of the history of Fernoel and the old way of life of its inhabitants. Also a 
regional hiking trail goes through this site. The work done during this workcamp 
will be useful to the local population. You are going to participate in the restoration 
of a stone wash house (cleaning, storage stones, masonry) and you will restore a 
dry stone wall nearby using traditional dry stone techniques. The stone used is a 
typical local volcanic stone (Auvergne volcano region).You will participate to the 
work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you 
specific techniques concerning this restoration. The work takes place the morning 
for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities. You will 
be accommodated in the municipal camping in the center of the village. Mattress 
and tents provided, bring your sleeping bag. You will go by walk to work: you have 
only 50 meters to walk Fernoel is at 800 meters of altitude, bring warm clothes for 
the night. You will cook all together in the equipped camping kitchen. A punctual 
transportation will be set up for shopping (Giat shops located 3km).Jeunesse et 
Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of 
the project. Possible lodging in municipal camping of Fernoel, at your expenses. 
The village offers visitors a unique view of the Monts Dore, those of Limousin and  
Le Plomb du Cantal . The city of Giat which is 3 km away offers numerous 
activities and festivals are organized during summer. 1/ No special knowledge or 
competence is required for this camp, except being motivated and  loving work in 
group You will share friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and 
curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: 
short pants prohibited in the public swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit). 
3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some 
material from your culture (documents, pictures, postcards, little gift, musical 
instruments, games,...) to share with other volunteers and local population and 
make exchanges easier.5/ Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring 
with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody 
must, in any case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the 
camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in 
the home country. 6/ Transportation back to the train station at the end of the 
workcamp will be organized during your stay with the campleader.7/ More info 
about trains : http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a driving license, 
please bring it along in case of necessity
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Referencia: 52

JR16/110

Address:

PARISLocation:

CREST - NICE AND REACHABLE HISTORICAL MOUNDName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS  - Restoration-ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais The Crest, old 
wine village of Puy de Dome, still has signs of its rich past. The municipality wants 
to set up this year, for the first time, an international workcamp. Actually, there is 
a historical mound on its territory, and it is now inaccessible and overgrown with 
bushes. The workcamp would be an opportunity to give new life to this essential 
part of the historical heritage, and a new dynamism to local life through the 
coming of all of you, young volunteers Therefore, inhabitants of Le Crest are 
waiting for you with enthusiasm to share with you a few weeks of Auvergne life 
For more information about the town: http://www.lecrest.fr/ Your mission during 
the workcamp will be to make the historical mound more accessible and attractive. 
For this, you need to develop the path to inspire walkers to discover the site. You 
have to make a wood siding to cover the wall of the old water tower. Then, there 
will be clearance and restoration works of a stone wall, in order to highlight a 
small drinking trough. You will participate to the work with other international 
volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The work 
takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are 
dedicated to activities. You will be housed in the old school dormitory. Mattresses 
will be provided, please bring a sleeping bag. You ll have on-site access to all the 
facilities (toilets, electricity ...). The showers will be taken in the recreation room. 
There will be a kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs so you can 
eat together. You will cook in turn, by two, and a budget will be allocated to food 
shopping in the grocery store of the town. Jeunesse et Reconstruction can t take 
charge of you if you arrive before the beginning of the workcamp. At the end of 
the Montagne de la Serre, which has an inexhaustible flora, the village of Le Crest 
is dominated by a tower, the only remains of an ancient fortress. From the tower, 
you will enjoy a wide panorama of the Gergovie plateau, the valley of the Allier 
and the Livradois, the Massif du Sancy, and the Cha.ne des Puys. You will be able 
to do so many walks and hikes around In the village, in small steep and shady 
streets, you will gaze at the winegrowers  houses, the church (XII century) with its 
transitional style between Romanesque and Gothic, and  The Castle , a beautiful 
house of landowners (XIX century), reminiscent of the heyday of the vine in 
Auvergne. Close by,  The Stone Tower  last winemaker operator, continues the 
tradition. During the summer, village tours are free. It s up to you to go to meet 
the inhabitants, to discover local life, cultural habits and the treasures of the 
region For more information on local tourism: http://ete.tourisme-lescheires.com/ 
1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being 
motivated and  loving work in group You will share friendly moments with local 
people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and 
rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public swimming 
pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety 
shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some material from your culture (documents, 
pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments, games,...) to share with other 
volunteers and local population and make exchanges easier.5/ Foreigners 
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European 
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belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European 
Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, BRING THEIR 
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/ 
Transportation back to the train station at the end of the workcamp will be 
organized during your stay with the campleader.7/ More info about trains : http:
//www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a driving license, please bring it along in 
case of necessity
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Referencia: 53

JR16/111

Address:

PARISLocation:

CHANONAT - RENOVATE TRADITIONAL WALLS AND PATHSName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI-CONS  - Restoration - Environmental - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:06/08/2016Final Date:17/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

partner 

On the banks of the Auzon, Chanonat is located midway between the rural world 
and the urban area of Clermont. The municipality has a remarkably rich natural 
and built heritage, and wants for the first time to organize an international 
workcamp. Indeed, many paths and walls in Chanonat need to be restored, 
buildings and vaults must be renovated, a small source with a strangely scarlet 
colour disappears beneath the undergrowth. The people are eager to welcome you 
all to give a new life to this heritage! For more information on the municipality: 
www.chanonat.fr/



work 

The priority is to cut undergrowth back in the trails, to clean the stone walls that 
run along the paths, to put the stones into place, to widen the passage and to 
make small steps as needed. You will have too to arrange the surroundings of the 
Red Source, and to improve the access in order to highlight it. Finally, depending 
on your efficiency to carry out those first projects, there will be stone walls to 
rebuild too with lime binder, the surroundings of a little building must be cleaned, 
and vaults loosing stones have to be renovated. So you will not miss work! You 
will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical 
supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The work takes place the morning for 
5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

accomodation and food 

Volunteers will be accommodated in the House of Associations, organized in a 
dormitory. Mattresses will be available, remember to bring your sleeping bags. 
You¿ll have on-site access to all the facilities (toilets, electricity,...), the showers 
will be taken in two other buildings. In the House of Associations, you can also 
cook and eat together in an area with gas cooker, fridge, tables and chairs. You 
will cook in turn, by two, and a budget will be allocated for food shopping you can 
do in Chanonat (bakery, honey and fruits producers) and the neighboring town 
(farm products, groceries, butcher...). Jeunesse et Reconstruction can¿t take 
charge of you if you arrive before the beginning of the workcamp.

location & leisure 

Many local associations create a real dynamic in Chanonat, facilitating access to 
the rich historical, cultural and natural heritage of the municipality. Thus, 
footpaths crisscross the area, leading to the Chapel of the Tree and its mysterious 
legend of the statue, or the Castle of the Bâtisse, which is a Historical Monument, 
and whose French gardens, ponds, rock caves and waterfalls are famous. You too 
go to meet the inhabitants to experience the local life, customs, treasures to 
discover in the region : you will quickly appreciate the charm of Chanonat! For 
more information: http://www.tourisme-lescheires.com/



requirements 

1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being 
motivated and loving work in group! You will share friendly moments with local 
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motivated and loving work in group! You will share friendly moments with local 
people : be open-minded and curious. 2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and 
rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public swimming 
pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety 
shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some material from your culture (documents, 
pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments, games,...) to share with other 
volunteers and local population and make exchanges easier. 5/ Foreigners 
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European 
Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, BRING THEIR 
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/ 
Transportation back to the train station at the end of the workcamp will be 
organized during your stay with the campleader. 7/ More info about trains : http:
//www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a driving license, please bring it along in 
case of necessity
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Referencia: 54

JR16/112

Address:

--Location:

SAINT-ILPIZE - CASTLE OVERLOOKING THE VALLEYName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI-CONS  - Restoration - Environmental - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:31/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: The castle was roughed by nature: storm, winter snow, lush vegetation .. 
The castle has a great need to be maintained and rehabilitated. You will be 
involved during this workcamp on the castle walls: clearing, jointing the stones, 
reconstruction of parts of the wall.

You will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical 
supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this restoration. The work 
takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are 
dedicated to activities.

ACCOMODATION: You will stay at the campsite near the castle and along the Allier 
River. Mattresses and tents provided. Bring WARM SLEEPING BAG AND CLOTHES 
NEEDED. Toilets and shower nearby. Equipped kitchen in the big tent where you 
will take the meals all together. No shop in the village. Jeunesse et Reconstruction 
will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Saint-Ilpize is a village of nearly 200 inhabitants located along the 
Allier River. The setting is exceptional: the nature is lush and historic sites are 
numerous! You can swim in the Allier which runs right next to the campsite. Hikes 
are possible around Saint-Ilpize. On August 15, you will participate in the feast of 
the UFO (Unidentified Floating Object): you build a raft to participate in this fun 
and creative party!

TERMINAL: Saint Georges d'Aurac
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Referencia: 55

JR16/113

Address:

--Location:

BILLOM - A GREENER MEDIEVAL TOWNName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-CONS-MANU  - Environmental - Construction - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:03/09/2016Final Date:21/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Do you know the ¿Incredible Edible¿ movement ? You will work on a 
project that aim to provide vegetable tray in a place of the center. You will work 5 
hours a day, the morning, and 5 days a week from Monday to Friday.

ACCOMODATION: You will be lodged in the main building of the campsite. 
Jeunesse et Reconstruction will make you available mattresses. Billom is 500 
metres of altitude, bring warm clothes. You will cook in a cooking place with a 
refrigerator and a cook; dishes and kitchenware will be provided. There are shops 
in the village: supermarket, bakery, butcher¿s shop, restaurants, pharmacy and 
café. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before 
the beginning of the project. Possible lodging in Billom, at your expenses.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Billom is a village of 4 800 inhabitants, located in the Regional Natural 
Park of Livradois-Forez, 20 minutes away from Clermont-Ferrand and from Thiers. 
Originally druidic center, its intense development enabled this gallic village to 
become one of the first important town of Auvergne, in the XII century and to 
build its fortifications. The medieval area and old documents are not enough to 
describe this welcoming town. Billom is 25 km away from Clermont-Ferrand. You 
will be proposed some activities during your stay: participation in a medieval 
festival organized by the association Billom Renaissance, meeting with the local 
associations, Visit of the medieval city with Billom Renaissance, swimming pool, 
football, basketball, tennis.http://www.stdb-auvergne.com/tourisme/ot.htm. A 
transportation will be organize during the workcamp for work and activities.

TERMINAL: Clermont-Ferrand.
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Referencia: 56

JR16/115

Address:

--Location:

VALUEJOLS - RENOVATE A TYPICAL WASHING PLACEName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS-MANU  - Renovation - Construction - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2016Final Date:24/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: You will work to renovate a washing place in the hamlet of Le Che, at the 
foot of the skiing and hiking trails. Today, there is a swamp all around the washing 
place, and the inhabitants are eager to see this part of the historical and cultural 
heritage rehabilitated. For this, you will straighten and embellish the wall with 
exposed stones, improve water drainage, change and clean the trays, and lay a 
pavement around the washing place.

ACCOMODATION: You will stay in the rest house of Valuéjols, close to the town 
center: it will be for you the best way to integrate into the local life. All facilities 
are available: two wide rooms, showers, toilets, mattresses and cots are provided. 
Bring your sleeping bags. Valuéjols is located more than 1000 meters above the 
sea level, so bring warm clothes. In the kitchen area of the house, you will have 
everything necessary to prepare and enjoy meals together (table, chairs). Nearby, 
there are some shops (grocery, restaurant bar, bakery) available in the town 
center and you can also go to the market every week, and the cheese cooperative 
in the town to enjoy fine local ingredients! Jeunesse et Reconstruction can¿t take 
into charge the volunteers before the start date of the workcamp.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: In the Regional Natural Park of Auvergne Volcanoes, in the plateau 
named Planèze, between 1000 and 1400 meters above sea level, 15 km from 
Saint-Flour, here is Valuéjols! The municipality has a wealthy and unique heritage, 
both environmental, historical and cultural. Small valleys, charming riverbeds, vast 
meadows alternate with expanses of mountain moorland. In this dry continental 
climate, summers are mild and sunny. If you fear the intense heat, you will find in 
this country a welcome respite! You can walk on the numerous paths, between the 
¿burons¿ where the cheese was made in the past ; in the swamp of Narse of 
Nouvialle, where you can observe many rare and protected species ; in the woods 
of Fraux, known for his mushrooms, among pines, flowers and fruits of the 
undergrowth. In summer, they are also lots of cyclists and hikers on the GR4 
(hiking trail crossing France from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean sea)! In 
Valuéjols, there are many traces of the popular architecture left over the 
centuries: typical farms from Planèze, bread ovens, oratories, chapels, fountains, 
carved crosses in stone schist and pilgrimage churches, as St. Saturnin, a small 
jewel of medieval religious art. Each year, the municipality celebration brings 
together all the inhabitants, in August, for festive activities, for example around 
renovated bread ovens : it will also give you the opportunity to involve in the 
preparation and the party !

TERMINAL: Murat
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Referencia: 57

JR16/116

Address:

--Location:

PAULHAC - BEAUTIFUL WATERFALL ARRANGEMENTName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-CONS-MANU  - Environmental - Construction - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:04/09/2016Final Date:14/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Your mission will be to develop the area around the magnificent Muratel 
waterfall. So you&rsquo;ll make clearing and earthworks, you will set up picnic 
tables, fences and stairs made of logs, you will build a bridge to cross the 
waterfall. All this, to allow residents and tourists to enjoy this beautiful waterfall : 
they may be able to access it, to walk around, to admire it endless! You will 
participate to the work with other international volunteers and technical supervisor 
will teach you specific techniques. The work takes place in the morning for 5 hours 
maximum. Afternoons and weekends are dedicated for activities.

ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents on the municipality 
football field. The tents will be provided by Jeunesse et Reconstruction. Remember 
to bring your sleeping bag and warm clothing, as it can sometimes be cold. There 
will be, too, a kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs for you to eat 
together. You will cook in turn, by two, and a budget will be allotted to buy food at 
the grocery store in town, at mobile shops (meat, bread) and at local producers 
(meat, milk, cheese ). To live like this in the town will be for you the best way to 
bond with the inhabitants, to discover and share their daily lifestyle! Jeunesse et 
Reconstruction does not support the volunteers arrived before the start date of the 
project.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: In the foothills of the largest volcanic massif of Europe, Paulhac has a 
rich historical and cultural heritage : hiking on the pathes, you will discover the 
primitive latin church (XII century),  the buron of the Puy du Coucou and its 
traditional pigsty, the Bélinay Castle (XIV century) and its chapel, the horse farm, 
the typical barn. In those various locations have been set up exhibitions, sales and 
scenic animations to present the production of milk and cheese, the local fauna 
and flora, the life of people and animals according to the season, the autonomy of 
a mountain village, who lived in isolation. Similarly, the newly restored traditional 
space, in Lapeyre, reflects the practices of agriculture and demonstrates the know-
how such as the use of stone. In the town of Paulhac, you can also use  the 
Internet point of the grocery store, and enjoy the proximity to Saint-Flour (20 km) 
to go to the pool, cinema or museum. Concerts enliven the town during the 
summer. Late August, there is the Feast of Paulhac : the inhabitants will be happy 
to prepare and enjoy with you the joyous celebrations that gather them all with 
enthusiasm! For more information about tourist activities in the region: www.pays-
saint-flour.fr

TERMINAL: Saint-Flour Chaudes Aigues
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Referencia: 58

JR16/117

Address:

--Location:

SEGUR LES VILLAS ¿ HIGHLIGHT BREAD OVEN RUINSName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/07/2016Final Date:04/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

partner 

For the first time, the municipality of Ségur les Villas is going to organize an 
international workcamp. In the region of the Cézallier Cantalien, at the heart of 
the Santoire river valley, there is Ségur les Villas : a village center and ten 
hamlets, with old houses and charming fountains. In 2014, the municipality 
acquires its first flower of « Flowery village ». This label shows the quality of the 
living environment and that Ségur les Villas is really attractive for tourists. In the 
same vein, the municipality wants to work to renovate its local heritage, which is 
sometimes in poor condition. For more information about Ségur les Villas : www.
cezallier.org/segur/



work 

At the moment, the bread oven of the Villas hamlet disappears under a real heap 
of brushwood.The workcamp aim is to make it visible for the inhabitants and 
visitors. Thus, there is a lot of work to cut brushwood back, to level the ground 
around the bread oven, to clean and sort the stones, in order to highlight the ruins 
and to give its place back to the bread oven in the village. You will participate to 
the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach 
you specific techniques. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. 
Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

accomodation and food 

Volunteers will sleep under tents, in the village center of Ségur les Villas : the best 
way to fit well in the local life ! Mattress will be provided, don¿t forget your 
sleeping bag and warm clothes. Next to this place, there is the foot stadium with 
cloakrooms, showers ans toilets. There will be a room too for you to eat together. 
You will cook successively, with local products bought to the village grocery. 
Jeunesse et Reconstruction can¿t take charge of you if you arrive before the 
beginning of the workcamp.

location & leisure 

In the heart of the Cézallier altitude plateaux, Ségur les Villas owns a particularly 
remarkable historical heritage, in a unrivalled natural environment. The Valentine 
Chapel (XIIIe century) overhangs the Santoire valley, and you will admire, from 
this citadel, the must-see view on the Limon plateau, between Cantal Mounts, 
Mont Dore and Cézallier. You would cross hiking trails among peatlands, which are 
full of plants and wildlife : the Vial peatland, with its scottish atmosphere, the 
Jolan lake, a remarkable Natura 2000 area, protected for all nature friends. Visits 
are organized in the Gazelle water mill, which has been restored with original 
pieces, in a village full of character. It¿s up to you to go to meet the inhabitants, 
to discover their way of living, their customs, the treasures of this region. You will 
enjoy quickly its wealth ! For more information : http://www.tourismecezallier.
com/index.php/fr/home



requirements 

1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being 
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1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being 
motivated and loving work in group! You will share friendly moments with local 
people : be open-minded and curious. 2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and 
rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public swimming 
pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety 
shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some material from your culture (documents, 
pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments, games,...) to share with other 
volunteers and local population and make exchanges easier. 5/ Foreigners 
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European 
Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, BRING THEIR 
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have 
to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/ 
Transportation back to the train station at the end of the workcamp will be 
organized during your stay with the campleader. 7/ More info about trains : http:
//www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a driving license, please bring it along in 
case of necessity
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Referencia: 59

JR16/118

Address:

PARISLocation:

TEISSIERES - MUSIC AND LAND ART FESTIVALName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-MANU-FEST  - Environmental - Manual work - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:03/09/2016Final Date:16/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais At the heart 
of an exceptional mountain cirque with lush flora, let s come to a colorful festival 
For the 2nd edition of the Diamant Vert festival, the municipality of Teissieres les 
Boulies wants to organize an international workcamp, in the framework of 
development projects and arrangement of its natural and historical heritage. 
Indeed, an agro-environmental center is being set up in the town, with a resource 
center in agro-ecology and eco-construction. Teissieres the Boulies is 750 meters 
above sea level, facing the mountains of Cantal and Aubrac, near the lake of 
Maurs, where the festival takes place. For more information on the town: http:
//teissieres-les-boulies.fr/ Le Diamant Vert  festival was born from the desire to 
highlight the forgotten landscapes of Cantal, offering a weekend of music and art 
in the heart of the Auvergne volcanoes. While concerts full of sensitivity and 
originality, Land Art artists will set up of inspired installations, and you can take 
part in the creation through several creative workshops.  Le Diamant Vert  is a 
festival that wants to prove that rurality can also be modern, cultural and 
attractive, a festival who wants to believe in knowledge sharing between 
generations in a common creative dynamic. For more information about the 
festival: http://www.diamantvert.fr/festivaldiamantvert.html Your mission will be 
to participate in the festival organization, and to arrange of the natural 
environment. Supervised by the members of the association organizing the 
festival, you will participate in raising tents, putting gates, organizing parking, 
dressing rooms, refreshment stands and catering ... During the 3 days of the 
festival, you will help to welcome festival goers and to maintain the site. After the 
weekend, there will be dismantling work, equipment storage, site cleaning and 
restoring. In parallel, the arrangement of the natural environment consists first in 
the rehabilitation of a path enhancing the natural and historical heritage: cutting 
scrub back, highlighting a just discovered mine and vine. Finally, you will help to 
the settlement of the new agro-environmental Centre : to cut the brushwood back, 
to make earthworks, to set up experimental tools related to sustainable 
development. Volunteers will be accommodated, as in previous workcamps, in a 
communal building with toilets and showers. Remember to bring your sleeping 
bags and warm clothes. You will also have available a room with fridge, stove, 
tables and chairs in order to eat together. You will cook in turn, by two. 
Transportation will be arranged for you to do your shopping in supermarkets or by 
local producers, with a budget that will be allotted. A small grocery store is located 
in the municipality. Jeunesse et Reconstruction can t take into charge the 
volunteers before the start date of the workcamp. Teissieres the Boulies has an 
exceptional heritage: the bread oven, the cross of Cayre, the farrier shoeing stock, 
the fountain rack system, the fresco of the village from yesterday to today, the 
orchard with its young transplants, the  secadou  (building where chestnuts are 
dried), dry stone walls, the workshop (the former center to bottle carbonated 
water)... Indeed, in 1821 was discovered a source of sparkling water on the 
territory, whose success became legendary. A Natura 2000 site (200 hectares) is 
located nearby, and works to protect bats which hibernate in mining relics. Local 
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located nearby, and works to protect bats which hibernate in mining relics. Local 
associations are also very active in Teissieres and animate every year the pumpkin 
festival, the festival of water etc. As the locals say,  We are committed to our 
natural, built and cultural environment, that we want to preserve, develop, so 
come to share and love it with us  . In the region, you can admire landscapes by 
canoe, you will discover local farms, and hike on the many trails through 
mountains and rivers All information on local tourism: www.chataigneraie-cantal.
com/ 1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except 
being motivated and  loving work in group You will share friendly moments with 
local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes 
and rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public 
swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, 
safety shoes/boots compulsory. 4/ Bring some material from your culture 
(documents, pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments, games,...) to 
share with other volunteers and local population and make exchanges easier.5/ 
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, BRING 
THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will 
have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/ 
Transportation back to the train station at the end of the workcamp will be 
organized during your stay with the campleader.7/ More info about trains : http:
//www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If you have a �riving license, please bring it along in 
case of necessity
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Referencia: 60

JR16/119

Address:

--Location:

VEBRET - DRY STONES WALL RENOVATIONName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS-MANU  - Renovation - Construction - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:31/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: The aim of the project is to rehabilitate a dry stone wall partially destroyed 
and overgrown. It involves to clear the brush, to collect, sort and clean the stones 
often covered with moss ; then to rebuild the wall in the traditional way, along the 
road. You will participate in the work with other international volunteers and 
technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The work takes place in the 
morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoons and weekends are dedicated for 
activities.

ACCOMODATION: Volunteers will be accommodated at the campsite of the town, 
located on the edge of the creek The Violin, an tents will be loaned by Jeunesse et 
Reconstruction. Remember to bring your sleeping bags and warm clothes. All 
facilities are available in the locker room (showers, toilets) and there will be a 
kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs for eating together. A 
budget will be allocated for shopping and activities, and you will cook in turn, by 
two. Being well accommodated within the town will give you the opportunity to 
connect with the people, to easily get to the market at the nearby shops (multi-
point) and at local producers to do your food shopping. Jeunesse et Reconstruction 
can¿t take into charge the volunteers before the start date of the workcamp.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Bordered by the Dordogne, at the foot of the basalt plateau of 
Chastel-Marlhac, Vebret is located in a particularly remarkable natural setting, 
with splendid views of the Organs of Bort-les-Orgues and the chain of Sancy. 
Located halfway between Clermont-Ferrand and Aurillac, at the crossroads of 
major tourist roads (Castle Valley, Salers, Puy Mary ...), the town is the starting 
point of the Green Track of Sumène-Artense. The Green Track is built on the old 
railway line linking Paris to Aurillac, lined with varied landscapes, and you can go 
cycling, rollerblading, walking ... All around Vebret, you can also walk on cleared 
hiking trails along the three trout rivers, you will admire a picturesque waterfall 
(The Leap of the Saule), and contemplate the Romanesque church of Saint-
Maurice, Historical Monument of the twelfth century. In the region, you can visit 
old castles, charming villages and the tourist train station Antignac-Vebret «;
Gentian-Express»;. Every year in August, there is the feast of the town organized 
by the Festival Committee : local associations and residents will be happy to share 
with you the festivities!

TERMINAL: Vebret (autocar)
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Referencia: 61

JR16/200

Address:

--Location:

BEAUMES DE VENISEName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ARCH  - Restorarion-ArchaeologyProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/08/2016Final Date:14/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: If you are passionate about history and archeology, this work camp is 
designed for you! Here you will have an opportunity to share an archeo-
experimentation project with local volunteers and young people from all around 
the world. In the Castellas area, high up in the castle where the antique Oppidum 
is located, different tasks will be given to you. Interested in archeological 
experiences? Very curious? Our first task will be to participate in the construction 
of a medieval wooden cabin. This cabin will later serve as a welcoming centre for 
visitors and as a storage place. If you are an apprentice in construction, this is for 
you too! Come and practice different techniques of traditional construction with 
stone. You will have the privilege to learn this ancestral technique thanks to the 
specialists who will work with us and who are willing to pass on their knowledge 
whilst we reconstruct the stone walls of the antique Oppidum with them. Finally, 
your task will also consist of pruning and cleaning the area to enable visitors to 
access the area more easily and have a better view of the basic historical 
elements. We are planning other work camps for upcoming years. This job is part 
of a new project: the construction of a real touristic and scientific spot of discovery 
and experimentation. The idea is to organise visits which will allow visitors to see 
and understand 25 centuries of history through the artefacts found in the area and 
to value these artefacts. The work will take place during the morning, (5 hours a 
day) and you will have 2 free days per week, which will give you the opportunity 
to explore the community through cultural activities, sports and touristic tours!

ACCOMODATION: There is nothing better than staying on a camp to change your 
routine! It¿s the best way to be able to wake up to the sounds of the cicadas. The 
campsite is in the heart of the town of Beaumes de Venise, perfect for spending 
time with the local population. Everyone will sleep in tents with mattresses 
provided by Jeunesse et Reconstruction. Please remember to bring your sleeping 
bag! We will have a kitchen, toilets and showers available especially for volunteers 
inside a building a couple of metres away from the campsite. To make life easier in 
the camp, the volunteers will cook. The association will not be able to take care of 
you if you arrive before or stay after the dates that we stipulate. In this case, 
accommodation will be availbable in Avignon at your expense (contact us to check 
availability) : Auberge de jeunesse : Pop¿Hostel ¿ 17 rue de la republique ¿ Tel : 
+33 (0)4 32 40 50 60 ¿ En Beaumes de Venise : Hôtel Le relais des dentelles, 
Quartier Saint Roch ¿ Tel : +33 (0)9 70 35 79 70

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Welcome to Provence! Located between the Dentelles of Montmirail 
and the legendary Mont- Ventoux of Provence which ages with the region, the 
town of Beaumes de Venise is full of vineyards and olives which have been 
warmed by the sun here for thousands of years. You will be able to get a fully 
historical French experience, thanks to the fact that this town was the seat of the 
Pope for several centuries before becoming part of France in the 18th century. At 
the banks of the river Rhône and close to Mont-Ventoux, the county of Venaissin 
offers a lot of activities to be discovered: Visit the picturesque castles and towns, 
go on tours through the vineyards, visit Avignon, go on an excursion to Mont-
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go on tours through the vineyards, visit Avignon, go on an excursion to Mont-
Ventoux and of course, visit wine cellars and taste regional produce. Aside from all 
the local festivities that reinforce the region¿s cultural lifestyle, local volunteers 
will also undertake the role of helping you discover all the things that the region 
has to offer and they will be curious to learn about your culture. One of the goals 
for your stay will be to take part in cultural and linguistic exchanges: Don¿t forget 
to bring games, musical instruments, recipes, pictures and other souvenirs from 
your home country in order to share this memorable experience with other 
volunteers. For more information on the region: http://www.carpentras-ventoux.
com/fr/

TERMINAL: Carpentras
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Referencia: 62

JR16/203

Address:

--Location:

ETOILE SUR RHONE - CASTLE PARK RESTORATIONName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:01/08/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

ACCOMODATION: You will be staying in the «;Pénitents»; chapel located in Etoile-
sur-Rhône¿s town centre!

Refurbished by previous international volunteers, this building is now very 
comfortable: there are dorms, toilets and showers, a shared kitchen and a huge 
communal lounge for spending time with other volunteers (ping pong table 
available!). A washing machine will be made available to the volunteers. Each 
volunteer will participate in everyday household tasks and meals will be prepared 
in groups : feel free to bring culinary specialities from your home country and your 
favourite recipe to share with everybody !

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Let yourself be seduced by the Drôme¿s natural beauty and wealth of 
cultural heritage! Located between the Alps and Provence, this area will amaze 
tourists who are passionate about history and various excursions to the towns 
situated at the top of sun-drenched hills will be possible, giving you the chance to 
travel beside meadows and rivers. La Drôme is an area waiting to be discovered! 
You will be able to visit Etoile-sur-rhone¿s surrounding area thanks to different 
touristic activities: walking and of course tasting local products! You will be warmly 
welcomed to join to the Calabert society, a local society who¿s focus is to restore 
an old hostel on the banks of the Drome river. During your stay you will be 
encouraged to take part in cultural and linguistic exchanges. You are welcome to 
bring along board games, musical instruments, recipes, pictures and other 
souvenirs so you can have a memorable experience in the company of other 
volunteers!

TERMINAL: Valence Ville
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Referencia: 63

JR16/204

Address:

--Location:

PERMACULTURE IN SOUTH BEAUJOLAIS ¿ FR SPEAKName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Take a deep breath of fresh air with Cap Générations! Your volunteers¿ 
team will take part in various types of outdoor work every morning (4 - 5 hours 
per day, 5 days a week). The 8 first worling days will be dedicated to the 
arrangement of the new municipal park of Bois d¿Oingt, a beautiful ¿rose village¿ 
in the heart of Beaujolais vineyards: with the help of local youngsters and 
volunteers, you will participate in the creation of a green spot in the village center. 
Your mission: under the direction of the association Les Sources du Suchel, 
specialized in permaculture, you will organize a botanic garden for public use that 
will aim towards the maintenance of biodiversity. This should be a good 
opportunity to discover a new form of agriculture in an original way! The second 
mission to accomplish will be the renovation of a dry stone wall at the entrance of 
Châtillon d¿Azergues village. You will have the opportunity to learn this technique 
thanks to the specialists that will be happy to lead you on the working site. This 
project is very important for the inhabitants who deciced for it together with their 
representatives; for you it will be a good opportunity to establish contact with 
French speakers and to actively participate in the local dynamic! The local 
youngsters from Cap generations center will accompany you during the entire 
workcamp.

ACCOMODATION: This is a project for camping lovers! The former Chessy-les-
Mines camp site, which will be your accommodation place, is situated halfway 
between the two workcamp towns and offers an ideal situation near the village 
center, perfect for guitar nights and outdoor bbq! Tents and mattresses will be 
provided by Jeunesse et Reconstruction; please don¿t forget to bring your sleeping 
bag! A kitchen, toilets and showers will be reserved at your disposal in the ancient 
camping house. The meals will be cooked together, and every volunteer will 
participate in the domestic chores (cooking, dish washing, cleaning¿). Careful : we 
will not be able to host you if you arrive before the starting date! 

LANGUAGE: French

LOCATION: Located 40 km away from Lyon, the Region of Oingt its vineyards filled 
landscapes, is called the ¿small Beaujolais Toscana¿. You will have the chance to 
discover it through diverse activities! http://www.leboisdoingt.org/bo/au-bois-
doingt/album-photos/). Possible leisure and cultural activities during the camp: 
visits of the villages and wine cellars of Beaujolais, trip to the city of Lyon, French 
national day festivities, meetings with the locals, shared meals, tennis and river 
swimming. But above all, many cultural and linguistic exchanges: do not forget to 
bring your board games, musical instruments, culinary specialties or favorite 
recipes and photos of your home country in order to share your culture with the 
inhabitants and the other volunteers. You will be invited to spend two days at the 
Suchel fam, an experimental permaculture farm, for a first agricultural and cultural 
experience. The members of the association will be happy to help you get to know 
this alternative farm, its gardens and the natural landscape. Camping, shared 
meals and outdoors animation will be included in the program! -> http://lesuchel.
tumblr.com/

TERMINAL: Chessy
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TERMINAL: Chessy

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: - REMARKS: Chantier francophone / French speaking  
camp
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Referencia: 64

JR16/206

Address:

--Location:

PONTAIX - OLD STONES, YOUNG ENERGY!Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:31/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Stone lovers? Curious about discovering traditional masonry? Or simply 
desire to add your contribution? Join the team of international volunteers for a 
third renovation workcamp in Pontaix and participate in masonry work right in the 
heart of the village. After two very successful camp in 2014 and 2015, the 
municipal staff of the village calls again on the motivation and the collective spirit 
of the volunteers of Jeunesse et Reconstruction. The first challenge of the team 
2016 will be to reconstruct a stone staircase to facilitate access to the town hall! 
The second challenge is to realize a tiled floor made with stones and pebbles to 
stabilize the start of the path leading to the old medieval tower. Stone cutting, 
manufacture of filler in the lime, the finishes, but also excavation, handling and 
placing stones line by line...you will have the opportunity to become real 
craftsmen builders within a few weeks under the discerning eye of local 
volunteers! The work will be made in the morning (5 hours a day) and you will 
have two days off per week, giving you the opportunity to discover the 
surrounding parts of the country through cultural and sports activities and tourist 
visits! Around August 13th you will be asked by the inhabitants to join them to 
prepare and liven up the Vogue of Pontaix, very popular summer festival which 
gathers hundreds of people for the weekend ( festive meals, games and concerts). 
By assisting in the installation, food preparation and service and in the cleaning, 
you will have the chance to live this major event of the village life from the inside 
and to share strong moments with the inhabitants ! Do not forget to bring old 
clothes and good shoes (like work shoes or walking shoes) for the works!

ACCOMODATION: You will benefit a collective place of living, rudimentary but 
comfortable, a bit away from the center of Pontaix. You will be settled in the 
premises of one of the village¿s association, just a few steps from the Drôme river 
and from its beach, in the middle of fields. A fitted kitchen and a living room, 
equipped with a terrace and a barbecue will be at your disposal. Sleeping will be in 
two prefabricated structures, next to the small house, in which mattresses will be 
installed; don¿t forget your sleeping bag! A shower and a toilet will also be settled 
on the site in a third prefabricated structure. Meals will be prepared by volunteers: 
don¿t hesitate to bring some specialties or recipes to introduce your culture the 
other members of the group! Please note: our association cannot take care of you 
if you will arrive before the beginning of the workcamp, nor beyond the end of the 
project.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Pontaix: a very small village with a big heart, in an exceptional 
environment! Located in the South Alps, in the heart of the Valley of the Drôme, 
the village of Pontaix is just like its neighborhood: sweet life, beautiful landscapes, 
open air activities and festive spirit! In the afternoons and weekends, you will be 
up to discover the region: swimming in the waterfalls, holes of turquoise blue 
water of the Drôme, walk to explore Vercors, winery visit and Clairette tasting (the 
famous local sparkling wine!), canoeing or tree climbing, visit of the picturesque 
cities of Die and Crest. Pontaix hardly counts 200 inhabitants, among whom an 
innkeeper, a brewer of beer, several wine growers and a biscuit manufacturer. A 
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innkeeper, a brewer of beer, several wine growers and a biscuit manufacturer. A 
program of diverse activities will be proposed to you to meet the local population: 
shared meals, walks and trips, and of course the preparation of the Vogue (local 
festival)! Do not hesitate to bring your games, music instruments, foods or 
favorite recipes, photos and souvenirs to live an experience beyond your 
expectations! More information on the region: www.facebook.
com/villagedepontaix26, www.diois-tourisme.com, www.valleedeladrome-
tourisme.com

TERMINAL: Die

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: - REMARKS: Camp in a small village, for nature and 
outdoors lovers ! Petit village, pour les amoureux du grand air et de la nature ! NB 
: Chantier ouvert dès 17 ans pour les participants français
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Referencia: 65

JR16/209

Address:

--Location:

VIVIERS HISTORICAL MONUMENTSName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2016Final Date:17/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Your international team will work with local volunteers, younger or older, 
on the two historical sites which do Vivers proud. If you are an apprentice builder 
or architect, this workcamp is made for you! You will do building and stone cutting 
work, in order to refurbish the frontage of the knight¿s house, which is a splendid 
dwelling from the Renaissance, and far from being fully refurbished. Besides, you 
will work on the site of a former working-class area called « La Cité Blanche » : an 
old cellar will need to be cleared out and cleaned in order to eventually turn it into 
a museum space. The CICP¿s volunteers will supervise you on all of these works 
and will be happy to share their knowledge about the place and its history. You will 
work every morning, 4 to 5 hours a day and 5 days a week. Do not forget to bring 
good clothes and solid and closed shoes to work!

ACCOMODATION: You will be hosted in the former city stadium, as well as the 
young local volunteers. It is a great occasion for the volunteers to practice their 
French and discover the country from the inside! For you to sleep, tents will be 
brought on the football pitch. You will also have access to a kitchen, toilets and 
showers in the very close sports center. Jeunesse et Reconstruction provides the 
tents and the mattresses, but do not forget to bring your sleeping bags. The meals 
will be cooked together, and you will be asked to do the domestic chores (cooking, 
dish washing, cleaning¿). Careful : we will not be able to host you if you arrive 
before the starting date!

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Viviers is a beautiful city of 4.000 inhabitants and overlooks the Rhône 
Valley. It has an important architectural heritage and a very good and warm 
weather. The town hall and the local volunteers want to take advantage of your 
stay by organising a lot of meetings with the local population. During an entire 
week, young local volunteers will be included in your team; Cultural discoveries 
and good atmosphere are surely guaranteed ! Special evenings and meals will be 
organised during the workcamp. Along with the local volunteers, you will have the 
opportunity to discover the region and its history : visits of the old city and 
historical sites of the surroundings, hiking, kayaking of the Rhône,¿You will also 
have access to the public swimming pool during your stay. The local people are 
very enthusiastic to welcome international volunteers, therefore we are expecting 
volunteers who are willing to exchange! You will be asked to organise a big 
international meal for the inhabitants during your stay, do not forget to bring food 
but also recipes from your country, photos, little objects, costumes, etc¿in order to 
spread your traditions and culture!

TERMINAL: Montélimar
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Referencia: 66

JR16/210

Address:

--Location:

CLUSES - FRIENDLY FRENCH ALPSName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-MANU  - Restoration renovation - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: You will make a contribution to the happiness of the children in Cluses! 
Working together with 9 local young people, you will carry out some important 
work for the town¿s children by: putting colour and life back into a school and a 
leisure centre through renovating child friendly spaces! To do this your Franco-
international team will take part in different solidarity actions: creating play spaces 
in the school and leisure centre yard, developing the green spaces of the two sites, 
and freshening up the school¿s corridors. For the painting task you will be able to 
bring in your artistic talents and your collective creativity to produce murals which 
express the group¿s shared values. The work will be done in the mornings (5 
hours every day from Monday to Friday), which will leave you time to explore the 
surrounding area and region through cultural activities and touristic excursions. 
Make sure to bring old clothes for the painting work!

ACCOMODATION: You will be staying in a school in the town, near to the city 
centre and shopping facilities. On site are a kitchen, shower, toilets, and a 
common room; one of the school rooms will be converted into a dormitory. For 
bedding, Jeunesse et Reconstruction will provide floor mats, but you must bring 
your own sleeping bag!

You will prepare your meals as a group and you will be required to participate in 
daily chores (cooking, dish washing, cleaning, etc.).

Please note: we will not be able to take care of you if you arrive before the 
beginning of the volunteer project!

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: At the foot of one of the prettiest mountains in the Northern Alps, and 
on the edge of the Great Alpine Road, the pretty city of Cluses and its 17,000 
inhabitants live in an ideal location! Near to Italy and Switzerland (40 minutes 
from Geneva!), Cluses gives you direct access to well-known tourist sites such as 
Mont Blanc or lake Léman: you will be amazed by the greenery and you will be 
able to learn more about the culture of high altitude towns through unique cultural 
visits and activities! Also, you will be able to make the most of the city¿s summer 
events. You will put together an itinerary of cultural and leisure activities with your 
French team-mates: involving sports, swimming, excursions, celebratory meals, 
and of course plenty of cultural and linguistic exchanges! The young people of 
Cluses look forward to helping you discover the region and their culture, as well as 
getting to know you all better! Please consider bringing your games, musical 
instruments, food specialties, favourite recipes, photos, and souvenirs to this 
experience which will exceed your expectations! For more information about the 
region visit: : http ://www.savoie-mont-blanc.com/offre/fiche/office-de-tourisme-
intercommunal-cluses-arve-et-montagnes/473200

TERMINAL: Cluses
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Referencia: 67

JR16/211

Address:

--Location:

SALINS LES BAINS ¿ WORLD HERITAGE PROJECTName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:31/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: The town owns a land plot in the centre that the representatives of the 
Community Center for Social Actions wishes to transform into a community 
garden. In order to secure the access to the future garden, the municipality needs 
to renovate the fortification wall and stairs under there with the help of an 
international volunteers¿ team. You will help renovate an ancient fortification using 
traditional masonry techniques: removing old coatings, jointing, and rebuilding 
some destroyed parts of the wall. You will be trained and supervised by a stone 
cutter specialist and a historical monuments specialist who will happily share with 
you their knowledge and expertise. 

Please don¿t forget to bring strong shoes and clothes for the work! You will work 5 
hours a day, in the morning, 5 days a week.

ACCOMODATION: Accommodation will be in the Golden Tower (Tour Dorée), 
another architectural beauty in Salins. Tents will be placed in front of the Tower 
for sleeping, and you will have access to the Golden Tower¿s appartment for 
preparing meals, eating, showering, and using the toilets.

Jeunesse et Reconstruction will provide tents and ground mattresses, but please 
don¿t forget to bring your sleeping bags. Meals will be prepared by volunteers for 
the whole group. Like every other volunteer you will participate in the daily tasks 
and the group organization: cooking, washing dishes, cleaning, planning free time 
activities, buying food¿ Please note: the camp organizers can¿t take care of you if 
you arrive before the starting date of the camp!

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Located in the charming valley of La Furieuse, in the heart of the Jura 
region, Salins-les-Bains is a little typical town of Franche-Comté that has over 
3000 inhabitants. Overlooked by two ancient forts and the Mount Poupet, the town 
owns a rich cultural and natural heritage, as well as beautiful buildings which show 
the glorious past of this ¿saline city¿; among them the UNESCO world heritage 
¿Saline building¿. Salins-les-Bains developed with extraction and 
commercialization of salt and hosts nowadays many spa-goers. Possible leisure 
activities for the group include: a visit of the town, of the Salt museum, hiking in 
the surrounding mountains, swimming, shared meals and parties with locals, visit 
of a farm or a vineyard etc. You will be in charge of organizing an international 
meal for the inhabitants during your stay; please do not forget to bring specialties 
and traditional recipes from your country, as well as pictures, music, trinkets, 
costumes etc. to share your culture!

TERMINAL: Mouchard
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Referencia: 68

JR16/212

Address:

--Location:

ROCLES - BACK TO THE ROOTSName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-MANU-ART  - Environmental - Manual work - Art campProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Environmental and artistic camp for volunteers interested in ecological 
experimentations and democratic participation! Initiated by a group of youngsters 
from the village called ¿Les bosseurs du 508¿, the project aims at refurbishing the 
abandoned places of the community in order to create a friendly space for 
recreation and sport activities. Together with a team of highly motivated local 
people, you will steer therefore different work continuing the set-up of this 
pedestrian artistic and sporting area: brush cutting, gardening, making wooden 
furniture, and building a traditional stone wall. This project will require all your 
creativity and artistic sense: the volunteers will be involved in the decisions 
regarding the design of the area and will participate occasionally in land¿art 
activities and workshops on energy autonomy. You will work 4 to 5 hours every 
morning. For more information¿s about last year¿s work project, join the fan 
page:  https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rocles-Workcamp/307715156052909?
fref=ts And for pictures check : http://babyloncry.com/lescolles/#/chantier-2014/

and click on « Menu »

ACCOMODATION: Accommodation conditions are rather basic and will encourage 
group dynamics and ecology practice. You shall participate in the first days 
installing your own living space: set up of an open air kitchen, constructing 
compost toilet and a solar shower installation, putting up tents for sleeping. A 
communal building will be available for your group in case of bad weather and for 
the 1st days. Tents and mattresses will be provided by the organizers, please 
don¿t forget to bring your own sleeping bag! Meals will be prepared together and 
you are expected to contribute to everyday tasks (cooking, washing up dishes, 
cleaning, emptying garbage¿). In order to enable more exchanges, the local 
volunteers will share and eat lunches with the international team. To be noted: 1) 
NO public WIFI in the village! 2) we cannot take care of you if you arrive before 
the work camp starting date, neither beyond the end date...

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Rocles is a small village in the Ardèche mountain, quite isolated but 
very welcoming! Located 30 km away from the next town, Aubenas, Rocles has 
only two shops: a bakery and a restaurant. The inhabitants, especially the 
youngsters, will be ready to welcome you, make you discover the surroundings 
and local culture and above all get to know each other! Possible leisure activities: 
hiking, horse riding, diner at locals, meeting with volunteers from other work 
camps, swimming at the river, local traditional celebrations, canoe¿ Besides of the 
site mornings you will be solicited for setting up and animating an international 
festive evening for the village, with the local volunteers and elected members; 
please do not forget to bring specialties and traditional recipes from your country, 
as well as pictures, music to share, etc., anything to discover your culture!

TERMINAL: Montélimar
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Referencia: 69

JR16/214

Address:

--Location:

EMMAUS ETOILE -  SOCIAL COMMUNITYName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-SOCI  - Environmental-Social projectProject:

30Max Age:20Min Age:13/08/2016Final Date:24/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Your mission is to take part on the community¿s work which involves 
reuse of furnitures, objects and second-hand clothes. Along with your fellow 
workers, you will take part in collecting, selecting and refurbishing the objects 
given to the community : furnitures, books, decorating objects, clothes, 
accessories¿.Your role will be also to place the objects in the big selling shed, 
which is a true Ali Baba¿s cave, and to help with the selling and the connection 
with the public when the shop is open!

Be aware that the working days are long! Volunteers will work from Tuesday to 
Saturday, 7 to 8 hours a day. Sundays and Mondays are free, you can take 
advantage of them by having a nice time with the compagnons and discovering 
the region!

ACCOMODATION: For three weeks, you will be lucky to experience the daily life of 
the community, which involves about twenty persons : men, women, teens, elders 
and children, from France or elsewhere! The balance of the community is based on 
its members and the respect of the rules, including the ban of drinking or bringing 
alcohol in the community. You will also be expected to respect those rules!

The meals are taken together with the compagnons (men) and compagnes 
(women) who successively cook ; you will be welcomed in the kitchen to help 
them, and maybe cook a mean from your own country. Everyone commits to take 
part in the different daily tasks like cleaning, tidying¿.About the accommodation, 
your group of volunteers will be hosted in a building that belongs to the 
community, with and independent access : the compagnons will bring beds and 
mattresses for you, yet don¿t forget your bed linen and sleeping bag. Shower and 
toilets will be located nearby your accommodation.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Welcome to Etoile sur Rhône, beautiful village made of stones typical 
from the region, between Provence and Monts du Vercors. You will have time in 
the evenings or the weekends to explore the surroundings : visit of Valence, Crest 
or Montélimar, swimming in the Drôme, bike riding, visit of a local farm and local 
food tasting. With the volunteers and the compagnons, you will also have to 
change to make a journey to discover the natural richness of the region, and enjoy 
concerts, markets and festivals of the area. We also count on your spirit of 
initiative to suggest animations and activities to do with the compagnons ! In any 
case, do not hesitate to bring your board games, music instruments, food from 
your country or your favorite recipes, photos and memories to share with the 
compagnons and the volunteers for a beautiful experience of cultural exchange ! 
More informations on the region : http://www.etoilesurrhone.fr/cadre-de-
vie/tourisme ; http://www.ladrometourisme.com/fr/

TERMINAL: Valence Ville

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: IMPORTANT : By coming to an Emmaüs community, 
you commit to respect the rules and the compagnons. You commit to be tolerant 
and open-minded ! 1/ No specific competences for this workcamp, except liking 
team-work and being very motivated, in a good mood and willing to exchange with 
the compagnons! 2/ Jeunesse et Reconstruction do not provide any vehicle for the 
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the compagnons! 2/ Jeunesse et Reconstruction do not provide any vehicle for the 
volunteers. 3/ The association will not take care of the return journey from the 
workcamp place to the train station. 4/ more informations about the trains : www.
voyages-sncf.com 5/ EU volunteers : bring along with you your European Health 
Insurance Card; non-EU volunteers : do bring your CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE. 
Each health expenses will be paid by the volunteer and refunded when back in its 
own country. 6/ You need to bring along with you : Bed linen, sleeping bag, 
working clothes, resistant shoes for work, warm clothes for fresh nights, 
hat/sunscreen/sunglasses/swimsuit, your camera, photos/souvenirs/little things 
from your own country. For the boys : do not forget to bring your swimming trunk 
in addition to your short pants (which are prohibited in the French public 
swimming pool). 7/It is no longer allowed to change foreign traveller¿s checks into 
money in the French banks : think about doing it in the foreign exchange counter 
(airport, stations, big cities) BEFORE arriving to the workcamp! REMARKS: alcool 
interdit - Alcohol is forbidden ! / Chantier ouvert uniquement aux volontaires de 20 
ans et plus - This workcamp is not available for people less than 20 years old
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Referencia: 70

JR16/216

Address:

--Location:

TERMIGNON - DRY STONE BUILDING IN A NATIONAL PARKName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:03/09/2016Final Date:14/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

partner 

Welcome to the small Alpine village of Termignon, in the very heart of the 
beautiful Vanoise National Park! Between vertiginous mountains heights, large 
flowered meadows and fresh waterfalls, you will have the pleasure of contributing 
the development of the village as well as getting initiated to the ancestral dry 
stone building technique. After a first volunteers¿ workcamp last summer, the 
inhabitants and their representative expect a new team of highly motivated 
volunteers to carry on the renovation work on the famous ¿Salt Road¿. More 
information on Jeunesse et Reconstruction: http://www.volontariat.org/ and on 
the Vanoise National Park : http://www.vanoise-parcnational.fr/



work 

A project designed for mountains lovers and volunteers interested in dry stone 
building! The Prestigious ¿ Salt Road" is a 27km route in the heart of the Vanoise 
National Park which connects the municipalities of Pralognan and Termignon. For 
five centuries, this lane was used as a passage for transporting salt on mules, 
from Tarentaise to Maurienne and to the Italian Piedmont. It¿s on one part of this 
emblematic road, a few kilometers from the heart of the village of Termignon 
where you will intervene. Led by passionate professionals of the association "The 
muraillers of Provence" who desire to transmit their knowledge, you will 
participate in the repair of dry stone walls along the way and in the construction of 
a calade (a pavement of cobblestones). Work 5 hours per day, 5 days per week. 
Remember to bring sturdy shoes and closed for work! Physical work but beautiful 
environment!! To discover the "Salt Road", you can watch this video (in French) 
performed by the Vanoise National Park: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mdxqSFXZIEY



accomodation and food 

Accomodation under tents on the village¿s campsite. Jeunesse et Reconstruction 
will provide tents ground mattresses; please don¿t forget to bring a very warm 
sleeping bag. Nights are cold! You will have access to the camping showers and 
toilets, and can use a small kitchen for cooking. Meals will be prepared by 
volunteers for the whole group. Like every other volunteer you will participate in 
the daily tasks and the group organization: cooking, washing dishes, cleaning, 
planning free time activities, buying food¿ Please note that the organizers of the 
camp can¿t take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the camp!

location & leisure 

Located at 1,300 meters above sea level, the village offers beautiful scenery, and 
many opportunities for hiking and viewing wildlife and flora. A free shuttle from 
the village also allows to go to the heart of the Park, from the main walking routes 
to explore the lakes and mountain refuges! If you love the mountains and fresh 
air, welcome to Termignon! Other activities on the village: tree climbing, climbing, 
tennis, nature exhibits, water sports, swimming pool, summer events, meeting 
with local people ... More informations at: http://termignon.haute-maurienne-
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with local people ... More informations at: http://termignon.haute-maurienne-
vanoise.com NB: You will be in charge of organizing an international meal for the 
inhabitants during your stay; please do not forget to bring specialties and 
traditional recipes from your country, as well as pictures, music, curios to share 
about your culture!
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Referencia: 71

JR16/300

Address:

--Location:

MILLE PATTES 1Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2016Final Date:11/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Supervised by a volunteer of the association ¿Mille Pattes¿, young 
volunteers participate in various maintenance and development on the site of 
Château Saint-Barthelemy located in Durban-sur-Arize. This includes the 
restoration of walls (masonry works) and cleaning vegetation.

ACCOMODATION: You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: 
housing conditions are very simple and rudimentary (dry toilets and solar 
showers), notice to the lovers of peace and nature. Access to the castle is only by 
foot (15 minute steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer 
a backpack). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of 
the workcamp.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: View of the castle by drone : https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CkJD8VyMQIo Located halfway between Foix and St Girons, the village of 
Durban-sur-Arize, crossed by Arize is a charming village in the Ariège part of the 
Regional Natural Park of the Pyrenees. With the castle overlooking, the village has 
a remarkable built heritage with most of the stone buildings. This castle belonging 
to the association «;Mile Pattes»; is an ancient and medieval fortress dated 11th 
century. Located in the heart of Séronnais, the site offers many hiking. The 
members of «;Mille Pattes»; will offer you an introduction to archeology and rock 
climbing.

TERMINAL: FOIX

REMARKS:  - isolated, for nature lovers.
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Address:

--Location:

MILLE PATTES 2Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:03/09/2016Final Date:16/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Supervised by a volunteer of the association ¿Mille Pattes¿, young 
volunteers participate in various maintenance and development on the site of 
Château Saint-Barthelemy located in Durban-sur-Arize. This includes the 
restoration of walls (masonry works) and cleaning vegetation.

ACCOMODATION: You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: 
housing conditions are very simple and rudimentary (dry toilets and solar 
showers), notice to the lovers of peace and nature. Access to the castle is only by 
foot (15 minute steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer 
a backpack). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of 
the workcamp.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: View of the castle by drone : https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CkJD8VyMQIo Located halfway between Foix and St Girons, the village of 
Durban-sur-Arize, crossed by Arize is a charming village in the Ariège part of the 
Regional Natural Park of the Pyrenees. With the castle overlooking, the village has 
a remarkable built heritage with most of the stone buildings. This castle belonging 
to the association «;Mile Pattes»; is an ancient and medieval fortress dated 11th 
century. Located in the heart of Séronnais, the site offers many hiking. The 
members of «;Mille Pattes»; will offer you an introduction to archeology and rock 
climbing.

TERMINAL: FOIX

REMARKS:  - isolated, for nature lovers.
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Address:

--Location:

BRAMEVAQUEName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/08/2016Final Date:01/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

WORK: Supervised by an experienced mason, you will continue the conservation 
of the remains of the castle of the Earls of Comminges: clearing of the overgrowth, 
masonry, building of small stone walls. The site hosts several hundreds of visitors 
in the summer months.

ACCOMODATION: You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: 
housing conditions are very simple and rudimentary (dry toilets and solar 
showers), notice to the lovers of peace and nature. Access to the castle is only by 
foot (10 minute steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer 
a backpack). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of 
the workcamp.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French

LOCATION: Bramevaque is a small rural village of 30 inhabitants, at the foot of the 
Pyrenees mountains which mark the border with Spain. The site offers beautiful 
landscapes and view points. The Barousse valley is one of the most remarquable 
valleys of the Pyrenees; it is also on the itinerary of the ¿Tour de France¿ cycling 
race. Possible free time activities : hiking, swimming in the river, visit of 
prehistorical caves, the famous abbey of St Bertrand de Comminges, the 
watersports resort of Antignac, the Barousse museum. Please browse: www.visit-
midi-pyrenees.com.

TERMINAL: Montrejeau-Gourdan-Polignan 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 1/ Access to the castle is only by foot (10 minute) steep 
path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer a backpack !
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Address:

PARISLocation:

A Story About WaterName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:24/07/2016Final Date:03/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The city of Saint-Yorre is known for its natural springs. The city has recently 
bought the park of  Larbaud where one of these spring flows. Local authorities 
invite international volunteers to help them to renovate this park in order to 
enhance it for local populations and transform it as a nice place to stroll in. This 
year’s workcamp will culminate three years of works at the site. 

       During the workcamp, you will work at the environmental clearing of the park 
(clearing weeds for instance) around the lake of the park and around the canal’s 
banks. You will also work on defining the parks canals and certain structures near 
the pond (removal, clearing of stones). You are going to participate on the 
rehabilitation of the central path of the park, clearing the volcanic stone edges, 
cleaning the stones and rebuilding the cobblestone pavings. 

Each year, a celebration is organised in order to give a chance to local inhabitant 
to meet the international volunteers who contributed to the restoration of the 
park, if you want you can participate in the organisation of this event.  in a 
municipal building in the park. Location: Saint-Yorre (Allier), 8 km away from 
Vichy



Leisure activities: This workcamp will allow you to discover the Vichy, Moulins 
region, to visit the touristic sites and to take advantage of the Allier river nearby. 
Also, you will have the opportunity to organise activities with the municipality and 
the town’s youth, and to enjoy the local festivities, specially the living arts festival 
that will take place during the last weekend of the workcamp. 



Closest train station: Vichy
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Address:

PARISLocation:

Your Renovation MissionName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:18/07/2016Final Date:04/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

This project is part of a comprehensive effort to conserve and enhance the 
Vallauris silver mine, a medieval mine in the Valley of Marvels and a heritage site 
of the Alpes-Maritimes.  After its restoration, this storage workshop, built during 
the mining exploitations at the end of the 19th century, will be used to store 
materials and safety equipment needed to visit the mine. It will also be used to 
store the artifacts found during the archaeological excavations at the site. The 
advance during initial phase of the works in 2014 included disassembling the roof 
and frame, raising part of the wall, and creating a concrete wall tie. In 2015  the 
roof and frame were rebuilt conserving the shape of the original gable roof. In 
2016, we will continue with these works.  

       This project includes several technical goals: 

Exterior work on all the facades to make the building (la poudriere) air-tight.

Rework of the whole of the cover of the adjoining outbuilding. (10 m2) 

Construction of a buttress on the East façade. 



We will work on this project 4 days a week from 8.30am to 12pm and from 2pm to 
5.30pm, and you will be supervised by a technical facilitator. The site will benefit 
from archaeological follow up and monitoring.  2,3 or 4 person room with toilets. A 
cooking team will prepare the meals, not the volunteers, but help will be needed 
with at kitchen, setting the dining rooms and washing the dishes.  Location: 
Tende, located 2 hours away from Nice by train. Very isolated in the mountain at 
1500m above sea level, the site is a 10 kms from Tende and 50 kms away from 
Vintimille. 



Leisure time: recreational activities will be divided in two areas. The first one, in 
accordance with the goal of the project, is to carry out, since the beginning of the 
stay, a comprehensive visit of this heritage site to better understand the project. 
The second will focus on the exploration of the region, and sports activities. The 
schedule will be set collectively: Discovery of Historic and cultural heritage of the 
region (Valley of Marvels and National Park, Medieval villages, Mediterranean 
coast,) formal and informal meetings with people involved in mountain life 
(Shepherds, chaperons, guest speakers proposed by the organization) 
participation in local cultural events (feasts and traditional festivities) participation 
in one or several sports activities (hiking, climbing, tree-climbing course, via 
ferrate…) 

Two entire weekends and one day during the week will be allocated to these 
activities. 



Closest train station: Tende 

Airport: Nice
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Address:

PARISLocation:

BEAUFIEST´YVALName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT-ANIM  - Cultural-Work with animalsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/07/2016Final Date:04/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: The Beaufiest'yval is a festival of shows and animations for all the families 
and all ages, organized in a festive atmosphere. The festival will take place in an 
exceptional setting of 8 hectares located in the Beaufief park, in the town of 
Mazeray (behind the castle). Organized by the Association of Beaufief Leisure 
Centre that works to develop a real animation of the local life, this festival is a 
unique opportunity to live a time of sharing and conviviality.



Work: You will work with volunteers, children and youth of the Beaufief leisure 
center, to the preparation and the implementation of the festival. The work will be 
to lay out the park, make it attractive and help assembling the Big Top, stages and 
stands. During the festival, you will be required to welcome the audience and you 
will have the chance to participate in an open stage. Artists, get ready! After the 
event, you will help to clean and tidy up the site in a festive atmosphere! Following 
the festival, you will organize exchanges with children from the leisure center. 
Activities, games, sharing and living together will enrich this cultural experience!



Leisure activities: The volunteers of Beaufief Leisure Centre will organize several 
activities to help you integrate into local life. They will accompany you in the 
discovery of the richness of the historic heritage of the area. Other attractions in 
the surrounding area include the artificial lake of Bernouet and its open-air-cafe.



Accommodation: in tents, on the campgrounds of Mazeray



Location: Mazeray, Charente-Maritime, 1 hour from La Rochelle



Closest train station: Saint-Jean d¿Angély
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Address:

PARISLocation:

LE LAVOIR DE JOUARREName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/07/2016Final Date:05/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The archaeological site of Sanxay is a major Gallo-Roman cities of the antique 
territory Picton. Occupied from 1st to 4th century of our era, Sanxay was an 
important place for cures and pilgrimages. The remains of major public 
monuments, temple, amphitheater and thermal baths characterize this site located 
in the green surroundings of the Vonne Valley. The Gallo-Roman site of Sanxay is 
now one of the best preserved sanctuaries and should remain so. This is why this 
workcamp will be organized.

       During the workcamp, a work site clearing, coming from old excavations near 
the temple should be performed. You will clear more carefully spaces to make the 
place completely readable for visitors. Accompanied by an archaeologist and the 
volunteers of the site of Sanxay, you will remove all the rubble, clean the area and 
sort the stones. When cleaning, you will be asked to be vigilant and careful, in 
case you would find potential remains. You will share some moments of this 
workcamp with young people from the territory. Collective, camping tent in the 
campground ** of Sanxay (pool, river, multi-sports areas ...) Location: Sanxay, 
Vienne, 30 km from Poitiers



Leisure activities: You will enjoy the local summer activities offered by the town. 
You will also have the opportunity to discover the region, the Marais Poitevin, visit 
La Rochelle and Poitiers. With the inhabitants of the village, you will live times of 
encounter and exchange, while discovering the history and culture of the region 
(castle, abbeys, arboretum ...)



Closest train station: Rouillé
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Address:

PARISLocation:

The Seven SpringsName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-RENO-CULT  - Environmental - Restoration - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2016Final Date:06/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Nature, poetry and land art! Between storytelling nights and evening outings, the 
residents have many surprises in store for you. Septfonds (meaning seven 
springs) is located in Tarn-et-Garonne, stone and straw country. The village has a 
rich and complex history shaped by the hands and memory of Men. It was the 
Seven Springs that in around 1130 determined the village’s name and placement. 
Today, the village wishes to recreate the Seven Springs route. Having hosted 
international projects since 2009, the municipality has decided to once again 
organise an international workcamp in order to begin this new endeavor. The 
residents are excited to have the opportunity to meet new volunteers and to help 
them discover their region -their pride and passion. It is, then, around the subject 
of water that this workcamp will mark the beginning of a partnership -over three 
years- between the Citrus Association (Solidarités Jeunesses in Midi-Pyrénées) and 
the municipality of Septfonds.

       You will participate in the restoration of 3 springs : the eve’s spring has a 
poetic and inspiring atmosphere for those who know how to listen. Your mission 
will be to enhance and upgrade this place so that it’s natural beauty be restored, 
working consciously, respecting its rich environment, and paying particular 
attention to its flora and fauna. You will be brought to upgrade the place so that it 
makes people want to stop or stay there. At the Borel Spring, there is an old 
stonewall that has been invaded by wild vegetation. These small walls contain all 
the history of the region, particularly in Septfonds where over the years a dozen 
quarries were exploited. Your task will be to enhance this wall as well as to install 
a picnic table which is, in fact, also a very large stone. Finally, in Morgues Spring, 
where there is a an old lavatory, the work will consist of restoring this construction 
structure, sanding off the paint on the poles as well as applying coatings. 

Also, with the help of a professional artist, you will create a Land’Art exposition 
around one of the springs. And in the context of the Fountains poetry festival, you 
will have the opportunity to make a show with a famous storyteller from the 
region. In a dormitory with kitchen  and bathroom in Septfond Stadium. Location: 
Septfonds, 90km Northeast of Toulouse, between Cahors and Montauban.



Loisirs : The city will prepare friendly and festive activities for you. You will have 
the opportunity to participate in a group picnic and an evening outings to observe 
amphibians such as frogs and salamanders etc. In addition, you will be able to 
explore the village (dolmens, chapel, water fountain, memorial site, and old chapel 
manufactures) encountering the warmth of the inhabitants in the process. You will 
appreciate wandering around in the alleys of medieval cities such as Saint-
Antonin-Noble-Val, Bruniquel or Penne, or walking around Montauban, a village of 
art and history where Ingres -the master of Neo-classic painting- was born. In this 
wonderful region surrounded by the Aveyron Canyon, canoeing, hiking and 
swimming will highlight your relaxation time. 



Closest train station: Caussade (Tarn et Garonne, 82300)
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Address:

PARISLocation:

THE WASHHOUSE OF JOUARREName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Vialas is a pretty village near to the Mont Lozère, located in the heart of the 
Cévennes National Park. With its multiple stone bridges spanning the medium 
mountain torrents, his mythical rock of Trenze, faithful guardian of the valley, and 
its houses of mediterranean architecture, Vialas seduces any person getting there. 
The municipality wishes to focus on maintenance and enhancement of numerous 
hiking trails and to combine this goal with the hosting of international volunteers. 

You will live one part of the workcamp on the heights of the village (900 meters), 
in an isolated natural area without road access, a stepped path of 30 minutes will 
lead you to the camp that overlooks the village. A few meters higher (40 mins), 
the working place. Outlined by an architect of the Cevennes National Park, the 
new path with slighter gradient will be more accessible for hiking than the actual 
stony path where also water flows down regularly. Linked to their architectural 
heritage, the municipality is currently working on a pedagogical trail of the old lead 
mine located underneath the village. The remains of this ancient mine are huge 
and you can still imagine the importance of the former mining operations. The 
second part of the workcamp, you will contribute to the realization of this project 
by building an access to the irrigation canal, that brought water to the hydraulic 
machines of the mine.

       During the first two weeks you will be working on the heights of Vialas by 
constructing a section of a new hiking trail. This part is furrowed by runoff and 
should be reshaped. You will be responsible for the clearing of this new section 
and you will draw a steady path with the stones of the path. The last week of the 
project is dedicated to the irrigation canal of the old silver-lead mine. You will work 
on the layout of the canal in order to open it to the public as a part of the future 
mine trail. The first two weeks you will be in a camp built for this project. You will 
sleep in tents, and cooking will be done in a large tent set for this purpose. A 
sanitary block with solar showers and dry toilets will be installed. A river is close to 
the place of the camp, for those of you who like it fresh!

The journeys will be mostly on foot, but the materials, water and all other charges 
shall be brought by car near to the camp. For the last week, as the canal is located 
near the village, you will stay in the school building of Vialas, that has 
conventional toilets, dormitories and a communal kitchen . Leisure activities: You 
can enjoy your leisure time to discover the natural resources and local traditions of 
the Cévennes and Mont Lozère, like hiking, swimming in the rivers Homol or 
Luech, participate in local events, visit farmer markets ... or just sit on top of the 
rock Trenze and contemplate the nature !



Location: Vialas, 30 km from Alès and 40 km from Florac.

Closest train station: Génolhac, at 10 min from Vialas.
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Address:

PARISLocation:

Under the Sun of TavelName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Tavel, a village in the department of Gard with rich traditions and an important 
wine culture, will host a group of international volunteers for the second time. You 
will help to restore a stone wall in a traditional technique in the center of the 
village that is very animated in this time of year (local festival, Avignon’s theatre 
festival). The workcamp is therefore part of a dynamic and will to share the life of 
the village .

       You work will consist in the restoration of dry stone walls in a traditional 
technique that is typical for the region. These walls are surrounding a large place 
that you will also work on (cleaning and clearing) in order to invite the local people 
to use it. A logistical help for the organization of local events, like "Les couleurs de 
Tavel", a festival about wine, gastronomic and cultural heritage, is also planned 
and will allow you to share lots of moments with the locals. In the local sports hall. 
Facilities and other spaces for collective life (cooking, meals, …) are available in 
the same building.  Leisure activities: Through the work, but also thanks to the 
contact with the local population, you will have many opportunities to discover 
local life in this festive period. The region offers a rich variety of outdoor leisure 
activities: hiking, the public swimming pool, discovering the vineyards and the city 
of Avignon.



Location: Tavel, also named "The village of stones and rosé wine", counts 1800 
inhabitants, and is located between Orange and Avignon.

Closest train station: Avignon: City station at 15 km, TGV station at 18 km. Local 
busses Edgard B23 are running between Avignon and Tavel.
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Address:

PARISLocation:

The Knight&apos;s HouseName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CONS  - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:11/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Welcome to “La Commanderie”, an incredible ancestral site surrounded by an 
exceptional environment in a very dynamic village with a population that you must 
absolutely meet!

It is at Vaour, in an ancient sacred place, probably pre-celtic, set for to the cult of 
water, that the commanderie (house of Templars) was built and then classified as 
Historic Monument in 1909. One part of the building is used today as a 
multipurpose room, holding certain shows such as the village’s famous annual 
theater festival : “Vaour Summer”. Vaour is located between the picturesque 
Aveyron canyon and in the border with the grand forest of Gresigne, one of the 
largest oak wood in Europe. The village is also very close to the small vineyard 
valleys of Gaillac and the green valleys of Cerou or Bonnan.

       You will do some maintenance work on La commanderie building which is 
starting to be overwhelmed by the wild weeds. You will also have have the 
opportunity to lend a hand with the organisation of the theater festival “Vaour 
Summer” with the help of many volunteers. You will stay in large tents, will have 
access to the festival volunteers’ bathrooms and kitchen Leisure activities: You will 
be able to take advantage of the natural heritage of the place, to go for a swim in 
the streams or to go canoeing. Leisure time will include the exploration of the local 
heritage sites, walks, visits to the medieval cities like Penne and Cordes Sur Ciel, 
the renown Saint-Antonin-Noble-Val market, and the discovery of other 
remarkable sites nearby. Various exchange activities can be organized with the 
local association to allow for an active discovery of our home country and the 
maximum cultural exchange possible. Encounters with the local residents and 
visits to farms to discover and taste local specialities will also be available. 



Location: Vaour, 100 km  away from  Toulouse, between Albi and Montauban.

Closest train station: Cordes-Vindrac
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Address:

PARISLocation:

LE PARC DES DROITS DE L´ENFANTName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:01/08/2016Final Date:11/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Located at the crossing of Charente-Maritime, Dordogne and Gironde, Saint-Pierre-
du-Palais is a charming little village in the middle of a green countryside. A strong 
local commitment to revitalize the town and surrounding area via the rehabilitation 
of various places gave birth to a strong collaboration between Saint-Pierre-du-
Palais and the association Solidarités Jeunesses Poitou-Charentes. This year, we 
expect you to make this project a rich experience!

       The work will concern the restoration of the parsonage of St. Peter&apos;s 
Church. Very deteriorated, the church of Saint-Pierre-du-Palais, built in grison 
stone, was repeatedly restored. In order to complete the restoration of this site, 
the goal will be to make traditional masonry work: remove and replace the chalk 
mortar joints between the stones on the walls of the presbytery. You will also work 
on small restoration work in the village hall to host the people in the best 
conditions! During the workcamp, you will be accompanied by technical 
supervisors. collective, indoors, in a classroom of the village’s primary school  
Leisure activities: At the crossroads of several charming villages of the south-
Saintonge, you can fully enjoy the local heritage such as the Romanesque 
churches. Outside working time, you will participate in summer activities: French 
National Day, night markets and other visits of producers and tastings of their 
specialities. Sight-seeing exercusions in the city, Bordeaux or Angoulême and a 
day at the beach can be arranged. Cognac and St Emilion, towns of French 
vineyards are also nearby!



Location: Saint-Pierre-du-Palais, Charente-Maritime, between Bordeaux and 
Angoulême

Closest train station: Coutras
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Address:

PARISLocation:

LE DOMAINE DE MONTJEANName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

RENO-ARCH  - Restorarion-ArchaeologyProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:02/08/2016Final Date:12/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The Gallo-Roman site of Mirandes Towers is dated back to 1st – 3rd century CE 
and is stretched over more than a hundred hectares. First discovered in the 19th 
century, it was a target of many excavations and rescues at the beginning of 60’s. 
It is a big secondary agglomeration composed of residential and hand-
manufacture neighborhoods, a sanctuary, theater and an esplanade that was 
called forum for a long time. Since the beginning of the excavations, a building 
with a hypocaust – a floor heating system used in warm halls of antique thermae – 
has been discovered. Today, the site, especially this heating system needs a 
restoration and rehabilitation. 

       Supervised by the archaeologist who is responsible for the site, you will be 
working on the restoration of this heating system. You will scrape and clean the 
site to then be able to implement the ducts with a specific system. Your work will 
allow making the site recognizable for the visitors and, in such a way, 
understanding how this hypocaust system works. Once the ducts are restored, you 
will have the opportunity to create an explanatory sign; this information will 
complete the realization of the system and will be a trace of your passage on the 
Gallo-Roman site. Collective, indoor, in a classroom of a village primary school. 
Leisure activities: Volunteers from the Mirandes Towers Site and people from 
Vendeuvre will keep you company to discover the richness of the archaeological 
heritage and history of the surrounding areas that are abundant with old sites and 
troglodyte houses. The outings will be organized with the young people who are 
regulars in this area (cinema, plays, open-air activities…). During your leisure time 
you will participate in the local festivities, a national holiday, night farmers’ 
markets, and you will be able to visit big cities such as La Rochelle or Poitiers and 
discover a French theme park “Le Futuroscope”. 



Location: Vendeuvre-du-Poitou, Vienne Department, 15 km from Poitiers

Closest train station: Jaunay-Clan
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Address:

PARISLocation:

LES DEUX PARCS À CHAMPS-SUR-MARNEName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:06/08/2016Final Date:16/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The Pinson Mound Redoubt is a military fortification dating from the late 19th 
century. The redoubt is located at the top of a small hill in the middle of a 110 
hectare regional park. International summer camps here contribute to the 
restoration and renovation of the fort, with the aim of opening it to the public 
(especially for heritage days in September). During the project volunteers may 
also be interested in learning about the redoubt&apos;s history, as well as the 
Pinson Mound regional development project.

       This year you will continue to restore the fort&apos;s surrounding wall. Initial 
work will be carried out by local young people in April in order to prepare the area 
for the summer workcamp. As a volunteer in this camp, you will work with these 
local youngsters to clean and reinforce the stones of the upper part of the wall. 
You will sleep on inflatable mattresses in school dormitories. You need to bring 
along a sleeping bag. Leisure activities: This summer camp is organised in 
conjunction with four neighbouring towns, the goal being to encourage local young 
people to engage with the camp&apos;s activities. As such, you will be able to 
take part in cultural outings and social exchanges organised with local partner 
associations. Other free-time activities will be organized collectively, depending on 
the wishes of the group and the available budget.



Location: The town of Montmagny, located 15 km North of Paris.

Closest train station: Deuil-Montmagny. Observations: This project should not be 
seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit Paris, you should arrive 
some days before or leave some days after the dates of the workcamp.
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Address:

PARISLocation:

VALENCE D´AGENName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT  - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/08/2016Final Date:23/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

For the 21st year in a row, the association Souvigny Grand Site proposes to a 
group of volunteers to get involve in carrying out a remarkable one-week medieval 
event. This event hosts more than 30 000 visitors each year. 

       You will take part in the preparation, as well as in the daily animation of 
several stands. At the end of the week, you will help in clearing the location. 

You will take part in the entire event, and will be involved in all phases of the 
process: assembly, animation, disassembly  and clean up.

A very intense working week is waiting for you. This workcamp is a challenging 
experience which requires you to be really motivated all along the week. Certain 
evenings,  the stands will be open until midnight. in a dormitory in Souvigny. 
Leisure activities: An exploration of the region will take place mostly during the 
last week of the workcamp. During the weekends, you will usually be occupied by 
the fair, but you will be able to take advantage of the activities at the fair.



Location: Souvigny (Allier), 10 kms away from Moulins-sur-Allier.

Closest train station: Moulins-sur-Allier.
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Address:

PARISLocation:

SHARING OVER THE PAVINGName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2016Final Date:23/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: The international workcamp has become an inescapable meeting occasion 
every summer for the inhabitants of the town of Esprels, a regular partner of our 
projects for 8 over years now. They wait for this moment of sharing and cultural 
discovery with impatience!

Work : You will participate in the renovation of the gutter on the street of the 
fountain Saint-Desle over a stretch of 30 meters. You will work using the 
traditional paving method, learning both masonry and stone carving. This project 
requires no specific competence, but work can be physical.

Leisure activities: The municipality, the Mayor and its inhabitants wish to offer a 
unique experience to the group. Thanks to the involvement of the inhabitants, you 
will have the opportunity to visit with them many of the franc-contois famous 
sites: the Citadel of Besançon, the chapel of Ronchamp and other picturesque 
places. The inhabitants will welcome you at their home to share a meal, a drink, a 
coffee, fostering the creation of strong links with them. Depending on the weather 
: walks, petanque tournaments or swimming outings will be offered as well as the 
traditional international dinner.

Accommodation: In the village school. You will sleep in a common room. A kitchen 
will be located under the courtyard of the school. Bring a sleeping bag. 

Location: Esprels is located 20 km from Vesoul and 50 km from Besançon.

Closest train station: Vesoul
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Address:

PARISLocation:

FESTIVAL INTERCELTIQUE DE LORIENTName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2016Final Date:23/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

This workcamp is organised in conjunction with the municipality of Saint Rabier, 
where the regional Aquitaine office of Solidarités Jeunesses is located. This 580 
inhabitants town, situated in the black Perigord in between Perigueux and Brive-la-
Gaillarde, is made up of 11 hamlets, including Bord, where you will be working.

       The bread oven at Bord has been neglected for many years to the point 
where the actual oven has been demolished. Since the spring, the municipality and 
the organization have started works on the bakehouse. This includes the 
reconstruction of the roof, and the demolition of the chimney… You will continue 
the work by helping to build a traditional oven, laying the foundations, 
construction of a vault with refractory brick, laying the Lauze stone roof and stone 
masonry. Some other smaller works to embellish the site are also foreseen. In  a 
campsite in the middle of the village. Leisure activities: You will be able to meet 
local producers, visit some farms and be introduced to the local gastronomy. The 
idea is to also get involved in the local community life, notably, by helping to 
organize a nocturnal market with local producers and the 20th edition of the 
literary meeting “Livre en Tête” and a jazz concert. During your free time, you will 
be able to take advantage of the hiking trails to explore the region. The traditional 
“international dinner” will be a sensational opportunity to meet and share with the 
residents.



Location: Saint Rabier, 40km away from Brive-la-Gaillarde and 50km from 
Perigueux.

Closest train station: Condat-le-lardin
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Address:

PARISLocation:

The Southern Alps Through Hiking TrailsName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2016Final Date:25/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

L’espace Randonnée (Hiking area) of the Pays du Buech (www.buech-rando.com) 
brings together five communities of communes in the Hautes Alpes around a 
common objective : develop, invigorate and promote non-motorised hiking 
activities (pedestrian, bike tourism, VTT and horse riding), for the purposes of 
tourism and local development. In the face of extensive maintenance work 
required every year over the 1000 kilometres of trails, since 2010 l’espace 
Randonnée organises many international volunteer workcamps in partnership with 
the association “Les Villages des Jeunes” (www.villagedesjeunes.org). This 
workcamp is an occasion for a true immersion in nature : it will allow you to 
discover the beautiful Hautes-Alpes countryside, its fauna and its flora. The 
proposed work is accessible to all but it involves walking in mountains every day 
to reach the site of the workcamp.

       This workcamp will aim to clear the trails that have been invaded by 
vegetation, cutting down some trees, and pruning a trail in the bottom of the 
Aspres-Sur-Buech mountains. In this village, that relies on the “Drôme 
Provençale”, the encounter of both Alpine and Mediterranean vegetation creates 
diversity and contributes to the richness of the local flora whether in wild and 
natural areas or in human built ones. Every morning, the team will leave to the 
work site half way up the mountain and will be able to witness the progress made. 
On a campground Leisure activities: During your free time, you will be able to go 
swimming in the river around the area, to enjoy sports activities, and to organize 
international meals with the local residents. Some other trips might also be 
organised in order to discover the region. 



Location: Aspres-Sur-Buëch (12kms from Serres; 10kms from Veynes; 34 kms 
from Gap)

Closest train station: Aspres Sur Buëch, Veynes Dévoluy, Serres
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Address:

PARISLocation:

The Washerwomens&apos; LakeName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:17/08/2016Final Date:27/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Built on stone atop some old dolmens and very close to the majestic Lot Valley -
the perfect place for legends to emerge- Lugagnac is a charming little village that 
has been able to conserve its exceptional little heritage. In the middle of a well 
preserved green forest, during the summer, Lugagnac is the ideal place for the 
spirit to venture off on the dirt roads, hills, valleys and rivers to the sound of 
singing cicadas under a bright sun. It is in this enchanted setting that the 
filmmaker Louis Malles decided to restore the village’s manor to create an ideal 
place for inspiration and for family reunions. Lugagnac is well worth a visit and 
that is without even considering its residents warmth and hospitality. 

       After several “civic days” where the inhabitants came together to work on the 
restoration of the Audry lake -an old wash house- the site recovered its 
exceptional charm. You will continue the work in this setting by clearing the place 
and with the help of passionate local residents- you will learn the region’s 
traditional technique of building dry stone walls.    You will stay in tents next to a 
charming open space with a kitchen and an outdoor lounge and you will have 
access to toilets and showers. This place is usually used to host the film festival 
organised by the community.   Leisure activities : You will be able to take part in 
the summer festivities and to take advantage of Quercy’s natural and cultural 
heritage : Lot Valley, walks, biking, canoeing, visits to Saint-Cirq-Lapopie, 
Limogne-et-Quercy, Cahors and other remarkable sites in the area. Exchange 
activities with local associations might also be planned in order to share cultures in 
an interactive way as you will also have the opportunity to meet volunteers at the 
international workcamp in Concots, a nearby village. Meeting with residents and 
visiting farms to taste local specialties will also be a significant element of the 
stay.



Location: Lugagnac, 120 km  Northeast of Toulouse, between Cahors and  Brive-
La-Gaillarde.

Closest train station : Cahors
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Address:

--Location:

A CARRIBBEAN TOUCHName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ART-RENO  - Art camp-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:30/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: Located in Perigord Blanc, in the Northeast of the Dordogne Department, 
Coulaures is a small village of about 900 inhabitants. Crossed by the Isle river, it 
holds a rich historical heritage including, notably, 5 castles.

Work: You will work on the confection of costumes and floats as part of the 
¿Celebration of the Goose¿, an annual festivity in which several cultures meet and 
celebrate this emblematic animal of the region¿s gastronomy. This year, the honor 
of this exchange has been given to the Cuban culture. You will be free to use your 
creativity and imagination. In addition, some enhancing works at the local school 
and in the village will be planned (sanding, painting...) 

Leisure activities: During your free time you can go for walks in the many hiking 
trails and discover the scenic landscapes of the Dordogne Region. The workcamp 
will take place during the beloved summer season when you will be able to meet 
the residents at the farmers¿ markets, during the festival and during the 
traditional international meal that you will share with them.

Accommodation: In a shared room in the town¿s hall of events

Location: Coulaures is 15km away from Thiviers, and 8km way from Salignac les 
Eglises and Excideuil 

Closest train station: Thiviers
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Address:

--Location:

FOUNTAIN OF EXCHANGESName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/08/2016Final Date:06/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project:  A round cemetery and washhouse with a fountain, both classified as 
historical monuments, are proof of the rich and original heritage of  the town of 
Pennesiere. The association of Beaumotte Center has been working with the 
municipality for a long time on its insertion program, but this is the first year that 
Pennesiere hosts an international workcamp.

Work: The wash-house and fountain is a picturesque monument from the 19th 
century which has the peculiarity of being one of the first covered basin models. 
The purpose of the workcamp will be to restore the paving. You will dismantle the 
existing paving, sort the pavers, carve stones, make a new paving and work on 
the joints.

Leisure activities: The municipality and its inhabitants wish to offer a unique 
experience to you. After working hours, you are free to discover the local heritage 
and to explore the region through the different hiking trails as well as activities 
proposed by the inhabitants which will be the perfect time to share your culture 
with them. Let¿s not forget the citadel of Besançon and of course the traditional 
international dinner!

Accommodation: In an old school room. You will sleep on camp beds in a common 
room. A kitchen will be available to the group. Bring a sleeping bag.

Location: Between Besançon and Vesoul. 17 km from Vesoul. 

Closest train station:  Vesoul.
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Address:

--Location:

FESTI´VAL FRAICHEURName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CULT  - Restoration-CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/08/2016Final Date:09/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: This summer, the town of Torcy is hosting the fifth edition of the 'Festi'Val 
Fraîcheur', an urban cultural festival, organised by local youth associations, which 
showcases performances of  music, graffiti and break dancing. The aim of this 
festival is to promote the expression of cultural diversity, to create links between 
different generations of people and to encourage young people to engage with 
their community.

Work: As a volunteer in this camp, you will work with local young volunteers from 
various partner organisations to help to prepare the park where the festival takes 
place. The work will first consist in making the venue accessible and safe to all, as 
well as attractive and comfortable. You will also help to promote the festival in the 
local community and act as stewards for the public during the festival itself. After 
the event, you will help to clear the site of the festival and celebrate the end of the 
project with the local partners!

Leisure activities: You will have the opportunity to meet many other young people 
from the community of Torcy and its surrounding areas. Some activities will be 
organised with the support of local partners and associations. You will also be able 
to arrange other activities according to the opportunities and the available budget.

Accommodation: You will sleep on mattresses in a local gymnasium. Please bring a 
sleeping bag with you.

Location: Approximately 30km east of Paris.

Closest train station: Torcy RER

Note: This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to 
visit Paris, you should arrive some days before or leave some days after the dates 
of the summer camp.
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Address:

--Location:

A GREEN THEATERName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-ENVI  - Restoration-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/08/2016Final Date:10/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project : Concots is a  charming stone village typical of the Lot region, near the 
majestic Lot valley, in the middle of a well preserved pristine, green environment 
where the sun shines brightly during the summer, the cicadas sing happily and the 
spirit is free to venture off on the dirt roads, the valleys, the hills and the rivers. In 
this wonderful setting that shelters about 400 people, Concots is well worth the 
visit, and that is without even taking into account its warmth and welcoming 
people. 

In 2015, a strong local desire to stimulate the village and its surroundings by 
rehabilitating different places gave way to the first workcamp with Citrus 
(Solidarités Jeunesses in Midi-Pyrénées) in 2015. The participants of this first 
project had the opportunity to work on the shared garden and to meet the 
generous residents of Concots, forming such strong relations that the locals now 
await impatiently your arrival for this second project, which will be centered on the 
creation of a green theater to host cultural events. 

Work : First, we will conduct a clearing job to uncover the old road that leads to 
the town, allowing us, then, to rebuild the low dry-stone wall, that will serve as 
bleachers. In doing so you will be introduced to the traditional stonewall building 
technique of the region. It will also be necessary to make the place suitable to 
hold a scene on a play. During the three weeks of the workcamp, you will also 
have the opportunity to restore low stone walls and wells both in and around the 
town. 

Leisure activities : You will be able to take part in the summer festivities and to 
take advantage of Quercy¿s natural and cultural heritage : Lot Valley, walks, 
biking, canoeing, visits to Saint-Cirq-Lapopie, Limogne-et-Quercy, Cahors and 
other remarkable sites in the area. Exchange activities with local associations 
might also be planned in order to share cultures in an interactive way. Meeting 
with residents and visiting farms to taste local specialties will also be a significant 
element of the stay.

Accommodation: In a hostel in Concots, comprised of rooms for the dormitories, 
two dining rooms, two kitchens, restrooms and a garden. 

Location: Concots, 120 km  Northeast of Toulouse, between Cahors and Brive-La-
Gaillarde.

Closest train station : Cahors
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Address:

FERLocation:

Colline de SionName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-STUDY  - Restoration-StudyProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project: In the Saintois territory, the horseshoe-shaped hill of Sion reaches 
542 meters above sea level. It dominates the plain of Lorraine and offers an 
infinite panorama on the old traditional orchards. On the south side, the visitor 
discovers the vestiges of a fort built by the count of Vaudemont. Reconstructed in 
1741, the basilica of Sion celebrates the cult of Mary which is the object of 
pilgrimages even today. A Virgin overhangs the impressive tower of 45 meters 
high. 

Works: In the entrance of the village of Vaudémont, we still find the very present 
tracks of the formerpath of guard and staves. Our construction plan is the 
maintenance of the path by the clearing, as well as the reassurance of this one. 
You will build a protection gate with recycled materials.

Activities: On your arrival, leaders will propose several activities; but your ideas 
are welcomed and everything can be discussed. So be imaginative, the workcamp 
is a place for having fun! We don¿t expect you to do activities on your own, you 
will live an experience in a group and things are planned within the group.

Location: This site is the most visited in Meurthe et Moselle, it is the object of a 
quite particular attention because it shelters numerous vestiges but also protected 
species... You will work with numerous associations really involved in the 
protection and the animation of this site which can host several thousands of 
people in a week-end!

Accomodation: In a building, with beds, on the site of the Colline de Sion.

Nearest big town : Sion 

Nearest airport : SXB STRASBOURG

Terminal : Vézelise
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Address:

PALAISEAULocation:

La batterie de la PointeName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.unarec.org

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:18/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project : Palaiseau fortification was built from 1874 to 1879 to defend Paris 
against the Prussian army during the war. It is one of the 18 fortifications built all 
around Paris in this period. Batterie de la Pointe is one of the two branches of this 
Fort, volunteers will participate in its restoration. 

Works : Volunteers will participate to restore part of the building, they will learn 
the technique of old buildings and restoration. Warning : it is the beginning of this 
restoration, restoring the entire fortification will take several years of work.

Activities : At the heart of the plateau, volunteers will be halfway between city and 
countryside, bicycles will be provided to discover places. Near Paris and Versailles 
you will participate in an original and alternative tour of the capital. In cooperation 
with the facilitators and the group of volunteers you plan your spare-time and 
leisure activities.

Location : We are currently building this project with the city. Some work may be 
modified, it depends how fast it progress.

Accomodation : Volunteers will be host in tents in an hold farm, with a big garden 
and a place where you can cook and eat.

Special Requirements : Each volunteer will have the opportunity to make a 
traditional meal of his country, so bring recipes. The team working on the site in 
the year will discover its many activities.

Nearest big town : PALAISEAU

Nearest airport : CDG PARIS ROISSY CHARLES DE GAULLE

Terminal : gare de palaiseau
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Address:

--Location:

Chateau de PompeyName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:21/08/2016Final Date:01/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project : The castle of the Avant-garde, presents an interesting plan, with still 
massive square towers, many internal arrangements, but it is suprising because of 
the fragility of his walls. The long-term objective is to highlight this castle by 
integrating a discovery route, one viewpoint indicator and a space scenography.

Works : The workcamp consists in the consolidation of the walls and the 
resumption of a part of the rampart between the towers. The middle term 
objective is to resume this whole rampart. It is for use as bottom and as set to the 
project of open-air theater aspired by Pompey's City hall.

Activities : On your arrival, leaders will propose several activities; your ideas are 
welcomed and everything can be discussed. So be imaginative, the workcamp is a 
place for having fun! We don¿t expect you to do activities on your own, you will 
live an experience in a group !

Accomodation : In a tent, close to the site. 

Nearest big town : POMPEY

Nearest airport : SXB STRASBOURG

Terminal : pompey
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Address:

--Location:

Le petit moulin des Vaux de CernayName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.unarec.org

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:06/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project : Inside the Natural Park of Chevreuse Valley, you will contribute to 
the project of valorization of the remarkable site of ¿Vaux de Cernay¿. Since three 
years, volunteers participate in development and management of this property. 
Between streams and stone bridges, this unique place can relive the ancient 
history of the 17th century millers and landscape painters of the 19th century. 
This is definitely an historic site, you will be accommodated in a very special house 
whose history will surprise you. You will live with the other volunteers and 
participate to work activities and everyday life activities. A work leader and a camp 
leader will be there with you all along the workcamp. You will live a great 
adventure in the heart of this remarkable patrimony heritage which is the 
Chevreuse Valley.

Works : Volunteers in the continuity of the 2015 construction, fit out the Petit 
Moulin Park. There will be masonry with lime, creating nesting boxes for bats, 
weeding works and excavations on the remains of mill. The entrance to the site is 
also planned by the beautification of a pond and entrance stairs.

Activities : The Regional Natural Park of the Upper Chevreuse Valley offers a 
perfect setting for cycling or walking, castles and abbeys are essential halts in the 
region. Near Paris and Versailles you will participate in an original and alternative 
tour of the capital and villages of the valley. In cooperation with the campleader 
and the group of volunteers you plan your spare-time and leisure activities. You 
could for example discover fishing, bird watching, picking and a variety of other 
outdoor activities.

Location : The Vaux Cernay field represent 1/5th of the surface of the classified 
site of the Chevreuse Valley. This provide a high level of natural and landscape 
preservation (Biological Reserve NFB forest, Natura 2000 site). The presence of 
mills of great historical interest, waterfalls, the nearby Abbey of ¿Vaux de Cernay¿ 
classified historic monument, give the site a very important heritage interest. Little 
Mill is the keystone of the whole site. His opening to the public, the proposed of 
new activities allow the redeployment of visitors to this tourist popular in 
Chevreuse Valley, and the preservation of natural areas bordering the Abbey.

Accomodation : Volunteers will be staying in a cottage with its special history, it 
will be told on arrival. The dormitories of 2 and 4 people room, a large kitchen, a 
fireplace and a large garden.

Special Requirements : Each volunteer will have the opportunity to make a 
traditional meal of his country, so bring in recipes. The accommodation is not the 
same as the location of the site, way in minibus will be daily.

Nearest big town : CERNAY LA VILLE

Nearest airport : CDG PARIS ROISSY CHARLES DE GAULLE

Terminal : Gare de Saint Remy les Chevreuses
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Referencia: 98

U14

Address:

--Location:

Les haras de rosières aux salinesName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT-RENO  - Cultural-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/08/2016Final Date:08/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project The National Stud institution of Rosière aux Salines will welcome you 
at 15 minutes from the city of Nancy. There, you can discover equestrian activities 
and learn renovation techniques of old 'hippomobile' cars.

Works: The volunteers will have two main missions: renovation and environment. 

The team will renovate the Honour Saddlery. Works will concern the maintenance 
and the restoration of the woodworks, the painting of the saddlery room, and 
volunteers might also experience how to work the leather.

The environmental part will be in cooperation with the association l'Atelier Vert. 
Volunteers will create a green path and do some other works in the countryside. 
They will also help out with the development of the Festival Sauvage. 

Activities: On your arrival, leaders will propose several activities; but your ideas 
are welcomed and everything can be discussed. So be imaginative, the workcamp 
is a place for having fun! We don¿t expect you to do activities on your own, you 
will live an experience in a group and things are planned within the group. Do not 
forget it!

Location: The stud farm of Rosières aux Salines is a well preserved site, offering 
numerous activities around the horse. It is also a centre of pre-production, training 
and hosting of equine artists.

Accomodation: You will be hosted in a building, not far from the site. 

Nearest big town : ROSIERES AUX SALINES

Nearest airport : aeroport nancy-metz

Terminal : Blainville-Damelevière
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Codes Order

Francia

La Chèze  204/07/2016 - 24/07/2016RENOCBF-02 18 - 30  1 

Montautour  211/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENOCBF-03 18 - 30  2 

ARPEJE - Wooden boat on the Garonne 
River

 207/07/2016 - 28/07/2016CONS-ENVICONCF-002 18 - 30  3 

LANGOIRAN - Wash house restoration  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-005 18 - 30  4 

MEILHAN - Gabares boat celebrations  207/07/2016 - 28/07/2016ENVICONCF-007 18 - 30  5 

MENDIONDE - Discover the Basque culture!  204/08/2016 - 25/08/2016RENOCONCF-013 18 - 30  6 

ESCASSEFORT - A medieval fortress  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-015 18 - 30  7 

ST CAPRAISE DE LALINDE  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVICONCF-016 18 - 30  8 

PONT-DU-CHATEAU - Terraced gardens  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-032 18 - 30  9 

SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS 1  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-033 18 - 30  10 

DAVAYAT - The preservation of lime kilns  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-040 18 - 30  11 

SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS 2  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-041 18 - 30  12 

BLESLE - A unique festival experience!  204/08/2016 - 18/08/2016FEST-ARTCONCF-042 18 - 30  13 

ARTONNE Help the village to become one of 
the nice

 203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-043 18 - 30  14 

BAINS SUR OUST - Breton hospitality!  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-061 18 - 30  15 

CARENTOIR  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-063 18 - 30  16 

SAINT PIERRE DE PLESGUEN  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-064 18 - 30  17 

SAINT SULIAC - Between land and sea  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-065 18 - 30  18 

ESSONNE - A unique geological reserve  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016ENVI-RENOCONCF-093 18 - 30  19 

BASSOUES - A legendary village  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-122 18 - 30  20 

SARRANT - An international colors- summer!  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-123 18 - 30  21 

EMMAUS - Fighting against exclusion! 
(CARTA MOT.)

 205/08/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCICONCF-124 18 - 30  22 

CAPDENAC - Castles and good mood!  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016CONSCONCF-125 18 - 30  23 

GAZAX ET BACCARISSE - One for all, all for 
Gazax!

 205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-126 18 - 30  24 

LUZ-SAINT-SAUVEUR  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-127 18 - 30  25 

COUZE ET SAINT FRONT - Dordogne River 
from the ins

 205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVICONCF-14 18 - 30  26 

AUBIGNE-RACAN - Restoration of 
archaeological area

 208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENO-ARCHCONCF-152 18 - 30  27 

PNR DES MARAIS  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-153 18 - 30  28 

NUAILLE - Rediscover architectural heritage  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-155 18 - 30  29 

ECHAUFFOUR - St Andre´s frontage  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-156 18 - 30  30 

L´AIGLE - The secret of the tower  205/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-157 18 - 30  31 

VAAS - With the friends of the Rotrou Water 
mill

 212/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-159 18 - 30  32 

PELISSANNE - A mill in the heart of Provence  220/07/2016 - 10/08/2016RENOCONCF-181 18 - 30  33 

LA MOTTE-SERVOLEX - Live Savoy 
differently

 206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-242 18 - 30  34 

CROTTET - Wild nature within reach  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016ENVICONCF-243 18 - 30  35 

NEULISE  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-244 18 - 30  36 

GRENOBLE  229/07/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCICONCF-246 18 - 30  37 

ALBERTVILLE - Fortress renovation  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-247 18 - 30  38 
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OULLES EN OISANS - On the mountain road  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVICONCF-248 18 - 30  39 

ADISSAN - Development and small masonry  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-272 18 - 30  40 

ASPIRAN - Enhancement of an outdoor trail  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016CONS-ENVICONCF-276 18 - 30  41 

SALAGOU LAKE - Protecting biodiversity  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016ENVICONCF-277 18 - 30  42 

LEFFRINCKOUCKE FORT DES DUNES  218/07/2016 - 08/08/2016ENVI-RENOJR16/01 18 - 30  43 

EMMAUS 2 - FRENCH SPEAKING  101/08/2016 - 20/08/2016SOCIJR16/04 20 - 30  44 

CERILLY - HERITAGE CONSERVATION  217/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-CONS-MANUJR16/101 18 - 30  45 

VITRAY i SAVE WASH HOUSE HEART OF 
FOREST

 217/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-CONS-MANUJR16/102 18 - 30  46 

RETOURNAC - EDGE OF LOIRE RIVER  207/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENO-ENVI-CONSJR16/103 18 - 30  47 

HERMENT i DRY STONE CONSERVATION  107/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENO-CONS-MANUJR16/105 18 - 30  48 

ISSOIRE  210/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/106 18 - 30  49 

MUROL - CASTLE AND VOLCANOES  131/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/107 18 - 30  50 

FERNOEL - HERITAGE CONSERVATION  217/07/2016 - 16/08/2016RENO-ENVI-CONSJR16/109 18 - 30  51 

CREST - NICE AND REACHABLE 
HISTORICAL MOUND

 210/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-CONSJR16/110 18 - 30  52 

CHANONAT - RENOVATE TRADITIONAL 
WALLS AND PATHS

 217/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-ENVI-CONSJR16/111 18 - 30  53 

SAINT-ILPIZE - CASTLE OVERLOOKING 
THE VALLEY

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-ENVI-CONSJR16/112 18 - 30  54 

BILLOM - A GREENER MEDIEVAL TOWN  121/08/2016 - 03/09/2016ENVI-CONS-MANUJR16/113 18 - 30  55 

VALUEJOLS - RENOVATE A TYPICAL 
WASHING PLACE

 224/07/2016 - 13/08/2016RENO-CONS-MANUJR16/115 18 - 30  56 

PAULHAC - BEAUTIFUL WATERFALL 
ARRANGEMENT

 214/08/2016 - 04/09/2016ENVI-CONS-MANUJR16/116 18 - 30  57 

SEGUR LES VILLAS ¿ HIGHLIGHT BREAD 
OVEN RUINS

 204/07/2016 - 24/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/117 18 - 30  58 

TEISSIERES - MUSIC AND LAND ART 
FESTIVAL

 216/08/2016 - 03/09/2016ENVI-MANU-FESTJR16/118 18 - 30  59 

VEBRET - DRY STONES WALL 
RENOVATION

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-CONS-MANUJR16/119 18 - 30  60 

BEAUMES DE VENISE  214/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENO-ARCHJR16/200 18 - 30  61 

ETOILE SUR RHONE - CASTLE PARK 
RESTORATION

 210/07/2016 - 01/08/2016RENOJR16/203 18 - 30  62 

PERMACULTURE IN SOUTH BEAUJOLAIS 
¿ FR SPEAK

 210/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/204 18 - 30  63 

PONTAIX - OLD STONES, YOUNG 
ENERGY!

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENOJR16/206 18 - 30  64 

VIVIERS HISTORICAL MONUMENTS  117/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENOJR16/209 18 - 30  65 

CLUSES - FRIENDLY FRENCH ALPS  110/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-MANUJR16/210 18 - 30  66 

SALINS LES BAINS ¿ WORLD HERITAGE 
PROJECT

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENOJR16/211 18 - 30  67 

ROCLES - BACK TO THE ROOTS  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016ENVI-MANU-ARTJR16/212 18 - 30  68 

EMMAUS ETOILE -  SOCIAL COMMUNITY  124/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVI-SOCIJR16/214 20 - 30  69 

TERMIGNON - DRY STONE BUILDING IN A 
NATIONAL PARK

 214/08/2016 - 03/09/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/216 18 - 30  70 

MILLE PATTES 1  111/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/300 18 - 30  71 

MILLE PATTES 2  116/08/2016 - 03/09/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/301 18 - 30  72 

BRAMEVAQUE  201/08/2016 - 19/08/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/302 18 - 30  73 

A CARRIBBEAN TOUCH  230/07/2016 - 20/08/2016ART-RENOSJ.51 18 - 30  90 

FOUNTAIN OF EXCHANGES  206/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENOSJ.54 18 - 30  91 
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FESTI´VAL FRAICHEUR  209/08/2016 - 30/08/2016RENO-CULTSJ.61 18 - 30  92 

A GREEN THEATER  210/08/2016 - 31/08/2016RENO-ENVISJ.62 18 - 30  93 

A Story About Water  203/07/2016 - 24/07/2016ENVI-RENOSJ11 18 - 30  74 

Your Renovation Mission  204/07/2016 - 18/07/2016RENOSJ12 18 - 30  75 

BEAUFIEST´YVAL  204/07/2016 - 25/07/2016CULT-ANIMSJ14 18 - 30  76 

LE LAVOIR DE JOUARRE  205/07/2016 - 26/07/2016RENOSJ16 18 - 30  77 

The Seven Springs  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016ENVI-RENO-CULTSJ17 18 - 30  78 

THE WASHHOUSE OF JOUARRE  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016ENVISJ26 18 - 30  79 

Under the Sun of Tavel  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENOSJ27 18 - 30  80 

The Knight&apos;s House  211/07/2016 - 29/07/2016CONSSJ29 18 - 30  81 

LE PARC DES DROITS DE L´ENFANT  211/07/2016 - 01/08/2016RENOSJ30 18 - 30  82 

LE DOMAINE DE MONTJEAN  212/07/2016 - 02/08/2016RENO-ARCHSJ32 18 - 30  83 

LES DEUX PARCS À CHAMPS-SUR-
MARNE

 216/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENOSJ35 18 - 30  84 

VALENCE D´AGEN  223/07/2016 - 12/08/2016CULTSJ38 18 - 30  85 

SHARING OVER THE PAVING  223/07/2016 - 13/08/2016RENOSJ40 18 - 30  86 

FESTIVAL INTERCELTIQUE DE LORIENT  223/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVI-RENOSJ42 18 - 30  87 

The Southern Alps Through Hiking Trails  225/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVISJ45 18 - 30  88 

The Washerwomens&apos; Lake  227/07/2016 - 17/08/2016RENOSJ49 18 - 30  89 

Colline de Sion  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENO-STUDYU08 18 - 30  94 

La batterie de la Pointe  218/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENOU10 18 - 30  95 

Chateau de Pompey  201/08/2016 - 21/08/2016ENVI-RENOU12 18 - 30  96 

Le petit moulin des Vaux de Cernay  206/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVI-RENOU13 18 - 30  97 

Les haras de rosières aux salines  208/08/2016 - 29/08/2016CULT-RENOU14 18 - 30  98 

Total Nº Campos:   98 Total Nº Plazas:  187 
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A Story About Water  203/07/2016 - 24/07/2016ENVI-RENOSJ11 18 - 30  74 
Your Renovation Mission  204/07/2016 - 18/07/2016RENOSJ12 18 - 30  75 
La Chèze  204/07/2016 - 24/07/2016RENOCBF-02 18 - 30  1 
SEGUR LES VILLAS ¿ HIGHLIGHT BREAD 
OVEN RUINS

 204/07/2016 - 24/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/117 18 - 30  58 

BEAUFIEST´YVAL  204/07/2016 - 25/07/2016CULT-ANIMSJ14 18 - 30  76 
LE LAVOIR DE JOUARRE  205/07/2016 - 26/07/2016RENOSJ16 18 - 30  77 
The Seven Springs  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016ENVI-RENO-CULTSJ17 18 - 30  78 
SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS 1  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-033 18 - 30  10 
LA MOTTE-SERVOLEX - Live Savoy 
differently

 206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-242 18 - 30  34 

ADISSAN - Development and small masonry  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-272 18 - 30  40 
PONT-DU-CHATEAU - Terraced gardens  206/07/2016 - 27/07/2016RENOCONCF-032 18 - 30  9 
ARPEJE - Wooden boat on the Garonne 
River

 207/07/2016 - 28/07/2016CONS-ENVICONCF-002 18 - 30  3 

MEILHAN - Gabares boat celebrations  207/07/2016 - 28/07/2016ENVICONCF-007 18 - 30  5 
CROTTET - Wild nature within reach  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016ENVICONCF-243 18 - 30  35 
BAINS SUR OUST - Breton hospitality!  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-061 18 - 30  15 
SARRANT - An international colors- summer!  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-123 18 - 30  21 
AUBIGNE-RACAN - Restoration of 
archaeological area

 208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENO-ARCHCONCF-152 18 - 30  27 

PNR DES MARAIS  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-153 18 - 30  28 
NEULISE  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-244 18 - 30  36 
BASSOUES - A legendary village  208/07/2016 - 29/07/2016RENOCONCF-122 18 - 30  20 
CREST - NICE AND REACHABLE 
HISTORICAL MOUND

 210/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-CONSJR16/110 18 - 30  52 

ISSOIRE  210/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/106 18 - 30  49 
PERMACULTURE IN SOUTH BEAUJOLAIS 
¿ FR SPEAK

 210/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/204 18 - 30  63 

CLUSES - FRIENDLY FRENCH ALPS  110/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-MANUJR16/210 18 - 30  66 
THE WASHHOUSE OF JOUARRE  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016ENVISJ26 18 - 30  79 
Under the Sun of Tavel  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENOSJ27 18 - 30  80 
ROCLES - BACK TO THE ROOTS  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016ENVI-MANU-ARTJR16/212 18 - 30  68 
Colline de Sion  210/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENO-STUDYU08 18 - 30  94 
ETOILE SUR RHONE - CASTLE PARK 
RESTORATION

 210/07/2016 - 01/08/2016RENOJR16/203 18 - 30  62 

The Knight&apos;s House  211/07/2016 - 29/07/2016CONSSJ29 18 - 30  81 
MILLE PATTES 1  111/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/300 18 - 30  71 
Montautour  211/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENOCBF-03 18 - 30  2 
LE PARC DES DROITS DE L´ENFANT  211/07/2016 - 01/08/2016RENOSJ30 18 - 30  82 
LE DOMAINE DE MONTJEAN  212/07/2016 - 02/08/2016RENO-ARCHSJ32 18 - 30  83 
LES DEUX PARCS À CHAMPS-SUR-
MARNE

 216/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENOSJ35 18 - 30  84 

VIVIERS HISTORICAL MONUMENTS  117/07/2016 - 30/07/2016RENOJR16/209 18 - 30  65 
CERILLY - HERITAGE CONSERVATION  217/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-CONS-

MANU
JR16/101 18 - 30  45 

VITRAY i SAVE WASH HOUSE HEART OF 
FOREST

 217/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-CONS-
MANU

JR16/102 18 - 30  46 
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CHANONAT - RENOVATE TRADITIONAL 
WALLS AND PATHS

 217/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-ENVI-
CONS

JR16/111 18 - 30  53 

FERNOEL - HERITAGE CONSERVATION  217/07/2016 - 16/08/2016RENO-ENVI-
CONS

JR16/109 18 - 30  51 

La batterie de la Pointe  218/07/2016 - 31/07/2016RENOU10 18 - 30  95 
LEFFRINCKOUCKE FORT DES DUNES  218/07/2016 - 08/08/2016ENVI-RENOJR16/01 18 - 30  43 
PELISSANNE - A mill in the heart of Provence  220/07/2016 - 10/08/2016RENOCONCF-181 18 - 30  33 
VALENCE D´AGEN  223/07/2016 - 12/08/2016CULTSJ38 18 - 30  85 
FESTIVAL INTERCELTIQUE DE LORIENT  223/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVI-RENOSJ42 18 - 30  87 
SHARING OVER THE PAVING  223/07/2016 - 13/08/2016RENOSJ40 18 - 30  86 
EMMAUS ETOILE -  SOCIAL COMMUNITY  124/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVI-SOCIJR16/214 20 - 30  69 
VALUEJOLS - RENOVATE A TYPICAL 
WASHING PLACE

 224/07/2016 - 13/08/2016RENO-CONS-
MANU

JR16/115 18 - 30  56 

The Southern Alps Through Hiking Trails  225/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVISJ45 18 - 30  88 
The Washerwomens&apos; Lake  227/07/2016 - 17/08/2016RENOSJ49 18 - 30  89 
GRENOBLE  229/07/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCICONCF-246 18 - 30  37 
A CARRIBBEAN TOUCH  230/07/2016 - 20/08/2016ART-RENOSJ.51 18 - 30  90 
VEBRET - DRY STONES WALL 
RENOVATION

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-CONS-
MANU

JR16/119 18 - 30  60 

MUROL - CASTLE AND VOLCANOES  131/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/107 18 - 30  50 
PONTAIX - OLD STONES, YOUNG 
ENERGY!

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENOJR16/206 18 - 30  64 

SALINS LES BAINS ¿ WORLD HERITAGE 
PROJECT

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENOJR16/211 18 - 30  67 

SAINT-ILPIZE - CASTLE OVERLOOKING 
THE VALLEY

 231/07/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-ENVI-
CONS

JR16/112 18 - 30  54 

BRAMEVAQUE  201/08/2016 - 19/08/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/302 18 - 30  73 
EMMAUS 2 - FRENCH SPEAKING  101/08/2016 - 20/08/2016SOCIJR16/04 20 - 30  44 
Chateau de Pompey  201/08/2016 - 21/08/2016ENVI-RENOU12 18 - 30  96 
SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS 2  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-041 18 - 30  12 
ASPIRAN - Enhancement of an outdoor trail  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016CONS-ENVICONCF-276 18 - 30  41 
SALAGOU LAKE - Protecting biodiversity  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016ENVICONCF-277 18 - 30  42 
CARENTOIR  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-063 18 - 30  16 
SAINT PIERRE DE PLESGUEN  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-064 18 - 30  17 
ESSONNE - A unique geological reserve  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016ENVI-RENOCONCF-093 18 - 30  19 
ARTONNE Help the village to become one of 
the nice

 203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-043 18 - 30  14 

NUAILLE - Rediscover architectural heritage  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-155 18 - 30  29 
SAINT SULIAC - Between land and sea  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-065 18 - 30  18 
DAVAYAT - The preservation of lime kilns  203/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-040 18 - 30  11 
BLESLE - A unique festival experience!  204/08/2016 - 18/08/2016FEST-ARTCONCF-042 18 - 30  13 
MENDIONDE - Discover the Basque culture!  204/08/2016 - 25/08/2016RENOCONCF-013 18 - 30  6 
EMMAUS - Fighting against exclusion! 
(CARTA MOT.)

 205/08/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCICONCF-124 18 - 30  22 

L´AIGLE - The secret of the tower  205/08/2016 - 24/08/2016RENOCONCF-157 18 - 30  31 
COUZE ET SAINT FRONT - Dordogne River 
from the ins

 205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVICONCF-14 18 - 30  26 

OULLES EN OISANS - On the mountain road  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVICONCF-248 18 - 30  39 
ST CAPRAISE DE LALINDE  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVICONCF-016 18 - 30  8 
LUZ-SAINT-SAUVEUR  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-127 18 - 30  25 
ALBERTVILLE - Fortress renovation  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-247 18 - 30  38 
ECHAUFFOUR - St Andre´s frontage  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-156 18 - 30  30 
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

GAZAX ET BACCARISSE - One for all, all for 
Gazax!

 205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-126 18 - 30  24 

ESCASSEFORT - A medieval fortress  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-015 18 - 30  7 
LANGOIRAN - Wash house restoration  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-005 18 - 30  4 
CAPDENAC - Castles and good mood!  205/08/2016 - 26/08/2016CONSCONCF-125 18 - 30  23 
Le petit moulin des Vaux de Cernay  206/08/2016 - 26/08/2016ENVI-RENOU13 18 - 30  97 
FOUNTAIN OF EXCHANGES  206/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENOSJ.54 18 - 30  91 
HERMENT i DRY STONE CONSERVATION  107/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENO-CONS-

MANU
JR16/105 18 - 30  48 

RETOURNAC - EDGE OF LOIRE RIVER  207/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENO-ENVI-
CONS

JR16/103 18 - 30  47 

Les haras de rosières aux salines  208/08/2016 - 29/08/2016CULT-RENOU14 18 - 30  98 
FESTI´VAL FRAICHEUR  209/08/2016 - 30/08/2016RENO-CULTSJ.61 18 - 30  92 
A GREEN THEATER  210/08/2016 - 31/08/2016RENO-ENVISJ.62 18 - 30  93 
VAAS - With the friends of the Rotrou Water 
mill

 212/08/2016 - 26/08/2016RENOCONCF-159 18 - 30  32 

BEAUMES DE VENISE  214/08/2016 - 27/08/2016RENO-ARCHJR16/200 18 - 30  61 
TERMIGNON - DRY STONE BUILDING IN A 
NATIONAL PARK

 214/08/2016 - 03/09/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/216 18 - 30  70 

PAULHAC - BEAUTIFUL WATERFALL 
ARRANGEMENT

 214/08/2016 - 04/09/2016ENVI-CONS-
MANU

JR16/116 18 - 30  57 

TEISSIERES - MUSIC AND LAND ART 
FESTIVAL

 216/08/2016 - 03/09/2016ENVI-MANU-FESTJR16/118 18 - 30  59 

MILLE PATTES 2  116/08/2016 - 03/09/2016RENO-ENVIJR16/301 18 - 30  72 
BILLOM - A GREENER MEDIEVAL TOWN  121/08/2016 - 03/09/2016ENVI-CONS-

MANU
JR16/113 18 - 30  55 

Total Nº Campos:   98 Total Nº Plazas:  187 
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